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Fig. I - 1: Flood-Prone Regions of the Netherlands.
(Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics 2010)
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Embracing the Future

complex picture the more I delved. By directly interviewing
professionals and government employees, analyzing documents, and

After centuries fighting against water, the Netherlands is charting a
new course. To address environmental and demographic challenges,

travelling within the Netherlands, I learned how the country has begun
reevaluating how they manage water at all scales.

Dutch policymakers and professionals are promoting new policies,

Primarily provoked by climate change, public and private leaders have

strategies,

the

acknowledged the need for new strategies regarding the country’s

water

aging infrastructure, urban growth, and projected climate induced

management. Rather than segregating land and water, they suggest

water stresses. Despite centuries of policies segregating water from

integrating them together and believe the nation must learn to live

development, they have begun promoting strategies that integrate

more harmoniously with its longtime adversary.

water into development. By doing this they believe it will better

and

Netherlands’

technologies.

future

requires

They
a

believe

new

safeguarding

perspective

on

This emerging movement caught my attention early in 2008, when
National Public Radio profiled Dutch architects and urban planners
who were proposing floating buildings and infrastructure as an
adaptive solution to global climate change. The story showcased

protect their citizens, use land more efficiently and cost less over time.
While floating architecture and infrastructure comprise a part of the
new strategy, it remains a small piece of a much broader approach for
adapting the country to an uncertain future.

recently built floating developments, the architects and engineers who

This report on Dutch climate change adaptation focuses on the flood-

designed them, and their floating visions for the Netherlands. (Palca

prone regions of the Netherlands, which make up 55 percent of the

2008)

country.* In the following chapters, I discuss how the Netherlands

NPR’s depiction of the Netherlands’ floating future intrigued me. I
began investigating the Netherlands' climate adaptation strategy, the
events prompting their approaches, and Dutch projects influenced by
projected future conditions. What I discovered did not mirror my
initial assumptions, or the situation presented by NPR. While casual
research may corroborate this simplistic portrait, I found a more

developed its current infrastructure and show how changing
conditions have led to policy shifts and new national priorities. I also
discuss how these changes are redefining water management and

*
Extensive dikes protect these lands from frequent flooding, with 26
percent of the country's land lying below sea level, and an additional 29
percent within its rivers' floodplains. (Alcamo 2007) Climate scientists
expect both rising sea levels and intensified weather patterns to amplify
these problems. (Hurk 2006)

encouraging Dutch architects, engineers and urban planners to adopt

planning practices. I outline some of the more common adaptive

new strategies and develop new technologies.

measures and their appropriate applications and then expound upon

In Chapter 1: Making Land from Water, I describe how the
Netherlands’ geography, historic events, and technology shaped the

buoyant architecture. There I describe a variety of existing and
emergent technologies.

country. I provide examples of how both man and nature influenced

In Chapter 5: Building with Water, I introduce a few firms that have

its development. Together they transformed a low-lying delta at the

embraced water adaptive architecture and urban planning and

mouth of three major rivers into one of the densest and most

describe some of their accomplishments. I also briefly describe a new

prosperous countries in the world.

government initiated guidebook designed to educate those unfamiliar

In Chapter 2: Rising Pressure, I explain why the Netherlands has begun

with these new emergent building practices.

rethinking their massive water management system. I show how its

In Chapter 6: Water Adaptive Projects, I show how practitioners have

costly maintenance requirements and weaknesses have inspired some

integrated the techniques and ideas discussed in the previous chapters

to seek alternatives. I also illustrate how the very infrastructure

into both realized and conceptual projects. The highlighted projects

making the Netherlands habitable may endanger the country’s future

inhabit a variety of site conditions. Together, they illustrate the

due to a changing global environment and urban growth pressures.

breadth strategies needed to overcome the diverse issues facing the

In Chapter 3: New Directions, I discuss some new developments in the
government’s policies and programs that address the emerging issues
described in the previous chapter. I focus primarily on new urban

Netherlands. They also show how design and planning can help
accomplish two seemingly opposing goals, such as improving local and
regional flood resiliency, while allowing continued urban growth.

planning ideas, but also describe significant policy changes that reform

Lastly, I conclude by discussing the future of this movement and share

outdated practices and promote innovative new strategies. In this

my own thoughts on its future trajectory. I also postulate how the

chapter, I also identify new programs and policies that exemplify these

Netherlands’ ideas can transcend its borders and help others facing

new ideas.

similar issues.

In Chapter 4: Adaptive Living, I describe water-adaptive techniques

Following my conclusion, I also include six case studies that enhance

and technologies that have taken root in Dutch architecture and urban

this report’s main ideas. They provide more in depth information
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about unique projects within the Netherlands. The projects function at
a different scales and integrate many of the ideas highlighted
throughout this report.
With this document, I portray how one developed nation has begun
responding to global climate change. Since climate change operates at
a global scale, the problems facing the Netherlands may also threaten
other countries around the world. Similar to Dutch cities, many global
cities will also need to adapt their infrastructures to the changing
climate. (Nicholls 2007) The strategies they employ depend on a
number of factors that may differ from the Netherlands because of
climate, geography, and social differences. Nevertheless, learning
about the Netherlands’ motivations, strategies, and actions may help
others look beyond their traditional management practices. I believe
people around the world can use this information to address their
own challenges, spur new ideas, and inspire them to break with
antiquated traditions and develop new ways to approach age-old
problems.
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Fig. I - 3: Map of the Netherlands - c. First Century
People have inhabited the Netherlands for many generations. The map above
shows the major roads and cities of the Late Roman occupation. Few roads entered
the lowland peat swamp near the coast and the area now known as Zeeland
appears as a contiguous landform. Zeeland is the Netherland’s southernmost
coastal region. Today, large areas of open water divide its land area into a series of
three peninsula-like landforms, often called sea arms. (Blom 1999, 4) Map
reproduced from source.
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Fig. I - 4: Map of the Netherlands - Pre-Tenth Century
This map identifies the primary settlements that existed during the Merovingien
dynasty c. 800 AD. In the map you can see how sea-level rise and a natural
southward realignment in the Rijn River affected Zeeland. In the map to the left,
this coastal region is drawn as one uninterrupted land mass; the river’s shift
transformed the peat landscape into an “archipelago” breaking the land apart.
(Blom 1999, 9) Map reproduced from source.

Fig. I - 5: Map of the Netherlands - Twelfth Century
During the Middle Ages, settlements began to take hold throughout the lowlands.
The Shaded area indicates the “Heartland of Holland’s Counts.” As the Netherlands
was becoming a major seaport, these powerful people became concentrated at the
coast. Also, note how the landscape has become pock marked with many lakes
formed due to peat extraction, land cultivation, and land subsidence. (Blom 1999,
30) Map reproduced from source.

Fig. I - 6: Map of the Netherlands - Seventeenth Century
This map shows the refinement of political boundaries in the seventeenth century, but
more importantly, it illustrates the Netherlands geography prior to the industrial
revolution. The figure-ground map characterizes the pre-modern landscape of the
Netherlands showing the many lakes formed in previous centuries as the Dutch fought
against land subsidence and storm surges. In later centuries, the Dutch reclaimed
many of these lakes as technology advanced. (Blom 1999, 115) Map reproduced from
source.
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Fig. 1 - 1: Map of the Netherlands’ Twenty-First Century Infrastructure
(Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu 2006) – Map redrawn from source using superimposition.

Chapter 1: Making Land from Water
Throughout their nation’s history, the Dutch reshaped their landscape
to make it more habitable. Over centuries, they manipulated rivers,
drained lakes, created new landforms and waterways, and built

The country’s primary defenses mainly consist of continuous
superstructures called ring dikes. Encircling each of the 26 regions,
these structures physically define their borders. The ring dike
infrastructure also lines their major rivers’ banks and the North Sea’s
coast.

massive structures to prevent flooding and increase livable land area.

Engineered to prevent flooding over thousands of years, they serve as

Today, an intricate framework of natural and manmade waterways

the first line of defense against flooding. The largest of these ring dikes

flows through the Netherlands. From an aerial image, the geometric

encircles the Randstad, a region containing over half of the Dutch

rigor imposed upon the Dutch landscape is unmistakable.

population and producing the majority of the country's economic

As of 2006, the Netherlands managed 3,599 km of primary water
defenses, so named because these structures directly protect citizens
and property from storm surges and river flooding. (Transport and
*

Water Management Inspectorate 2006) These defenses protect 55%

output. Engineers claim this region will flood only once every 10,000
years. Within these regional defenses lie hundreds of polders, each
with its own protective dikes that serve as the last defense against
flooding.

of the country’s land area—of which nearly half lies below sea level.

In addition to these physical barriers, the Dutch still must drain their

Secondary water defenses, consisting of additional barriers, further

polders with electric pumps to prevent flooding and maintain their

protect and segment these lands. Overall, the Netherlands’ flood

unnatural groundwater levels. Without daily monitoring and pumping,

barriers divide the land into 26 regions that contain more than 3500

ground water seepage, water from adjacent water bodies and the

compartments known as polders. (Olthuis and Keuning, FLOAT! 2010,

water tables of higher elevation polders would inundate low-lying

148)

polders. † Without the dikes, dunes and other water defense structures
almost a third of the Netherlands would constantly be underwater.
(Transport and Water Management Inspectorate 2006)

*
In the Netherlands, manmade water defenses have allowed the Dutch
to increase and protect their country’s land area. The primary pieces of
this infrastructure include large hydraulic engineering structures,
engineered land embankments known as dikes, and reinforced sand dunes.

†
The Zuidplaspolder, known as the lowest polder in the Netherlands,
must be pumped around 4 hours every day in order to maintain an
appropriate water table. (Steeklenburg 2009)
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Fig. 1 - 2: Timeline Relationships between Flooding, Technology and Polder Development
I gathered information from various sources to create this timeline. Sea of Land (Reh,
Steenbergen and Aten 2007) provided much of the information concerning historic innovation,
historic events and infrastructural projects. I cite this information using page numbers in
parenthesis. I transcribed most of the flood events from a flood timeline and museum displays
located at Deltapark Neeltje Jans, I have also cross-checked their accuracy. Advancements in
dike construction were also transcribed from information presented at the Deltapaek Neetlje
Jans. The dates of the Zuiderzee works, land reclamation (impoldering), and Delta Works
projects were gathered from government websites and Sea of Land.
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Beyond protecting low-lying cities from flooding, the Dutch rely on this
water management system to ensure ample water for agriculture,
drinking water, transportation, and recreation. Overall, these flood
prone lands support nine million people and produce 65% of the
country’s gross national product. * (Transport and Water Management
Inspectorate 2006)

Building the Netherlands
To someone unfamiliar with the Netherlands' history, their
infrastructure may seem overly complex, extravagant and expensive.
However, it is important to note that this system has evolved over
centuries and did not appear overnight. To explain how and why the
Dutch engineered this extensive water management system, in this
section I briefly outline events and historic milestones that
transformed a vast coastal peat marsh into their current technological
framework. I describe how the Netherlands’ inhabitants have
reshaped their landscape leaving the original landscape nearly
unrecognizable.
Early Settlers
Beginning as early as 4000 B.C.E., Nomadic people began inhabiting
Fig. 1 - 3: Map of the Netherland's Dike Rings
Dike rings make up the backbone of the country’s water management system. The dike
rings shown in this map have emerged over many years. I describe their origins later in
this chapter. The economic assets and populations within each dike ring help the
government determine the applicable required safety standard for each region.
(Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management, Directorate-General of
Water Affairs 2008, 36) - Map reproduced from source
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areas around the present day Netherlands. Drawn by the land's rich
natural resources, early nomads attempted to create settlements
*
In 2007, using statistics by the Central Bureau of Statistics it was
calculated that the country’s wealth amounted to around 2750 billion
Euros. This means that the flood-risk regions of the country could be
valued at roughly 1800 billion Euros. (Deltacommissie 2008, 22)

within the flood-prone delta, but rising sea level, shifting riverbeds and

Known as a terp, settlers would inhabit the raised mound and use it as

storm surges limited inhabitable land and made permanent

the settlements' center. They would then modify the surrounding

settlements rare. (Reh, Steenbergen and Aten 2007) To inhabit this

landscape to support agriculture. To transform the marshland around

wild landscape, early settlers invented new techniques and began to

the terp, they dug drainage ditches, dammed local waterways and

reshape the landscape around them. As technology improved, these

built land embankments. These actions improved crop quality and

building blocks became larger and more successful. Eventually,

defended reclaimed land from flooding. (Reh, Steenbergen and Aten

progress allowed the Dutch people to reform the delta completely.

2007, 47)

Terp
By the 8th century, some of the first long-lasting settlements began to

Dikes and Polders
During the 10th century, natural climate shifts and land subsidence,

take hold in the peat bogs of what is now North Holland. Though little

partly due to settlement activities, led to increased flooding in these

inhabitable land existed, these settlers took advantage of natural

early terp villages. This prompted the need for additional protective

raised mounds within the marshy landscape and along riverbanks.

measures to maintain footholds in the landscape. Coincidently, dike
construction began around this same era. This correlation leads some
experts to believe that the increase in flood events inspired this new
invention. (Reh, Steenbergen and Aten 2007, 41-43) These robust
manmade embankments surrounded the improved land, shielding it
from river flooding and storm surges from the sea. Some consider the
lands protected by these early dikes as the first Dutch polders.
(Olthuis 2009) *

Fig. 1 - 4: Manually draining diked land (early 10th Century).
Photo of drawing featured at the Deltapark Neeltje Jans.

*
A polder is a manmade land area actively kept dry and protected
from flooding by building dikes. Without man's interference, these regions
would frequently flood, remain marshes or exist as open water. Over time
technology slowly advanced, beginning with drainage ditches and
rudimentary sluice gates and evolving into today's electronic pumping
stations and high-tech hydraulic infrastructures.
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Taking advantage of natural forces like tidal flows and gravity, early

mining and cattle grazing. However, overtime, these activities caused

polder settlements used a combination of agricultural drainage ditches

the land to sink due to soil subsidence.

and manually operated wooden sluice gates in the dike barrier to keep
the land dry and productive. Over time, sluice construction improved
and their operation became more automated. Draining water from
within the embankments, made the land suitable for agriculture, peat

Fig. 1 - 5: Aerial near Aalsmeer
(Google Maps, 2010)
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Though lowering groundwater levels improved agricultural yields, it
also introduced oxygen into the soil. This allowed oxygen-breathing
decomposers to break down organic soils, causing it to become dry

Fig. 1 - 6: Aerial near de Ronde Vennen
(Google Maps, 2010)

and compressed. Manure and other fertilizers intensified this

Political cooperation between groups of nearby polder settlements

decomposition and the ground began to sink and increasing flood risk.

assisted in maintaining settlements. Working in cooperation, they

(Hoeksema 2006, 10) Not knowing the causes, the settlers intensified

began linking polders with a structure known as a dike ring. (Reh,

their drainage activities, redirected and dammed waterways, and

Steenbergen and Aten 2007, 49-50) This protective infrastructure

worked to advance protective technologies.

encircles multiple polders adding an additional layer of flood
protection. To help organize these new polder amalgamations, the
Markings in the Landscape
To mine peat, early settlers created long strips of dry earth, called
legakkers. These landforms cross through the peat marshes and
functioned both as dry access to the peat and a place to dry
extracted peat. Similar to agriculture, these activities led to
subsidence and increased flooding. The ribbons of land formed by
peat mining have eroded over time, but from above their ragged
edges remain in sharp contrast to the hard edges of diked polders.
During the age of lake-bed polders, the Dutch reclaimed some of
the lakes that formed due to mining and other activities, but some
of these cell-like landforms still exist scattered across the
Netherlands. Today, the government now preserves some as
recreational and natural areas.
The three aerial images illustrate how past peat-mining activities
have left their unique signatures in the country’s lowlands.

Fig. 1 - 7: Aerial near Wormer Veer
(Google Maps, 2010)
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settlers created cross-polder representative political bodies, now
known as regional water boards. These organizations helped to set
common water management goals between polders, ensuring their
efforts worked in concert to increase flood protection. (Reh,
Steenbergen and Aten 2007, 55) Throughout the 13th and 14th
centuries, flood protection efforts continued to escalate in an attempt
to combat worsening conditions.
Despite their efforts, the problems associated with soil subsidence
began outpacing their technological advancement. The land elevations
of settlements sank, bog streams widened into rivers and salty water
from the sea inundated subsided agricultural lands creating new
“brackish lakes.” (Reh, Steenbergen and Aten 2007, 49)
"Much of the previously reclaimed land was destroyed as a
result of the inundations, and the links between villages were
lost; the countryside became partially depopulated. During the
final quarter of the 13th century the sea broke through the last
ridge between what is now North Holland and Friesland, and
the landscape, originally reclaimed from the peat bogs, fell
apart into an 'archipelago' of fragments." (Reh, Steenbergen
and Aten 2007, 49)
In North Holland, by “the end of the 15th century farming was hardly
possible anymore,” and the sinking land had rendered available
drainage technologies ineffective. (Reh, Steenbergen and Aten 2007,
50)
Fig. 1 - 8: Windmill near Middelburg, NL
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Fortunately, beginning in the fifteenth century windmill technology
began to overcome their technological limitations and helped salvage
the dike ring systems already in place. By the sixteenth century,
improvements in hydraulic engineering combined with the mass
production of advanced windmills enabled the Dutch to strike a
balance against nature, regardless of continued land subsidence. (Reh,
Steenbergen and Aten 2007, 49-63) Their successes toward the end of
the Middle Ages and continuing through the Industrial Revolution
combined with their desire for more land encouraged the Dutch to
pursue ever more ambitious land reclamations.
Lake-bed Polders
Vast improvements in windmill technology fueled this land
reclamation revolution allowing the Dutch to reclaim lakes throughout
the country. By draining these existing water bodies, they also
invented a new form of polder, called a lake-bed polder. (Reh,
Steenbergen and Aten 2007, 53) These new polders encompassed
much larger tracts of land and required a numerous windmills to force
the water out of the flooded land and keep it dry.
During the 17th century, improvements in windmill technology
enabled the Dutch to reclaim lakes between 2 and 4 meters deep.
(Ciriacono 2006, 178) The number of lakes reclaimed also increased
dramatically during this era, through a combination of land
speculation and improvements in windmill manufacturing. (Reh,
Steenbergen and Aten 2007, 64) Over the next centuries, this

Fig. 1 - 9: Zuiderzee Works
The map above shows the new polders created by the Zuiderzee Works between
the late 1920s and 1975.

technology continued to improve, making land reclamations larger,
quicker and more successful.
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Reclaiming the Sea
As early as the late 17th Century, there were plans to reclaim large

By 1975, Houtribdijk, another major dike 27 km in length, bisected the

portions of the Zuiderzee, but the required technology was not

enable the impoldering the Zuiderzee’s southern half, but due to the

available until the late 19th century. In 1891, Cornelis Lely completed

great financial cost relative to the marginal increase in land, the

a plan to reclaim all of the Zuiderzee, but his plan stalled until a

government decided to abandon the project. (Ministerie de Verkeer

disastrous flood in 1916 prompted the government to take action.

en Waterstaat 1968)

(Ministerie de Verkeer en Waterstaat 1968) In 1918, in order to
improve safety in the region, the government voted to close and
impolder the Zuiderzee. Formally called the Zuiderzeewerken, this
massive reclamation project created a series of dikes and polders that
transformed 165,000 ha of water into new land.
Completed in 1927, the building of Afsluitdijk initiated this reclamation
project. 32 km in length, this massive sea dike completely closed off
the Zuiderzee from the North Sea. * According to the Ministerie de
Verkeer en Waterstaat it effectively shortens the Netherland’s

Zuiderzee into two water bodies. ‡ Originally, this dike was intended to

Houtribdijk

remains

the

last

completed

project

of

the

Zuiderzeewerken.
Transforming the Coast
While the Netherlands focused on the Zuiderzeewerken to protect the
north, researchers noted that the country’s coastal defenses also
needed attention. Early 20th century studies identified weaknesses in
the Netherlands' protective coastal dikes and in 1943, high water
levels caused overtopping of a number of these dikes and threatened

coastline by 360 km. (Ministerie de Verkeer en Waterstaat 2001, 6)

many more. Additional studies confirmed the earlier data stating that

Next, the Dutch constructed a series of polders within the new inland

the “dikes were proven seriously defective" and "severe problems

sea, making new land for agriculture, farming and living. (Ministerie de

following a high storm tide were highly likely.” (Delta Works Online

Verkeer en Waterstaat 1968) This reclaimed land also includes two

Foundation 2004)

polders now known collectively as the Province of Flevoland, the
Netherlands newest province.

†

Unfortunately, World War II interrupted plans to improve these dikes,
and the government prioritized repairing war damage over much
needed maintenance. While the government attended to dikes and

*
†

Afsluitdijk roughly translates to closure dam.
Flevoland became a province in 1986
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‡
The Zuiderzee now bisected has two halves. The Dutch call its
southern half the Markermeer and its northern half the Ijsselmeer.

cities damaged by bombs, they largely neglected the needed
maintenance of these unreliable dikes. * Then, on the night of January
31, 1953, a massive storm system with gale force winds hit the
Netherlands coastline. The resulting storm surge broke through and
overtopped many of Zeeland’s dikes, flooding 200,000ha of southwest
Netherlands and killing 1836 people. (Delta Works Online Foundation
2004) It took almost a year to repair all of the damaged dikes and dry
out the land.
Twenty days after the flood, the government appointed a group of
experts known as the Delta Commission to investigate the disaster.
The government charged the commission to identify ways to prevent
similar events in the future. (Ministerie de Verkeer en Waterstaat
2001, 6) Instead of raising the existing dikes, they devised a plan to
build a new coastal infrastructure. They recommended this strategy
because it would be faster and more cost effective. (Delta Works
Online Foundation 2004)
In their plan, they recommended the creation of fourteen major

Fig. 1 - 10: The Beemster’s Western Dike Ring
The ring dike encircling a lake-bed polder disassociates its groundwater level from its
surroundings. This allows very different land-water relationships to coexist. The
th
Beemster, a lake-bed polder created in the 17 century, serves as a prime example.
This photo, taken at the Beemster’s western edge, depicts the sharp contrast between
each side of the ring dike. In the foreground, the water of its boezem sits almost level
with the ring dike’s peak, while in the background the ground descends into the
polder.

coast by 700 km. (Ministerie de Verkeer en Waterstaat 2001, 6) The
last two Delta Works projects were finished in 1997.

infrastructural projects known as the Delta Works. This titanic

A Mechanized Coastline

undertaking mechanized the Dutch coastline and transformed the

Today, the Netherlands operates more like a machine than a natural

country’s geography. In total, it physically reduced the Netherlands

place. A series of closed, semi-closed and open barriers has shortened
and augmented the natural coastline. Working in concert, these

*
The Netherlands suffered greatly from German bombardment during
WWII. Cities, like Rotterdam, needed major reconstruction. Due to budget
constraints, the government opted to rebuild their cities and wardamaged dikes, rather than repair those that surveys indicated were too
short, in disrepair, or too weak to protect the country.

barriers serve as the Netherlands’ first line of defense against severe
storm surges. At any time, the Netherlands can close all of these
barriers to form a continuous barrier against the sea. This artificial
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The Delta Works: Restructuring the Coastline *

involved raising specific dikes and closing off the Netherlands’ “sea
arms” from the sea with a series of infrastructure projects, known
collectively as the Delta Works.
This new infrastructure reduced the Netherland’s effective coastline by
over 700 kilometers. This also reduced an equal amount of coastal
dikes needing immediate improvements according to the committee’s
assessment. The framework formed by the projects interconnected
Zeeland’s archipelago with new bridges, dams locks, and roads.
However, these changes were not entirely positive. By closing some of
the inlets, the ecosystems within these new water bodies changed over
time and decimated a rich shellfish industry and other natural systems.
1 – Hollandse Ijsselkering – Completed 1958
Spanning the Hollandse Ijssel River this tower bridge and
movable barrier protects the main urban region of the
Netherlands known as the Randstad. It has two 80m wide doors
that move vertically to manage excessive sea tides. A lock is also
built in to allow larger ships to pass through the barrier.

The Three Islands Plan
2 – Zandkreekdam – Completed 1960

The Rijkswaterstaat created the first Delta Committee on February
21st, 1953 to advise the Dutch government on how to drain the
flooded lands, protect them from future floods, and “protect the
country from getting brackish”. The advice given in the following years
* I derived the information on these two pages primarily from the
Deltawerken On-line Website (http://www.deltawerken.com/). I created
the map by tracing each project to scale from a composite aerial image
made using Google Earth 4.
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At 830m long, this dam separates Oosterschelde from Veerse
Meer. Integrated into the dam are also a bridge that connects
the islands of North-Beveland and South-Beveland and a lock
that allows ships access to the Veerse Meer and the canal that
crosses Walcheren.

3 – Veerse Gatdam – Completed 1961
This closed storm surge barrier protects three islands from North
Sea storm surges. It connects the islands of North-Beveland with
Walcheren by closing a 320m gap between them. Drain caissons
were used so the current could pass through as it was being
built. A road crosses the dam connecting the two former islands.

The Compartment Dams
4 – Volkerakdam – Completed 1969
This bridge, dam, and lock was integral to the Delta Works. Once
complete, it slowed currents in the estuaries. Only then could
the Dutch build Oosterscheldekering, Brouwersdam and
Haringvlietdam. Today, it is a main intersection connecting the
Dutch mainland to North Zeeland.

5 – Brouwersdam – Completed 1971
By raising two existing sandbars and filling two narrow gaps, this
dam closed a 6.5km gap making the Grevelingen into an inner
sea. One gap was closed with twelve 18m wide concrete drain
caissons, while the other was closed by dropping “over 240,000”
2.5 ton blocks from a cable way. In 1981, to improve the estuary
a lock was built.

6 – Haringvlietdam – Completed 1971
“Bridg[ing] the 4.5km between Goeree-Overflakkee and Voorne
Putte” this is an semi-open barrier. It has “seventeen openings
[to] regulate the amount of water which flows through the New
Waterway to the North Sea.” This structure helps control
Rotterdam’s water levels when river tides rise to unsafe levels.

7 – Grevelingendam – Completed 1972
This 6km lock and bridge combined three methods to seal the
waterway. They raised an existing island with sand, used
concrete caissons to fill one area and filled another gap by
dropping multi-ton concrete blocks from a cable way. This dam
began before Brouwersdam revolutionizing the cable way
method.

8 – Oosterscheldekering – Completed 1986
3km in length this open barrier crosses “three channels to the
North Sea: The Hammen, the Schaar van Roggeplaat and the
Roompot.“ Its structure is made of 65 concrete piers and
between each is a steel gate that can close off the channels.
Originally it was to be a closed barrier, but potential
environmental impacts altered these plans.

9 – Oesterdam and Markiezaatkade – Completed 1986
These works were made from an 11km dam (which reduced the
size of Oosterschelde; raising its water level) and 4km of dikes
creating Markiezaats quay. This primarily helped “save the
oyster habitats near Yerseke,” that were damaged by
Oosterscheldekering which reduced tidal flows by 25% in the
saltwater estuary.

10 – Bathse Spluisluis – Completed 1986
This project was built to drain excess freshwater from the
Volkerak and Markiezaatsmeer to be drained off into the
Westerschelde. It is composed of a channel 8km long 140m wide
and 7m deep and drainage lock that can carry up to
3
8.5 million m of water a day.

11 – Phillipsdam – Completed 1987
As with the other compartment works, this dam reduced the size
of Oosterschelde increasing its depth. It stretches between
Grevelingendam and Sint-Philipsland. It also includes a complex
lock system to move ships between the saltwater of the estuary
and the freshwater of the Volkerak and Scheldt-Rhine canal
without contamination.

12 – Maeslantkering – Completed 1997
When water exceeds 3m NAP the two steel arms can pivot
together and lower into the river to close the 360m wide
passage. Each arm is 240m in length. It took 6 years to complete,
10 years sooner than dike improvements would have taken. The
barrier helps protect approximately 1 million Dutch inhabitants.

13 – Hartelkering – Completed 1997
This “moveable barrier contains slides which are hung [14m
above the water] between [three] towers.” The north and south
slides are 49.3m and 98m wide respectively. They were built to
insure that “too much sea water” does not endanger the
Europort when Maeslantkering is closed. They can stop waters
up to 3m above NAP.
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coastline creates a formidable sea defense and subsequently
interconnects the once fragmented sea arms of Zeeland with new
bridges and highways.
However, this blockade has had negative environmental side effects.
The Zuiderzee and the vast waters between Zeeland’s sea arms once
connected to the salty North Sea are now separate. Contained by
Afsluitdijk, the Zuiderzee is now its own water body and overtime has
become mostly fresh water. The Delta Works projects have also
severally damaged Zeeland’s sea arms’ intricate natural ecosystems by
obstructing fresh water rivers from mixing with the North Sea’s tidal
flows.

Fig. 1 - 12: Closing the Barrier
Oosterscheldekering with gates closed during a routine system test.

“The tides, whose influence had been felt far inland,
disappeared. There was no longer a gradual transition from
sea to fresh water, and flora and fauna suffered. Channels and
creeks silted up. Mud flats and sandbanks disappeared under
water, and the shoreline eroded due to the water constantly
washing up against it. Because there was no longer an open
passage to the sea, polluted river sludge had the chance to
settle.” (Ministerie de Verkeer en Waterstaat 2001, 26)
While constructing the Delta Works projects, some of these impacts
became apparent. Later barriers were designed with operable sluice
gates to help simulate natural tidal flows and retain some connection
with the sea. The national government has also renovated some
initially closed barriers to make them operable. Despite these efforts,

the manmade superstructures have caused permanent ecological
changes that have led to a severe decline in the Netherlands’ cultural
fishing industries. (Ministerie de Verkeer en Waterstaat 2001, 27-28)
The completion of the Delta Works and the Zuiderzee Works mark the
last major restructuring of the Netherlands to date. Though larger in
scale than previous interventions, these projects continued the Dutch
tradition of reshaping nature to preserve culture and accommodate
growing population. The artificial environment created by such
approaches demands constant monitoring and maintenance to ensure
that it continues into the future. Unlike a natural river system that
moves and changes overtime, the Dutch river delta has become more
and more fixed from years of interference. It relies on a careful
balance that if tipped could lead to disaster.
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Fig. 2 - 1: The Netherlands Topography
This map is a composite elevation gradient map, derived from the Web site Actueel Hoogtebestand. This website provides
detailed elevation data for the entire country at .5 meter intervals with an accuracy of 5 cm. It allows anyone to get detailed
elevation data of any point in the Netherlands. (Het Waterschapshuis 2012)

Chapter 2: Rising Pressure
Recently, the Netherland’s inflexible infrastructure has begun

In the following sections, I discuss the challenges the Dutch must face
in order to keep their current infrastructure functional. I also discuss
some strategies they use presently to address these issues.

threatening the country’s future. Although needed to maintain their

Infrastructural Obstacles

way of life and protect their artificial environment, it has become

Even without the anticipated climate change, all aspects of the polder

cumbersome and costly to maintain. It cannot easily adjust to

system require constant maintenance. According to the original 1953

changing conditions or adapt to 21st century needs. Maintenance for

Delta Committee, lack of maintenance and inadequate dikes

water management infrastructure alone cost 5.4 billion euros in 2008.

significantly contributed to the 1953 flood. (Transport and Water

(Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat 2009)

*

Recent climate data further complicates these issues. Climate
scientists predict more intense weather conditions and rising average
sea level. This undermines the assumptions used to engineer much of
their protective infrastructure. Many public and private entities now

Management Inspectorate 2006) Considering the damages caused by
the disaster, the Dutch continually labor to maintain the integrity of
their extensive primary flood defenses. Even with this motivation,
maintaining adequate protection can prove difficult and costly.

believe that climate change could outpace their ability to strengthen

Inadequate Dikes
The near failure of river dikes in 1993 and 1995 due to heavy rainfall

and expand their current protective infrastructure—as I will discuss

and elevated water levels in rivers called attention to some

later in this report—these entities are searching for new approaches.

deficiencies in the primary flood defenses. It panicked the government
and led to damages costing over 250 million Dutch Guilders (NLG). † In

*
In the Netherlands, regional water boards have the majority of the
responsibility for managing water within their polders. Twenty-six water
boards subdivide the country. Separate from other government bodies,
they have their own elected officials and directly collect taxes in order to
fulfill their responsibilities. This includes maintaining groundwater levels,
dikes and hydraulic barriers, and water quality. Revenues collected by
water boards between 2000 and 2010 rose 50% from 1.51 billion Euros to
2.26 billion Euros. (Statistics Netherlands 2010, 127)

response to these events, the government ordered immediate repairs
to inadequate and damaged dikes along the threatened river
corridors. However, they recognized that this traditional fix would only
temporarily protect against the unusual weather patterns.

†
In 1995, this equaled approximately 400 million US Dollars. (OANDA
2011)

The Assessment of primary ﬂood defenses in The Netherlands, National

project, had a higher than designed “failure rate” and that the

Report on 2006 identified additional infrastructural deficiencies.

“normative discharge rates of the Rhine and the Meuse rivers [were]

(Transport and Water Management Inspectorate 2006) The report

higher than had previously been assumed.” (Transport and Water

indicated that almost a quarter of the direct flood defenses (including

Management Inspectorate 2006) In addition to cataloging known

Afsluitdijk) fell below national standards; the report also specifically

conditions, the report also reached “no judgment” on 32% of total

highlighted that Maeslantkering, the final piece of the Delta Works

primary dikes and dunes and 49% of total primary structures due to

Fig. 2 - 2: Netherlands Statistics
Source for information: Central Bureau of Statistics (www.cbs.nl) and
Assessment of primary ﬂood defenses in The Netherlands, National
Report on 2006 (Transport and Water Management Inspectorate 2006).
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insufficient

information.

(Transport

and

Water

Management

Inspectorate 2006) These figures highlight the complexity of assessing
their vast infrastructure and ensuring that their infrastructure will
work when needed. Again, in response to the immediacy of the
problem the government called for dike reinforcement and
strengthening, but acknowledged that they needed to develop a more
comprehensive approach in the future. *
Continuous Coastal Erosion
The sea constantly deteriorates the Netherlands’ protective coastal
sand dunes. The rise and fall of tides, wind, and waves erode their
coastline. Throughout the Netherlands history, these dunes have
Netherlands, this coastal defense needs active maintenance to ensure

Fig. 2 - 3: Homes Protected by Vlissigen's Sea Dike
Homes in the port city of Vlissigen peak just above the southern coastal dike,
Oranjedijk, which protects them from storm surges. In this photo the dike rises
around 7 to 8 meters above the streets it protects.

the coastal regions’ safety—especially the places within these regions

an average of 12 million m3 of sand per year. Initiated by parliament,

that lie below sea level.

this policy called “Dynamic Preservation of the Coast Line” defines the

For decades, the Netherlands’ has fought natural erosion through

1990 basal coastline as a baseline for coastal maintenance. The policy

coastal

declares that this coastline must be protected from erosion to protect

provided the country a natural protective sea buffer. In the modern

nourishment.

Coastal

nourishment

primarily

involves

rebuilding sand dunes and beaches with sand extracted offshore.
Since 1990, the Netherlands has heavily nourished their coastline with
*
One such response to this assessment was Weak Links along the
Dutch Coast (Zwakke Schakels Kust). Enacted in 2007, this program
identified 10 high priority points along the coastal infrastructure that
needed repairs to protect the mainland. (Province Zuid-Holland n.d.)

the country from the sea.
“If no measures were taken against ongoing coastal erosion
tens of kilometers of coast would become unsafe and hundreds
of hectares of valuable dune area would be lost every decade.
An accelerated rise in sea level will enhance this problem even
further.” (Ronde, J.G.d., Mulder and Spanhoff 2003, 51)
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of sand...into the natural system [that would then] be re-distributed
alongshore and into the dunes, through the continuous natural action
of waves, tides and wind.” (Aarninhof, et al. 2010, 4) While sand
distribution would occur naturally over time, the committee claimed
that this method would also:
“[Create] added value for nature and recreation; amongst
others by providing shoals as rest areas for sea mammals,
wide beaches for daily tourism and challenging surf conditions
for the local surf community.” (Aarninhof, et al. 2010, 4)
There is hope that this method would create environmentally
beneficial effects and strengthen the coast, but it poses potential
Fig. 2 - 4: Coastal Nourishment 1991 - 2000
(Ronde, J.G.d., Mulder and Spanhoff 2003) - graph reproduced from source

In recent years, the volume of nourishment has continued to increase
due to more intense erosion, urban encroachment, and sea level rise.
In 2008, the 2007 Delta Committee * recommended to increase the

problems associated with sourcing, transportation and redistribution
of such large volumes of sand.
Sediment Build-up
Every year the Netherlands’ river system deposits around 10 million
m3 of sediment in its waterways. To remove buildup and heavy metal

annual nourishment of the North Sea coast to 85 million m3 of sand

contaminates deposited by shipping and other industrial activities, the

per year up until 2050. They believe this will counteract the

Netherlands dredges its shipping lanes and ports. In 2008, the Aquatic

anticipated 12mm sea-level rise per year. (Deltacommissie 2008)

Sediment Expert Centre projected that between 2007 and 2011 they

These “mega-nourishments” would theoretically introduce “a surplus

would dredge approximately 165 million m3 of sludge. An 11%

*
This Delta Committee appointed by the Dutch Parliament in 2007
resembles the original Delta Committee formed following the 1953 flood.
Parliament formed both committees to identify ways to improve the
Netherlands’ safety. However, unlike the 1953 committee that responded
to a specific disaster, the 2007 Delta Committee responds preemptively in
order to avert disaster. They have created recommendations designed to
ensure the delta’s safety over the next 100 years. (Deltacommissie 2008)
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increase from the 148 million m3 for the previous five years. Of this
amount, 25 million m3 would need permanent or temporary storage
due to contamination. Currently, the Netherlands allows the reuse or

reprocessing of the remaining dredge material. * Over 65% of the
dredging occurs in saltwater due to the country’s need to maintain
access to their seaports. (CBS, PBL and the Wageningen UR 2009)
This prediction amounts to around 33 million m3/year of sludge of
which 4.9 million m3 must be stored or decontaminated. If dredge
volumes remained at these levels, contaminated sludge could be
stored over the next thirty years in existing depots, but dredging will
increase in the coming years. (CBS, PBL and the Wageningen UR 2009)
Dredging volumes will grow as shipping increases and container
vessels continue to enlarge. In the Randstad region alone, container
transport is projected to increase four to six times 2000 levels by 2040.
(Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment 2008) This
growth will continue to increase the need for larger seaports and
deeper shipping lanes, increasing the sludge volume dredged in the
future.
Growing transport vessels will require deeper and wider shipping
lanes and docks. This phenomenon has transformed port areas in the
Netherlands and the world for centuries. As shipping vessels grow,
smaller ports become outmoded.

Fig. 2 - 5: Conceptual Barrier Islands
In recent years, the government has also sought proposals for protective barrier
islands off the Netherlands’ Coastline. Similar to coastal nourishment, these
islands would also help protect the mainland from coastal erosion while creating
room for urban expansion. Terraforming strategies similar to the Dubai Palm
Islands have been proposed to create these artificial landforms. In Dubai, Dutch
engineers have used machines to dredge offshore sand to build similar islands.
Tulip Island (left), by Innovativeplatform, proposes to create a new tulip-shaped
island, while Happy Isles (right) by architecture and urban design firm West 8
takes a less graphic approach by creating a series of more “natural” islands. (West
8 2006) and (Gregson 2007) – Conceptual aerial images reproduced from source

This has also led to the Port Authority of Rotterdam to expand their
port, impoldering 2000ha of land adjacent to the North Sea. This new
land, called Maasvlankte II, will allow adequate space for the world’s
largest ships. This will modernize Rotterdam's seaport, but will require

*
The Netherlands can use sludge with low levels of contamination, like
spreading it over a landfill. They would prefer to clean it and broaden the
variety of applications, but cleaning the dredge costs an estimated
€38/m3 while redistributing it over a landfill costs €3/m3. (CBS, PBL and
the Wageningen UR 2009)

more storage for dredge waste, since they now must maintain these
larger shipping lanes and docks.
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2003 and 2005, low-levels of precipitation led to water shortages that
caused economic and environmental damage across the country.
“Plants withered in the fields, ships could only be partially loaded,
power stations were limited in their intake of cooling water, nature
suffered from drought.“ (Rijkswaterstaat: Ministry of Infrastructure
and the Environment 2011)
Droughts can have devastating effects on coastal countries. In the
Netherlands, this includes increased salinization of ground water,
lower crop yields, lower water levels in rivers and structural damage to
water defenses. Peat dikes made mostly from natural materials are
particularly vulnerable to prolonged droughts. With over 3500 km of
these dikes included in their secondary defenses, they still protect
many towns throughout the country. Primarily made from natural
materials, droughts dry out these defenses and can lead to structural
failures. The droughts in the 2000s, led to “the collapse of a number of
peat dykes.” (Netherlands Water Partnership and Co-operative
Programme on Water and Climate 2007)
A typical failure called horizontal translation occurs when the dike
Fig. 2 - 6: Generation of Sludge from 2002 - 2011.
Dredging is primarily driven by the need to maintain waterways. As larger ships
demand deeper shipping lanes, dredging will increase over time. (Environmental
Data Compendium 2005) - Graph reproduced from source.

shifts due to water pressure overcoming its weakened state. Dried
out, it has less mass and loses its ability to hold back the water it can
normally keep at bay. On August 26, 2003, the collapse of a 60-meter

Floods and Droughts
During the 1990s and 2000s, abnormal levels of precipitation in the
Netherlands caused major concerns about future weather patterns. In
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section of the peat dike protecting the village of Wilnis provides one
example of this. Early in the morning, this dike section shifted 10-

meters northward causing two breaches in the dike and inundating
600 houses—2000 people evacuated. (Van Baars 2005)
Dr. ir. Stefan van Baars, a Professor in Foundation Engineering and Soil
Mechanics, described the event as follows:
“The canal dyke normally has a fairly constant (maximum)
water load, like all secondary dykes, which means that failure
occurred not because of a temporary higher load but because
of reduced strength. Because of the failure of the north dyke,
the water level in the canal dropped instantly. As a result the
supporting horizontal water pressure on the south quay
disappeared, causing this quay…to fail by a circular slip
surface, as shown by the rotated trees and pavement.” (Van
Baars 2005, 320)
Contrasting these dry periods, heavy rains recently raised alarms in
multiple locations around the Netherlands. For example, heavy rainfall
in 1993 and 1995 nearly led to dike collapses along the Rhine river
system due to abnormally high water levels in the rivers. In 1995,
these unusual conditions caused the government to evacuate 250,000
people along the Rhine River until water levels returned to normal.
(Programme Ruimte voor de Rivier 2007)
Additionally in 1998, extreme rainfall led to flooding in parts of

Fig. 2 - 7: Peat Dike Failure
Drought led to the collapse of this peat dike outside the Village of Wilnis in the
Netherlands. (Van Baars 2005)

“an estimated NLG 1.5 billion” in claims. (Ministry of Transport, Public
Works and Water Management 2000, 63)

Delfland, a coastal water board in the Province of Zuidholland, due to

The Dutch recognize that water shortages and “high river discharges

inadequate water infrastructure. (Midden-Delfland 2006) The rainfall

[like this] will occur more frequently in the future.” (Programme

over that decade had high economic costs; the government paid out

Ruimte voor de Rivier 2007) The extreme rainfall in 1995 brought the
Rhine’s discharge rate to near a 1926 record – 12,600 m3/sec. This
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event encouraged a reevaluation of the Rhine’s current dike
infrastructure and found that to maintain the current engineered
safety immediate action was necessary. *
Over the past four years, the Netherlands has begun making more
room for the river to combat the increasing river discharge rates.
Many researchers have suggested that allowing the river to handle
water naturally will work more effectively than only strengthening
existing dikes. Within the Netherlands dense urban landscape, this
task will take careful planning to both relieve constraints on the river
and keep the surrounding developed land safe.
Limited Land for Urban Expansion
While strengthening flood defenses and making more room for water
will help protect existing urban fabric, planners have also identified a
need for new urban growth. (Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and
Environment 2010) Spurred by a combination of population growth
and a shrinking ratio of people per household, the housing demand in
the Netherlands continues to grow. † Enlarging dikes and allocating
additional room for water reduces buildable land area needed for
standard urban developments. In the Netherlands’ low-lying regions,

Fig. 2 - 8: Rising Pressures in the Netherlands
This map created by H+N+S Landscape Architects illustrates many of the issues
the Netherlands faces today and in the future. It shows how every region has both
localized and regional pressures. (Stumpe 2009, 26) Map reproduced from source.
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*
Currently the Rhine River’s dikes along this region were designed to
prevent a 1250 year flood event.
†
In 1950, there were just over 10 million people living within the
Netherlands with a little over 3 people per household on average. By
2009, those numbers had changed dramatically with a population well
over 16 million and 2.23 people per household.

the static infrastructure creates clear-cut boundaries for buildable

variety of land uses allowed outside their dikes, reducing

land. In the future, expanding traditional developments may require

environmental impact and fostering water adaptive building

the expensive task of expanding these boundaries; typically, any new

technologies.

urban areas either require redeveloping existing developments or
impoldering more land. While popular in the past, impoldering new
land in today’s Netherlands would work against their spatial strategies
because it would reduce available water storage, add stress to the
Netherlands’ water system, and reallocate monies needed for climate
proofing the country. Therefore, the Dutch are looking for
alternatives.

Changing Course
Today, The Dutch are researching and testing a number of strategies
to place their country on a more sustainable path. These strategies

Driven by the need for more water storage and river discharge
capacity, traditional development's negative environmental impacts
and prohibitive costs associated with building and maintaining new
dikes and polders, these new approaches are slowly gaining traction.
While obstacles remain, the Dutch now recognize that reclaiming
more land can be counterproductive.
In the next chapters, I highlight some of these adaptive measures and
feature exemplary projects that address many of the Netherlands’
issues holistically.

involve incorporating more water in development, expanding the
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Creating the Randstad

Fig. 2 - 9: Map of the Randstad and its “Green Heart”
The Randstad represents a cross-section of Dutch Culture. Almost half of the Netherlands’ citizens live and most of its major cities lie within its borders. It stretches from the coast to the
heartland and supports industries ranging from international shipping to tourism to agriculture. While the map on the left illustrates the Randstad’s geographic location and size, the images
on the right create a cultural map of this same diverse region.

Roughly translating to “Rim City,” Aviator Albert Plesman first coined the term Randstad in the 1930s, after observing how the region’s urban areas formed
a ring around a large agricultural center or “green heart.” The Randstad is the Netherlands’ densest region containing 45% of the country’s population on
only 26% of the country’s land area. Over 200 cities fall within its boundaries including Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Utrecht, and Den Haag.
In the 1950’s, the Netherlands began actively promoting the region’s decentralized urban structure as an alternative to a single metropolitan capital.
“After the war, a majority of politicians believed that very large cities - ‘metropolises’ such as Paris - were a threat to moral values and would
develop at the expense of the agricultural areas. For that reason, the cities in the west were deliberately ‘restricted’ to one million residents and the
buffer zones were intended to keep the cities firmly separated.” (Burg and Vink 2008)
As a hub for international trade and agriculture, the Randstad serves as the country’s economic center. Protecting the entire region, a massive ring dike
traces its boundary. Engineered with a 1 in 10,000-year flood risk, this barrier is the country’s most secure primary defense.

Fig. 3 - 1: Map of the Netherlands' Provinces

Fig. 3 - 2: Map of Historic Land Reclamation.
(Hoeksema 2006) – Redrawn from Source

Chapter 3: New Directions

However, the Netherland’s government maintains a realistic vision.
They know the country will remain a highly managed landscape and

Today, two difficult tasks confront the Netherlands. First, they must
maintain and adapt the nation’s existing infrastructure to a changing
climate, while keeping their people safe and their economy strong.
This

alone

is

an expensive

and difficult

undertaking,

but

simultaneously they must also accommodate a growing population
when demographic statistics suggest they lack space for future urban
expansion.
Under normal circumstances, the Dutch would simply reclaim more
land to expand their cities and create new developments.
Unfortunately, new scientific insights show that this traditional
practice works against climate adaptation. To adapt, climate scientists
suggest increasing water storage capacity, riparian areas around cities,
and the land’s ability to absorb more rainwater – in other words, they
need more room for water. With both high population density and an

understand the impracticality of eliminating all dikes and dike
reinforcement projects. Therefore, their initiatives work within the
existing system gradually improving its flexibility. They have also
actively pursued public support for their actions by raising public
awareness of these pressing issues. While it may take decades to
coalesce, their actions signal a paradigm shift and show that they
understand the future implications of inaction.
In the last chapter, I discussed some of the events and conditions that
catalyzed this paradigm shift. In this chapter, I focus on four
overarching themes within the government’s new policies—
preemptive action, restoring nature, integrating urban, rural and
natural systems, and restructuring their water management strategy.
Each section focuses on one theme and provides examples of how the
government is addressing twenty-first century challenges.

established infrastructure, this would leave little room for more urban

Preemptive Defense

growth.

Near flooding in the late 1990s, droughts in the 2000s and warnings

To address these opposing needs, the Netherlands has begun laying
the groundwork to rethink their infrastructural and spatial strategies.
Over the past decade, their efforts have focused on reducing the
growing pressure on the country’s infrastructure and finding
alternatives to the status quo.

from climate scientists prompted the national government to seek
advice on fixing the country’s structural deficiencies. In 2007, the
Dutch cabinet formed a committee of experts to “formulate a vision
on the long-term protection of the Dutch coast and its hinterland.”
(Deltacommissie 2008, 5) Known as the second Delta Committee, the
cabinet tasked them to evaluate the water management system,

environmental and spatial planning issues, flood prevention
techniques, fresh water storage, natural areas, energy use, and
climate change over the next century. (Deltacommissie 2008, 17)
A New Delta Committee
Unlike the first Delta Committee formed in 1953, the Cabinet
appointed this group to prevent an unknown future disaster
addressing systematic issues throughout the country and did not limit
the discussion to primary flood defenses. (Deltacommissie 2008, 5)
This preemptive action contrasts many earlier reactive responses
historically spurred by massive flooding.
The committee’s recommendations focused primarily on coastal flood
protection and modernizing infrastructure. This was mainly due to
numerous “dikes and coastal dunes…still based on standards set in the
1960s.” (Delta Programme Commissioner 2010) In addition, the
committee’s other recommendations addressed inadequate discharge
capacity in the country’s rivers, insufficient fresh water storage
capacity, soil subsidence, and sea-level rise. Their report also provides
a strategy to approach these future problems, while minimizing the
need to increase their defensive infrastructure. *
Among their 12 recommendations, they proposed:
•
Fig. 3 - 3: Near-Flooding along the Rhine River Dikes.

Creating parliamentary and ministerial committees that would
focus exclusively on water management issues,

(Programme Ruimte voor de Rivier 2007) – Photo reproduced from Source
*
The Delta Committee presented their recommendations to the Dutch
Cabinet on September 3, 2008.
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Acquiring land to increase room around major rivers and
coastal defenses,

new direction. Together, they have developed plans to increase their

•

Allowing new types of construction outside of the dikes,

changes, new infrastructural needs and changing urban growth

•

Creating the Delta Program, composed of three national and
six regional sub-programs designed to safeguard the country,

patterns within their borders.

•

Creating a Delta Act that would overhaul national legislation
and include a fund to pay for the Delta Program, and

•

Increasing fresh water storage capacity. * (Deltacommissie
2008, 12-13)

•

The national government has largely accepted and been influenced by
the Delta Committee’s recommendations. They have created the Delta
Program, the Delta Fund and the Delta Act; reorganized government
programs with a higher emphasis on water management; altered

resilience to future stresses. Their plans address environmental

ABC Delfland and Visie Greenport Westland 2020
To avoid future flooding and fresh water shortages, ABC Delfland and
Visie Greenport Westland 2020 focus largely on restructuring their
existing water management system. Both the water board and the city
identified deficiencies in water storage and drainage capabilities in the
region and began enacting reforms as early as September 2000. Their
visions also create ecological corridors that will connect to larger
regional corridors in the Randstad.

spatial planning rules to address new water management and climate

At the regional level, ABC Delfland strives to “make the polder

concerns; and helped promote pilot projects experimenting with

reservoir system robust enough to be capable of absorbing 100 mm of

water-adaptive building practices. While some of these actions may

rain per 48 hours following an already wet period without this posing a

merely reflect changing attitudes within the Netherlands, direct

danger to the storage basin dykes.” (Ministry of Transport, Public

correlations do exist between the committee’s recommendations and

Works and Water Management 2000, 58) The measure also

the government’s actions.

strengthens the regions boezems, creates underground storage,

On a smaller scale, regions and municipalities are also adopting
preventative measures. The water board of Delfland and the
municipality of Westland’s recent actions provide an example of this
*
In the report, they estimate that implementing their
recommendations would cost from 1.2 to 1.6 billion €/year up until 2050,
and 0.9 to 1.5 billion €/year from then until 2100. (Deltacommissie 2008)

increases pumping capabilities and identifies areas of temporary
storage basins within agricultural land. † (Midden-Delfland 2006);
(Waterboard of Delfland n.d.)

†
For example, during an intense rain event the water board would
direct excess water into designated agricultural land to avoid flooding
urban, residential, or other areas more susceptible to water damage.
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their water storage capacity and create more room for urban growth
by making use of water-adaptive urbanism.

Restoring Nature
Immediately following the heavy rainfall of the 1990s that nearly
overtopped the Rhine’s river dikes, the Dutch government passed the
“Delta Major Rivers Act.” This act ordered repairs to numerous
damaged and weakened dikes and reinforced others along the Rhine
River to address safety concerns. However, in the following years,
research showed that these actions did not address the real problem;
in fact, it found that dike reinforcement could contribute to more
problems down the road. (Ministry of Transport, Public Works and
Fig. 3 - 4: Visie Greenport Westland 2020
Master Plan (Municipality of Westland - Greenport Program Team 2005)

Water Management 2000)
Studies show that centuries of urban growth, land reclamation and

At a municipal level, Westland has developed a master plan called
Visie Greenport Westland 2020 as their primary response to predicted
future climate change. The plan consists of numerous projects
outlined in a master plan that will reconfigure the city’s land use.
These changes will make more room for water and nature, strengthen
infrastructure, increase energy and water efficiency while increasing
its capacity to retain water after major rain events. (Municipality of
Westland - Greenport Program Team 2005)

manmade river engineering constricted waterways and altered soil
structures leading to increased river discharge rates, land subsidence
and reduced natural rainwater absorption. Riverbanks have shrunk
and impervious land now surrounds the country’s major rivers.
According to Deltares, a research institute specializing in deltas, rivers,
and coastal regions, “Since 1850 the loss of floodplain surface area
amounts to some 65% and that urban development created many
bottlenecks in the floodplain.” (Deltares 2009) With less permeable

In addition, to accommodate a growing need for more urban

landscape, more water runs off into the rivers. Anticipating more

development, the city has designed projects that can both increase

intense rainfall in the future, scientists and policy makers expect the
trend
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of

rising

river

discharge

volume

to

continue.

WL|Delft Hydraulics published a study in 1998, titled “De Rijn op
Termijn.” It analyzed potential problems within the Netherlands
along the Rhine river system over the next century. Focusing on
safety, quality of life, and transportation along waterways the
report raised numerous issues. To address increased river flow and
potential flooding, the report advocated returning former riparian
space to the river. Creating more room around the river would also
help solve other future problems such as increased river use by
shipping vessels and recreational boaters, dike maintenance and
erosion. For some areas heavily reliant on shipping and need
unnatural river depths, returning the river to a more “natural
state” was not seen as a good solution. In these areas, the report
emphasized

strengthening

dikes,

increasing

water

flow

management and adding more water storage capacity. However,
for many parts of the river system the report highlighted strategies
that create a more resilient river and restore its “natural state.”
This river restoration would require widening riverbanks, removing
groynes and other manmade structures, so that “bottlenecks”

Fig. 3 - 5: Arnhem Urban Land Area 1830 vs 2000
In many urban areas throughout the Netherlands, urban land has grown
rapidly over the last century and a half. These urban areas have grown up
around its major rivers leaving less room for water to be absorbed. This
creates bottlenecks that can lead to an increased flood risk. (Ministry of
Transport, Public Works and Water Management 2000, 44)

While in the past, planners would advocate strengthening the river
dikes, they now see this approach as economically unsustainable and
unsafe. Although raising the dikes decreases the risk of flooding, it
simultaneously increases the magnitude of such a calamity. Risk
continues to rise requiring progressively higher and stronger dikes.
(Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management,
Directorate-General of Water Affairs 2008)

caused by urban growth would be reduced and the overall capacity

Today, planners now recommend restoring a more natural condition

of the river would be increased. (WL | Delft Hydraulics 1998)

around rivers by restoring their natural shape and reducing manmade

To maintain safety, they believe the rivers must safely handle this
future river discharge. *
*
Three of the Netherlands’ major rivers originate outside of their
borders. The Rhine begins in Switzerland, while the Maas (Meuse) and
Schelde begin in France. While this increases the difficulty of river

management, international agreements like the European Flood Directive
can help. Adopted by the European Union member states in 2008, this
particular directive requires member states to reduce flood risks through
a combination of water management, spatial planning, natural restoration
and the economic incentives. By 2015, they each must have flood risk
maps and a flood risk management plans. (Ministry of Transport, Public
Works and Water Management, Directorate-General of Water Affairs 2008)
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obstructions. For example, increasing natural space around rivers

•

Lowering manmade structures that restrict water flow, such as
river groynes

water volume down river. In addition, since manmade river

•

Removing manmade obstacles

engineering tends to channel water at a faster rate, lowering groynes

•

Creating more inland water storage

and removing water control mechanisms would help slow the river

•

Creating high water channels to siphon off excess water

thus reducing the discharge rate and stress on the river dikes.

•

Strengthening and/or raising existing dikes. *

would allow the river to hold and absorb more water thus reducing

Recognizing that climate change would worsen these conditions by

Along with addressing engineering features, the Room for the River

making extreme rainfall more frequent in the future, the government

program also focuses on aesthetics, environmental quality and the

has adopted a number of programs to promote a return to nature.

spatial environment in each project. To ensure each project meets

Ruimte voor de Rivier (Room for the River)
The Room for the River Program adopted in 2007, epitomizes this new

these criteria, a third party of design and science professionals

point of view. This policy initiated a long-term adaptation strategy to

64-66)

improve safety in the lands adjacent to the Netherlands’ major rivers,
adopting many recommendations from scientific research. It identified
39 locations needing modifications to increase future safety. To
increase the capacity of the country’s rivers while protecting lands
adjacent to the riverbanks, the program specified one or more of the
following nine strategies in each location:
•

Lowering ground elevation within floodplains

•

Increasing distance between existing dikes through dike
relocation

•

Depoldering (removing dikes) when possible

•

Deepening summer riverbeds
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observes each project from conception to completion. (Sijmons 2009,

Acknowledging regional differences, the program’s execution is
decentralized. Rather than issuing 39 projects designed at the national
level, local authorities will design and execute the projects. This allows
them the flexibility to tailor each project to handle region-specific
issues, while the Rijkswaterstaat will provide guidance and financial
support.
“It was decided that the state would facilitate and finance the
project as a whole and that its execution would be mostly
decentralised. In that way local governments would be able to
*
While most projects will spatially reconfigure the river and its
adjacent land, this was not economically feasible in some places, such as
shipping corridors. In these locations, the plan recommends reinforcement
in order to accept the higher anticipated flow rates.

Fig. 3 - 6: Room for the River Project Locations
The map above shows the locations of the 39 projects that the Netherlands will complete by 2015. (Programme Ruimte voor de Rivier 2007) Map reproduced from source.
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make use of the project’s momentum and link local
programmes to the water planning project.” (Sijmons 2009,
63)
The program addresses a timeline through the year 2100. By 2015, the
initial projects will increase the Rhine’s safe maximum discharge
capacity from 15,000 m3/sec to 16,000 m3/sec. In the coming years,
additional projects will further increase the river’s discharge capacity
to 18,000 m3/sec by 2100. (Programme Ruimte voor de Rivier 2007)

more water in rural and urban areas – both permanent and
temporary.
The National Spatial Strategy
Within VROM’s new spatial strategy, climate change directly
influences their goals for development. They identify the need to
make “drastic changes …in the water system and water management”
citing that rising seas, heavy rains and soil subsidence are beginning to
threaten agriculture and urban areas. They “[identify] water as a

Superimposing Red, Green and Blue

structuring principle, which will be an integral element in spatial

Another new strategy the government supports is integrating urban

planning processes.” (Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and

and agricultural land uses. Since the mid-20th century, Ministry of

Environment 2010, 5) This alone dramatically shifts the focus of

Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment (VROM) has actively

previous spatial planning agendas.

kept these land uses segregated in their spatial plans. The Randstad’s
urban form serves as a prime example of this 20th century mentality.
In this super region, a ring of urban clusters surrounds a homogeneous
agricultural center known as the Green Heart. *
Recently, VROM has issued a new spatial strategy that conflict with
their 20th century practices. Their plans now recognize the spatial
benefits of blurring the boundaries between urban (red) and
agricultural (green) areas. At the same time, they also introduce
planning for additional water (blue) acknowledging the need to have
*
Of course, there are cases of mixed land use, but the urban planning
principles guiding the majority of development during the 20th century
aimed at keeping the Green Heart pure.
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The spatial strategy also directly describes the importance of creating
overlapping relationships between differing surface conditions, visible
and invisible networks and land use. VROM cites how past planning
decisions saw these “layers” as separate and therefore created
unsustainable conditions.
“For too long, we have considered urbanisation, intensive
agriculture and other forms of occupation as separate,
unrelated elements, without sufficient consideration to the
demands created by the other layers. The development of
intensive livestock farming on sandy soils and of large-scale
urban areas in the peat soils located below sea level are
striking examples of such problems.“ (Ministry of Housing,
Spatial Planning and Environment 2010, 7)

Now that spatial planners have begun addressing climate change,

water. § This caused confusion and inefficiencies when dealing with

water has gained a new place within the national infrastructure. This

businesses, citizens, and international regulations. (Ministry of

new perspective may help build a more balanced spatial plan that can

Transport, Public Works and Water Management, Directorate-General

help the Netherlands meet its seemingly contradictory goals.

of Water Affairs 2008) The law also reestablishes the responsibilities

Restructuring National Water Management
In order to make the national government more effective at executing
its new climate related agenda, the government has refocused some
existing legislation and allowed more regional control in some of its
new programs. *

of water authorities at all scales, revises financial policies and works to
better align national policy with international European regulations.
To reduce conflicts between Dutch ministries, it revamps water laws
to coordinate with other new management rules—such as the Spatial
Planning Act. This helps keep the different agencies on the same page
and reduces conflicts. Bringing water regulations under one umbrella,

Recently, the national government made three significant changes to

it simplifies decisions, permitting and enforcement. (Ministry of

how it manages water. To streamline its water regulations and clarify

Transport, Public Works and Water Management, Directorate-General

conflicting legislation, it first adopted the Water Act, † then it adopted

of Water Affairs 2008)

their first National Water Plan to unify national water management, ‡
and finally it established the Delta Program that establishes national
and regional water management goals.
The Water Act helps simplify the government by combining eight

The Water Act also establishes the appointment of the Delta
Commissioner to oversee the Delta Program and requires the
Netherlands to form a National Water Plan that establishes the
nation’s water policy.

previously separate water management laws. Prior to this act, there
were a number of different agencies managing different types of
*
The government could have drawn some of these organizational
changes from the Delta Committee’s recommendations.
†
The Water Act became law on January 29, 2009.
‡
The National Water Plan was adopted in December 2009, and will be
revised every six years.

§
For instance, different agencies and policies managed ground water,
surface water, rivers, and marine water. By combining them together into
one agency, it reduces overhead, policy conflicts, and creates a single
clear direction.
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The first National Water Plan continues the state’s efforts to integrate
water with spatial planning. It defines a strategic plan for the nation’s
ground water, fresh water supply, rivers, water bodies and flood
defenses for the short- and long-term. In some ways, it is the inverse
of the spatial plan since it addresses the water coursing through the
landscape rather than the use of the landscape itself.
In general, the National Water Plan defines acceptable levels of risk,
water storage requirements, adaptation of rivers, and regional
guidance on water management throughout the country. Spatial
planning in turn must use these guidelines to inform its decisions and
vice versa, forcing both plans to work in concert. Following both the
Water Act’s directive and the advice of the Delta Committee, The
National Water Plan also creates the Delta Program. *
The Delta Program consists of nine sub-programs that ensure the
country’s safety, freshwater supply and sustainable growth over the
next century. Each of its sub-programs monitors the country’s
progress, sets goals, and makes recommendations within each
category. Annually, the Delta Commissioner will evaluate progress
toward national goals, review new climate data, and issue a new Delta
Fig. 3 - 7: Rhine-Meuse River Catchment Basin
The catchment basin for the Rhine and Meuse rivers extends all the way to
Switzerland. The drainage area that contributes to these major European rivers
emphasizes the need for international cooperation when addressing river
discharge and water management within the Netherlands’ borders. (Programme
Ruimte voor de Rivier 2007, 8) Map redrawn and translated from source.

Program to the Netherlands legislature.
While the Delta Program appears to function as a national program, it
actually features a relatively unique relationship between the national
*
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The first Delta Program was adopted in September 2010.

and regional government, municipalities and private industry. Like
Room for the River, the national government has created overarching
goals that must be met by the regional authorities (i.e. water boards,
cities, provinces, etc.), and then regional and local entities decide how
they will meet the national standards. By dividing the Delta Program
into nine sub-programs, it helps make the program more flexible to
each region’s needs. The first three create a framework of national
goals, while the other six address issues within specific regions:
National
•

Security – creates standards for flood safety both inside and
outside of the dikes,

•

Freshwater – monitors and recommends actions concerning
the country’s freshwater supply in light of rising seas, drought
and increased rainfall,

•

New urban developments and restructuring – works to
develop ideas on how to sustainably develop and redevelop
the country’s urban areas,

Regional
•

The Coast – addresses the safety of the coastal defenses
considering rising sea level,

•

Northern Netherlands and the Wadden Sea Region –
addresses the threats of climate change to the large tidal
region and islands that make up the northernmost portion on
the country,

Fig. 3 - 8: Map of the Netherlands Major Regions
Each of the regions in the map above has received special attention in the
National Water Plan and Delta Program. Recognizing that different regions
require different solutions, the Netherlands central government has given these
regions more control to address current and future problems. (Stumpe 2009,
18)
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•

Areas surrounding the Major Rivers – studies and
recommends actions concerning the water discharge of major
rivers,

•

Ijsselmeer Area – focuses on safely increasing the Ijsselmeer’s
freshwater supply to the country, but also focuses on
ecological and spatial planning issues,

•

Rijnmond-Drechtsteden – focuses on the Randstad’s marine
industries and port areas. It primarily evaluates ways to
safeguard the region concentrating on the areas in and around
Rotterdam and Dordrecht.

•

Southwest Delta – focuses on the regions problems with
invasive blue-green algae, saltwater leakage and sand
shortages. (Delta Programme Commissioner 2010)

The Delta Program places the national government as the coordinator
of the program allowing it to work across borders, monitor progress in
reaching climate proofing goals and recommend solutions and ideas to
provinces, water boards, and municipalities and vice-versa. This gives
the individual regions the ability to craft region-specific solutions that
address localized issues rather than forcing them to implement a onesize fits all approach.
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Maasvlankte II and the Slufter

Fig. 3 - 9: Maasvlankte II Construction Progress and the Slufter
On the left, the image sequence shows the last three years of Maasvlankte II’s construction. (Project organization Maasvlakte 2 2012) The aerial image on the right, shows the Slufter, which
lies adjacent to Maasvlankte II. It is a large contaminated sludge storage depot. (Vreemde bagger welkom in Rotterdam 2012) The images are reproduced from their source.

Maasvlankte II will redefine the Port of Rotterdam. In recent years, Rotterdam’s existing port areas have become less able to manage contemporary
container ships. In order to remain competitive Rotterdam has begun relocating their main ports to the coast near the Hoek van Holland. The new port
areas will be able to handle today’s largest cargo vessels and those of the future. When complete, Maasvlankte II will consist of 2000 hectares of reclaimed
land from the North Sea. (Scheepmaker 2009)
Large dredging ships are projected to dredge 240 million m3 of sand to build the first phase of this project; 200 million m3 of this figure will come from sand
pits located in the North Sea. These ships mine the sand and then build up the port areas by spraying sand into large piles that are then reshaped with
earth moving equipment. (Project organization Maasvlakte 2 2012)
In addition to the new port areas, an existing contaminated sludge storage depot called the Slufter resides on the site. The Slufter can store approximately
150 million m3 of dredge material and is currently about half full. Its bottom lies 28 meters below NAP while its upper edge is 23 meters above NAP.
(Beheerorganisatie Slufter 2012) Built in 1987, this depot contains dredge material that cannot be reprocessed. Other storage depots like this exist in the
Netherlands, but they too are filling up. (Vreemde bagger welkom in Rotterdam 2012) Since these storage areas tie up large amounts of physical space and
the Netherlands already lacks room for urban expansion and clean water storage, where will future dredge material go?

Fig. 4 - 1: Waterliving Locations in the Netherlands
SEV, a non-government organization that researches urban planning and housing trends, hired Defacto Architekten in 2006 to survey the realized, planned and conceptual
water adaptive communities in the Netherlands. They created the map above showing almost 200 existing housing units and a projected 14,000 to 17,000 units by 2015.
Since this report some of these plans have faltered, but in general interest is growing, indicating that the movement is taking hold. (Singelenberg 2008) – Map Reproduced
from source.

Chapter 4: Adaptive Living
The need for more land has driven land reclamation and development
within the Netherlands’ low-lying regions. Centuries ago, the naturally
inhabitable coastal dunes became overcrowded forcing the growing
population to begin settling the less desirable peat marshes. These

Regardless of their limited foresight, until recently, they also lacked
the ability to chart a different course. While the need for urban
expansion remains, simply reclaiming more land has become
increasingly more dangerous and costly. To grow sustainably, they
must consider soil subsidence, sea-level rise, Infrastructural costs and
other natural and manmade phenomena.

settlers chose high spots in the marshes to build their villages and

Today, using a number of new urban planning and architectural

used low-tech strategies to keep them dry. In the beginning, their

strategies from reinventing historical urban forms to incorporating

tools allowed them to reclaim some of the marshes surrounding these

innovative technology; the Dutch are reimagining the relationship

villages. They started small, but their numbers increased and they

between building and water. Using modern strategies they plan to

needed more land.

redevelop areas within cities and build new communities in the

Technological advances increased their ambition and allowed them to
make much needed land. By the seventeenth century, they began

landscape, all while maintaining ecosystem resiliency.

reclaiming lakes and later even parts of the surrounding seas.

Water Adaptive Techniques

Technology allowed them to disregard nature. No longer did they seek

Water adaptive developments must consider the site-specific

the high ground. With technology, the Dutch believed they had no

conditions for each building's design. The development’s connection

limits.

to water, whether a flood zone, along a riverbank, elevated over

These early settlers could not have predicted land reclamation’s
negative effects. They did not know about soil subsidence, nor could
they predict the future need for the natural water absorption of the
peat marsh. They did not know that in the 21st century a changing
climate would threaten the delicate balance of their infrastructure.

water, or floating on the water, influences design decisions. For each
of these site types, architects and engineers have developed a variety
of water adaptive techniques. In this chapter, I begin by discussing the
most common techniques and how they can be applied to different
site conditions. In general, the appropriate means, methods and
materials depend on the building’s relationship to water and its
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potential flood risk. I also briefly expound on buoyant building
technology, due to its growing prominence in the water adaptive field.
Dry-Proofed and Wet-Proofed Buildings
Dry and wet proofing techniques anticipate temporary floodwaters
and protect buildings from flooding using low-tech strategies. Both
methods require knowledge of potential flood levels and flood
frequencies, but differ in how they protect against flood damage. Dry
proofing methods work to keep water completely out of the building,
while wet proofing strategies enable water to enter the building’s
footprint harmlessly.
To dry proof a building, a designer may use either site design to keep
water away from the building or architectural design to make the
building watertight. When using civil engineering strategies, an
engineer might increase the ground’s elevation above the flood datum
making a raised mound similar to historical terp developments, or
build a waterproof barrier around the site keeping the water at bay
during a flood. Alternatively, an architect may use building placement
and special detailing to waterproof the building envelope. The
simplest method physically elevates the building’s first floor above the
Fig. 4 - 2: Wet- and Dry- Proof Buildings
There are a variety of wet- and dry- proofing methods. The three section diagrams
above show some common strategies. In a wet-proofed building, it is essential to
keep all water sensitive materials above the expected flood datum. Materials like
concrete and tile work well in areas that will be exposed to flooding. Dry-proofed
buildings do not have this concern.

flood datum, making all door thresholds and openings higher than
potential floodwaters. If the first floor lies below the datum, all door
thresholds and other openings must include hardware that accepts
temporary floodgates that will seal them during flood events. In both
these cases, structural walls, which will receive additional water loads
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during a flood, must be waterproof and capable of handling
anticipated unbalanced forces; without additional structure, water
levels above 1 meter up against the building could cause instability.
(Kreibich, et al. 2005)
Wet proofing a structure differs greatly from the above strategy. This
method requires the architect to design all spaces below the flood
datum so floodwaters can freely enter and leave the building’s
envelope without causing any permanent water damage. To do this,
architects specify only waterproof materials in these spaces and place
all electrical outlets, meters, or anything water sensitive above the
datum. Often, architects assign temporary or utilitarian programs to
these spaces; parking is a common programming choice.
Although these methods are not new, contractors building in dikeprotected areas often do not consider them; they rely heavily on the
superstructure for protection and use standard building methods
subject to severe damage during unforeseen catastrophes. In buildings
outside of the dikes, these strategies are more common. Old villages
built on high ground use the landscape for protection and historic city
centers, like Dordrecht's use temporary floodgates at door thresholds
to keep water from entering the buildings and at key locations in the
streets to direct water into the canals. Due to the negative effects of

Fig. 4 - 3: Dordrecht's Urban Flood Protection
In the historic center of Dordrecht, they still use a series of metal gates to control
flood waters. During a high water event, these barriers are put in place to
effectively dry proof the homes and businesses in the city. (Dura Vermeer 2008)

research and planning can help accurately predict potential flood
levels and help inform architects and engineers which strategies to
apply to their projects. Failure to calculate this waterline or not
considering future increases could lead to building failure during
unforeseen conditions.
Shore-side Buildings
To protect buildings bordering waterways, such as canals and rivers,
practitioners use a variation of dry proofing. In these situations, water
levels can vary depending on rain and tidal fluctuations. Therefore,
they must anticipate changing water elevations; their structure must
consider changing water pressures and building details must prevent
water infiltration.

prolonged water exposure, both methods are appropriate only when

Since they are adjacent to the waterway, they cannot employ

flooding will have a short duration; some recommend floodwaters

landscape techniques and must rely on architectural design and

should not persist longer than 2 weeks. (Dura Vermeer 2008) Careful

engineering. Unlike standard dry proofing applications, which consider
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Fig. 4 - 4: Shoreside Apartments in Ijburg
These apartments built adjacent to the water have most of their living space well
above the water. Built in Ijburg, a suburb of Amsterdam, they also have direct
access to waterways that connect to the Markermeer.

Fig. 4 - 5: Watersniphof and Zwanenhof
These apartment buildings designed by Herman Hertzberger are elevated high
above the water. The dramatic structure keeps its residents safe from flooding
and provides a view of the entire Veersche Poort Development.

all sides of a building, these buildings usually focus on protecting the

the water table from suddenly rising above grade causing nearby

side facing the water. On that side, the architect would place all

buildings to flood. Unfortunately, the Netherlands’ deepest polders

windows and other building envelope penetrations above the flood

sometimes cannot achieve this goal, due to their elevation below sea

datum specify waterproof or water proofed exterior materials and

level, lack of necessary storage capacity or inadequate pumping

provide the exterior wall with extra support to resist temporary water

capabilities.

loads.

Elevated Buildings
These buildings replace a typical slab-on-grade or pile foundation with

Sites with High Water Tables
For typical construction, the Dutch try to maintain a water table in

a column foundation. Unlike typical foundations, which rest directly on

between 60-70cm below grade. (Dura Vermeer 2008) This

the ground, column foundations physically raise the structure above

precautionary measure acknowledges the increased groundwater

either dry ground or an existing water body. Its elevation above the

levels that follow heavy rainfall; maintaining this depth helps prevent

site’s surface depends on predicted high water levels. Similar to pile
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foundations, the foundation’s columns extend deep into the ground,

Though the government generally permitted living on the water, only

allowing the structure to ultimately rest on a stable soil substrate.

recently have they passed legislation legalizing and regulating the

When a water table is 30cm or less below the ground’s surface,
additional measures can help keep these buildings dry. Architects can
specify waterproof foundations to prevent water from seeping into
the building envelope through capillary action; in addition, they can
also require all gaps to be sealed that may allow water penetration. To
keep buildings from rising out of the ground due to water pressure,

practice. In the 20th Century, the Netherlands passed laws and
regulations for houseboats, and following World War II housing
shortages caused the practice to increase. Despite this growth, the
public tended not to view them as suitable housing, since most early
houseboats

were

simply

“converted

freight

ships.”

(Floatingcommunities.com n.d.)

engineers also specify friction piles, which resist this upward force in

Rickard van der Plas of Attika Architecten described the negative

addition to supporting the building during normal conditions.

characteristics associated with these homespun conversions such as

Contractors can retroactively seal existing buildings in these polders,

low ceilings, constant rocking and lack of weather tightness. He

although properly designing the building in the first place is ideal.

described early houseboats as not attractive, poorly designed and

Buoyant Buildings
One last flood resistant technique, involves floating a building directly

uncomfortable saying, “They were for the low-class; they were ugly
and self-built.” (Plas 2009)

on the water. The Dutch have done this for many centuries, if you

Karina Czapiewska, a principal at the aquatic architecture and urban

consider houseboats as the Netherlands’ first floating “buildings.” The

planning firm Deltasync, also discussed the negative opinions

precursors to modern houseboats originate from as early as the 16th

associated with houseboats and explained how this still affects the

century.

public’s sentiment toward floating homes. She feels that many cities

“[Back then] much of goods and voyagers were transported by
boat, towed by horsepower or sailing on the wind along the
many age old canals and over the inland seas and lakes of
Holland. The skipper and his family lived continuously on the
water. Each and every village and town had its mooring space
reserved on the quay.” (Floatingcommunities.com n.d.)

find it difficult to take “the step from houseboat to floating home”
because:
“It is still hard to imagine for a lot of municipalities. In the 70s,
[there were] a lot of free-minded people—they were not
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Fig. 4 - 6: Houseboats of Amsterdam
Houseboats in large cities like Amsterdam are found moored along their inner
canals called grachts. Their designs vary but must conform to standards set by
the city’s marina. These guidelines limit the houseboats’ building envelope. (Plas
2009)

squatters, but it was very near to that. They would put their
boat somewhere and just started to live there. They were
living in places that were not really [appropriate]. A lot of
municipalities didn’t want to have them. So, you had boats
that were old and rusty and looked horrible; they were not a
plus for the community. At first, they didn’t have sewage, so
they just put everything on the water. They made a bad
impression on the surroundings.” (Czapiewska 2009)
She added that recently the government passed new regulations and
opinions are beginning to move in a more positive direction;
nevertheless, the transgressions of the past have made a lasting
impression, and have slowed the acceptance of floating buildings.
(Czapiewska 2009)
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Fig. 4 - 7: Houseboats of Amsterdam
Marianas currently regulate all houseboat dimensions. Their size depends on the
city in which they are moored. Since they are mobile vehicles, their height above
water must be less than the canal bridges and their foundations must remain
shallow so they do not run aground. (Plas 2009)

Today, there are currently around 10,000 houseboats in the country.
Since the marina regulates their size, location and aesthetics, typical
building codes do not apply to them and the government does not
recognize them as buildings. (Olthuis and Keuning 2010) Likewise,
getting a mortgage to build or buy one can be impossible. The
marina’s regulations also severely limit the building's envelope, which
is constrained by local conditions such as bridge clearances and canal
depths. (Plas 2009)
Recently, floating homes have become more attractive, due to a
number of factors including improvements in technology, increases in
land prices, and national water issues. Plas also cited how cleaner

Fig. 4 - 8: Floating Hotel in Rotterdam
Built by property development firm Steingoed, H2otel floats in the Wijnhaven
right in the center of Rotterdam. The hotel has 50 rooms and moves up and down
with the canal water. (Steingoed 2010)

canal water has increased people’s desire to live on the water and this
growing appeal has led to more architects designing houseboats for
their clients. (Plas 2009)

Fig. 4 - 9: Floating Greenhouse – Naaldwijk
Designed and Built by Duravermeer. This Floating Greenhouse functions as a
demonstration space for future technology. Building greenhouses in this fashion
has not yet become cost effective. (Bueren 2009)

In general, buoyant buildings fall within two categories: floating
buildings

that

constantly

float

and

aquatic

buildings

that

predominately rest on a riverbed floating only in high water
conditions. (Dura Vermeer 2008) Both of these dynamic constructions

Beyond individual floating residences, these improvements in buoyant

require a buoyant and waterproof foundation. Typically tethered to

technologies have enabled other floating structures that serve a

stationary moorings, they usually remain at a particular location only

variety of functions, including a floating prison near Amsterdam, a

moving vertically with the water level. On the other hand, if desired,

floating greenhouse near Naaldwijk, a floating hotel in Rotterdam and

an architect can design a mobile floating building, but the majority lack

as mentioned previously a movement to explore building entire

self-propulsion and boats must tow them from place to place. (Plas

floating communities, landscapes and infrastructure. Modern floating

2009) Currently, architects and engineers can choose from a wide

buildings can approach the living conditions of traditional buildings,

variety of foundations and as technology advances new foundations

through good design and modern floating foundations. (Singelenberg

will continually emerge.

2008)
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Types of Floating Foundations
A number of companies construct floating foundations using a variety
of materials and methods. Durability, cost and buoyancy are the key
metrics that guided the invention of current technologies, and will
guide the development of future technologies. Early Dutch houseboats
used wood and steel hulls because they co-opted contemporary
shipbuilding technologies for residential purposes.
However, due to maintenance issues and the desire for more stability
and comfort, newer houseboats typically use a hollow reinforced
concrete box called a concrete caisson. This foundation lies mostly
underwater, while the rest of the structure floats above. The
environment within the concrete box is similar to a basement and can
function as additional mechanical storage or living space. (Czapiewska
2009)
This foundation typology has transcended houseboats and many
floating buildings use them because of their durability and
affordability. For floating buildings, water depth is the main obstacle
to using a concrete caisson foundation. Since many of these buildings
are manufactured offsite in dry docks, the building’s foundation
cannot exceed the depth of the waterways it must traverse; and the
heavier the building the deeper the caisson. If it does exceed this

An alternative to concrete caissons are flat buoyant foundations made
from a hybrid of different materials; the combination must be
waterproof, durable, buoyant, and strong enough to support the
building. Unlike concrete caissons, these foundations are solid; they
also draw less water making them optimal for shallow water sites.
Since they sit higher in the water, they also tend to be less steady than
the previous style, but engineers can account for this in the
foundation’s design. (Bueren 2009)
Today, there are countless examples of suitable flat foundation
hybrids. One of the most common hybrids consists of a reinforced
concrete encased extruded polystyrene (EPS) platform. About 10 years
ago, Ooms Bouwmaatschappij, a leader in producing this particular
foundation typology, imported the patented technology from a
Canadian company. (Ooms Avenhorn Groep 2012)
According to Ooms Web site, this system creates a buoyant platform
usually ranging between 90 and 120 cm thick (3 to 4 feet thick);
although the foundation’s final thickness, depends on the building’s
weight. (Ooms Avenhorn Groep 2012) According to a number of
practitioners, these foundations do not break down in the water,
require less maintenance than concrete caissons and are unsinkable.
(Bueren 2009); (Plas 2009); (Zevenberen 2009)

dimension, it can be hauled over land, but this adds significant costs to

Ooms and other companies manufacture these flat platforms in

the project. (Plas 2009)

factories; they can then have a building erected directly on top and
float them to their next destination.
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Flexbase, is another example of an EPS and reinforced concrete
hybrid. Recently, a floating pavilion designed by Deltasync used this
technology to float in Rotterdam’s port areas; a Floating Greenhouse
outside Naaldwijk also uses Flexbase. Flexbase differs from Ooms’
system because it is partly built on site. Rather than manufacturing the
whole foundation offsite, the contractor can bring factory-cut modular
EPS forms to the site, assemble them on the water, and pour concrete
over the assembly creating a structural concrete grid, unifying the
foam modules. Next, the contractor would pour additional concrete to
form the building’s floor. (Flexbase n.d.)
This method reduces size limitations that can affect floating building’s
cost and feasibility, such as transportation and atypical shapes:
“By building directly on the water’s surface, the dimensions of
the EPS floating platform are not dependent on transportation
by road or by water. The only constraint on the maximum size
of a floating platform is the ability to control the concrete
when it is prepared and poured.” (Flexbase n.d.)
Dura Vermeer is also developing another modular foundation system
that does not use concrete. Instead, it will combine composite

Fig. 4 - 10: Towing a Floating Home
In the image above, a boat tows a floating home designed by Attika Architekten
called Alle Dagen Zomer. The house (along with its future occupants) is travelling
through a lock on the way to Oosterbeek, NL where it now floats in a water
development off the Maas. The foundation is a standard caisson foundation
providing a floor partly under the water. The windows of the lower floor rise just
above the water. (Plas 2009) Photo made by Attika Architekten.

be both lighter and more durable than contemporary technology.
(Zevenberen 2009)

materials with EPS. Working in cooperation with a Spanish company

Another foundation material in development by Dutch Docklands

Acciona Infraestructuras, Dura Vermeer hopes to formulate a superior

consists entirely of an aerated concrete that is “lighter than water”.

foundation compared to today’s floating concrete hybrids platforms;

Though it currently holds the patent for this technology, it is not ready

by using high-tech composite materials, it believes the platforms can

for commercial use due to unsuitable strength. (Olthuis and Keuning
2010)
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floating infrastructures. (Olthuis and Keuning 2010, 94-97) A semisubmersible offshore oilrig sits high off the water’s surface supported
by a base of columns extending into the water. These columns then
rest on buoyant platforms that keep the structure afloat. With the
buoyant floats below water and the building high off the surface,
surface waves minimally affect the overall floating structure. Adapting
this technology could help solve problems with developing floating
roads over rough water. (Olthuis and Keuning 2010, 94-97)
There are numerous variations of floating foundations on the market
and in development. The ideal floating foundation varies by project
depending on the design, site, budget and other factors. However, no
Fig. 4 - 11: Pouring Concrete Joists for Flexbase Foundation
Flexbase, developed by Dura Vermeer and Unidek, is a modular foundation
system. Much of the foundation is built within a weather controlled factory like
other floating foundations, but its pieces are assembled on site making it easier to
transport. In this photo, modular EPS forms have been placed on the water and
the contractor is pouring the structures reinforced concrete joists. (Flexbase n.d.)
Photo reprinted from source.

Beyond these simple buoyant platforms, technology used for floating
deep-sea oilrigs has also inspired floating foundation systems in the
Netherlands. These rigs inspired one architect, Herman Hertzberger,
to design a floating house prototype outside the city of Middelburg
that uses a ring of hollow steel tubes to keep it afloat.
Other architects have also looked at the oil industry for inspiration.
Architect Koen Olthuis has also designed a floating prototype. He used
semi-submersible technology as part of a conceptual design for large
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matter the application, those researching floating foundations are
looking for a system that is cheap, light, and strong. (Bueren 2009)
Olthuis sums up this quest in his book:
“The holy grail of buoyant foundations is easy to describe. It is
light and easy to produce using material that can be obtained
cheaply all over the world; it is strong will not be damaged by
salt water, is simple to process and above all, can be shaped
into a large platform without using other materials.” (Olthuis
and Keuning 2010, 89-90)
That is the goal. Whether it is achievable in the near future is another
question.

Fig. 5 - 1: Map with the observed number of summer days
(maximum temperature ≥ 25°C) per year for 1971-2000, and for four locations in the
Netherlands the climate scenarios for 2050
This map illustrates a 30 year average of days above 25°C throughout the Netherlands.
The bars on the right chart four future scenarios of four Dutch cities with contrasting
regional climates. The four scenarios project the number of days above 25°C for these
cities in 2050. To the left of the map is a chart showing the climate scenarios produced
by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute. (Royal Netherlands Meteorological
Institute 2006) – Map redrawn from source.

Chapter 5: Building with Water
Before modern engineering constructed the Netherlands’ robust
flood-defense infrastructure, the Dutch built more cautiously. Today’s
technology has allowed them to ignore the dangers of building in
flood-prone landscapes. Many developers even construct homes that
cannot withstand any level of floodwaters should this seemingly
impenetrable infrastructure fail. (Plas 2009)
Recognizing this problem, some architects, engineers and builders
have begun specializing in the practices described in the previous
chapter. They believe water-adaptive developments will grow in the
future and have devoted their companies to reinventing old and
designing new technologies to make this possible. The government
has also acknowledged this information shortfall and has developed
resources to provide the public best practices and information about
new water-adaptive buildings and communities.
Below I describe some firms that are implementing these technologies
and discuss their viewpoints on future development. I also include a
brief description of a water-adaptive primer created by the
government and Dura Vermeer to raise public awareness of both
forgotten and new practices.

Private Practices
Within the Netherlands, there are a number of firms specializing in
water-adaptive architecture and engineering. These companies can
serve as great sources for information and can help guide a project in
the right direction. Many have worked in this field for a number of
years, and have learned how to navigate the potential political and
environmental roadblocks a project may encounter. They are also
involved in the design and implementation of a number of projects at
various scales in the Netherlands and around the world.
Of the many Dutch firms developing water adaptive technologies, a
few specialize primarily in this field. Among these are the following
five firms, which have distinguished themselves with a number of
recent innovative projects, and have unique perspectives on water
adaptation within the Netherlands. The information and quotations in
the following sections were gathered from direct interviews during
October of 2009 - unless otherwise cited.
Waterstudio - interviewed Koen Olthuis
Co-founded by Koen Olthuis and Rolf Peters in 2002, Waterstudio
exclusively invents and designs new water adaptive buildings,
infrastructure and urban environments. Its designs range from
straightforward flood-adapted homes and buildings to floating
developments, cruise terminals and infrastructural concepts. Their
company has gained international acclaim and has projects both inside
the Netherlands and abroad. Olthuis has said that building on the

water can “[give] new space to the city.” He sees building on the water
as the next stage in urban evolution:
“Years ago Mr. Otis invented the elevator and made it possible
for a vertical city you find a new dimension in the city…and
when the underground was invented locations in the city
became closer to each other in time. So, this is also a new
dimension, and this is the same with water. Water makes it
possible to have a floating building foundation, possible to use
water in a city to come to a new density. A new density is
necessary to answer for instance climate change, but also
economical change…cities looking for space.”
While Olthuis understands that water-adaptive and floating

Fig. 5 - 2: Cum Grege Non Gradior
This floating house designed by Waterstudio floats at Steigereiland. Like many of
the homes in this development it uses a hollow concrete caisson foundation. The
text on the exterior wall translates from Latin to say I do not walk with the herd.

architecture are not the only solutions, he does espouse them as an
important means to address some of the Netherlands and the world’s
most pressing urban issues; such as climate adaptation and urban
growth. Olthuis sees them as practical solutions that can extend
terrestrial architecture and urbanism over the water. He criticizes
designers who propose wild and futuristic new building forms for
floating architecture, dubbing it “freak architecture.” He says that
while these forms “look nice,” they “give the wrong message.” He
believes the city’s water districts should resemble their context.

Fig. 5 - 3: Floating Cruise Terminal Concept
2

The image above from Waterstudio’s Website, imagines a 165,000 m cruise
terminal in the middle of the ocean. (Waterstudio 2012)
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“In my vision the floating city looks almost the same as
Amsterdam or Delft...the only difference is the floating
foundation underneath it.”

Olthuis along with David Keuning published a new book in 2010 titled,

projects started in 1993 and Attika documented their floating building

Float!: Building on Water to Combat Urban Congestion and Climate. In

research in these documents.

this book, they discuss water adaptation in depth, particularly focusing
on using floating architecture to augment the city. (Olthuis and
Keuning 2010)

Attika explored the design and feasibility of various elevated and
floating buildings and potential urban configurations. It also
considered many potential challenges including drought, running

While the majority of the book focuses on the Netherlands and how

utilities to dynamic structures, floating foundations and different

these new strategies will address its current and future problems, the

building configurations. Attika’s third study, published in 1998, focuses

authors also target the larger global context discussing many universal

primarily on developing schematic concepts for the city’s floating

applications precedents, and describe how aquatic architecture can

Steigereiland development. In 1999, it produced a fifth study titled

enhance the city. They state that “building on water can contribute to

“Waterwoon Catalagus” (Waterliving Catalog). This document

finding solutions to a large number of problems: protection against
flooding in Bangladesh, water and energy facilities in China, better
foundation technology in the Netherlands, autonomous food
production on the Maldives, space in Tokyo and sustainability in the
UAE.” (Olthuis and Keuning 2010)
Attika Architecten – interviewed Rickard van der Plas
For over two decades, this firm has developed conceptual wateradaptive and climate-adaptive architecture and infrastructure. In
1989, the firm began with a houseboat designed to moor in
Amsterdam’s canals. According to Rickard van der Plas, a principal of
Attika, this was very uncommon back then; most houseboats were not
designed. Following that project, Amsterdam hired it to produce a

Fig. 5 - 4: Waterwoon Catalagus (Water Living Catalog)

series of floating architectural and urban planning studies, which

Attika’s Waterwoon Catalgus contains numerous sketches ilustrating the possible
directions floating architecture could go. Their illustrations embody the playful
freedom they see in floating architecture. (Attika Architekten 2001)

Attika called “Op het Water Wonen”(Living on the Water) These
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compiles many architecture and urban ideas explored in the previous

a variety of water adaptive techniques, as well as standard

studies and illustrate a number of inventive forms and organizations.

construction.

Plas describes the firm’s floating ambitions, more in terms of freedom
than addressing climate flexibility, although he agrees that it can assist

Dura Vermeer – interviewed Chris Zevenbergen
Dura Vermeer is a private construction company in the Netherlands; it

with that as well. Floating building for them is a new and better way of

provides many services including engineering, consulting and product

living:

development. In 1998, Dura Vermeer produced a position paper titled

“When you are on the water you are connected to the world,
connected to all of the other water. You could just row your
boat to Rio de Janeiro or anyplace. It’s so connected…there’s
no border; and the reflection; and the view: and the wind; and
the sun.”
This freedom also includes its sustainable building ambitions. The firm
calls some of these independent floating building concepts “autarkics”
which stems from a Greek word meaning self-sufficient. Attika’s
sketches often include energy generating technology and a feeling of
being distant and detached from the city. Its designs are imaginative,
considering forms and materials not yet achievable. Imagining an ideal
future, Rickard conceptualized a floating building form made out of
solid insulation; since insulation floats on its own, you would “carve

“De Drijvende Stad” (The Floating City). This paper declared its
ambitions to explore and promote floating developments in light of
climate change and the need for more urban growth.
Zevenbergen, one of the key players behind this agenda, has worked
to refocus the company. While he admits the majority of their projects
trend toward more traditional construction, he believes flood resilient
building is at a “tipping point” and wants to make Dura Vermeer a
leader in this field:
“Water is our strategic focus at the moment, and we are
working since, I think, ten years now. We are engaged in a lot
of international and national research projects, we are
involved in pilot and demonstration projects and we are
heavily investing in these projects as well.” (Zevenberen 2009)

out [the spaces] you need to live.”

He seems to have succeeded, since Dura Vermeer is behind a number

However, Attika not only designs floating constructs, the firm explores

of water projects in the Netherlands, such as the floating houses at

a variety of sites and has conceptual autarkics in a variety of climates
including the desert. Attika’s realized buildings in the Netherlands use
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Maasbommel, a floating greenhouse in Naaldwick, and a conceptual
floating community for Hotspot Zuidplas Polder. *
Among these many projects, it has helped write a water adaptive
primer called Richtlijnen voor Bouwen in Natte Gebieden, built
floating and aquatic homes at Maasbommel, and conceptualized the
Crystal

Clear

Water

Dwellings

for

the

Xplorlab’s

Hotspot

Zuidplaspolder case studies. Dura Vermeer is also in the business of
research and development, collaborating with other companies to
develop new technologies, like floating foundations.
Zevenbergen believes that the market for floating developments will
grow in the future once the myths about floating buildings are
dismissed. These false notions have created a “psychological barrier,”
but through pilot projects and research, Zevenberger believes the can
surpass these obstacles:
“The old paradigms, the old ideas we had about [floating]
constructions does not hold any longer, because they are
based on assumptions that are incorrect. For instance the
impact of floating construction on water quality, the quality of
living and how people experience to live in floating homes, the
economic value of floating homes, the durability of
construction, the cost of infrastructure. The more detailed
work we have done reveals that there is not a principal
difference.”

Fig. 5 - 5: Conceptual Dry-proofed Dwelling
Dura Vermeer designed these homes with a waterproof exterior skin. These
dwellings could withstand temporary flooding in flood-prone regions.
(Steeklenburg, et al. 2008)

Deltasync – interviewed Karina Czapiewska
In 2006, while the firm’s founders still attended Delft Technological
University, they won the Royal Haskoning Deltacompetition with an
entry titled Floating City. The project proposed a sustainable floating
urban complex complete with highways, energy generation, water

*
I discuss the Gouden Kust development at Maasbommel later in
Chapter 6: Water Adaptive Projects
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number of floating developments, the firm believes the market is
growing.
Karina Czapiewska, one of the company’s founders, cited recent
surveys of new planned floating communities for the firm’s optimism.
She said, while there are only a couple hundred floating homes right
now, the growth is exponential and “in two to three years” it is
projected to grow to ”2500 units.” She also said while environmental
factors drive this floating home growth most people “are not really
afraid [of climate change].” She believes demographics issues
contribute the most to the trend’s growth:
Fig. 5 - 6: The Floating City
Designed for the Royal Haskoning Deltacompetition in 2006, concept launched
the firm Deltasync and subsequently Water Architect Van Buren. (Bueren 2009);
(Czapiewska 2009)

collection, and buildings all floating on the Markermeer—right off the
coast of Amsterdam. The attention gained from this prestigious
competition helped spur the founding of Deltasync and in marketing
the floating city concept it found its first major client; Rotterdam.
Completed in 2010, the floating pavilion’s form and sustainable
features emerged from ideas latent in the initial Floating City concept,
albeit at a much smaller scale. (Czapiewska 2009) The pavilion is
currently floating in Rijn haven one of Rotterdam’s port areas.
Optimistic about the future, Deltasync is a five-person firm specializing
exclusively in water adaptive urbanism, with floatation as a central
theme in nearly all of their projects. Though it has only realized a small
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“There is more water storage capacity needed [in the
Netherlands] and building sites are in that area–that’s the
main reason to float or build amphibious houses. Also [building
sites] in the flood plains of the river; the summer and winter
plains. [We] have a lot of houses everywhere…and they need
more space, So these sites [in the flood plains] are very
interesting for floating houses as well; when in the summer
and winter the river rises the houses will rise with it.”
Recently, it has collaborated with other companies on new floating
projects and the firm’s projects are getting international attention; the
Dutch pavilion at the 2010 Shanghai World Expo featured Deltasync’s
floating city and the pavilion concept.

Water Architect van Buren – interviewed Bart van Buren
Bart van Buren moved to Rotterdam in 2008 to create his own firm. As

risks as the old buildings or are you going to address the new
risks.”

one of the original founders of Deltasync and co-winner of the 2006

He identifies cost as one of floating architecture’s main obstacles, and

Royal Haskoning Deltacompetition, he also has floating architecture

believes once they overcome this economic barrier floating will

and urban ambitions. The firm specializes in designing floating

become more “marketable.”

buildings and infrastructure. It has won numerous awards for its
inventive ideas.
Buren’s education at Delft University of Technology inspired him to
engage the emerging floating design field. He cites a professor, Frits
Schoute, as great inspiration calling him “the father of the floating
city.” To explain the difficulties and opportunities of water living, he
refers to a paradoxical phrase of Schoute’s, “The reason we don’t live
at sea is that there is too much energy for comfortable living. On the
other hand, nothing creates more comfort than lots of energy.”
(Schoute 2009)
Buren knows that floating design is not the answer for all situations
within the delta, but it’s his “niche” and the water adaptive arena in
which he is vested. In the future, he believes that floating building and
infrastructure along with other delta technologies will work together
to help adapt the Netherlands and other deltas around the world.
(Bueren 2009)
“Building on the water and floating is not the solution, it just
adds to making more solutions [to the problem]. If you start to
make new buildings, are you going to do that with the same

Floating agriculture is one arena where Buren has heavily invested his
energy and research and where he clearly illustrated the black and
white nature of the cost-benefit analysis:
“I have been researching the options for floating agriculture,
and it is about what kind of surface area you can make for
what kind of price”
In October 2009, when I spoke with Buren, the current land price for
agriculture was around 100 €/m2, and he said many would balk at
paying more than double for a floating system. *
Since then, working with Voorzitter Stichting Innovatie Glastuinbouw
Nederland, it finished patenting an economically feasible floating
foundation framework for floating greenhouses. The system uses a
modular system of concrete encased EPS beams as its main structure,
in place of a floating slab foundation. In a report describing the
business case for this system, the firm shows how this method
drastically brings down costs, compared to other floating techniques:

*
When I spoke with Bart van Buren, he stated that current technologies
cost around 250 €/m2.
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“A floating system consisting of beams for buoyancy and loadbearing capability merits further development. Construction
costs depend strongly on the extent of the further
development of the construction systems. This ﬂoating system
is estimated at 60-90 €/m2 and seems therefore commercially
viable.” (Buren 2010, 2) – Text translated from Dutch
He sees these challenges as targets and wants to reach them. His firm
designs aquatic buildings, researches new technologies, and helps
develop patents for new water-adaptive technology. Recently it won
the 2010 Zuid-Hollandprijs for a project called Wateraders (water
veins). This mobile floating infrastructure would assist small riverside

rural communities who lack the amenities of larger cities. To achieve
their goals Water Architect van Buren collaborates with a number of
other professionals in the field. (Water Architect van Buren 2012)

Research and Guidelines
Although there are many methods to build water-adaptive buildings,
their

success

depends

on

site-specific

conditions;

if

used

inappropriately they can cause more harm than good. To help select
the proper techniques and assist those unfamiliar with the many
available options, the Netherlands Leven met Water (Living with
Water) program developed a guidebook to inform developers and
other parties involved in constructing new water adaptive buildings
and communities. Called Richtlijnen voor bouwen in natte gebieden
(Guidelines for Building in Wet Areas), this primer attempts to bridge
the

knowledge

gap

needed

for

advancing

water-adaptive

developments. It contains water-adaptation best practices, economic
and legal implications and general water-adaptive building guidelines.
It also discusses many of the obstacles one might face in realizing a
water-adaptive development. (Dura Vermeer 2008)
Developed by international and national public and private entities
Fig. 5 - 7: Conceptual Floating Greenhouse
Rather than build a solid floating foundation, Bart van Buren’s concept uses a
floating structural frame that supports flexible membranes in which the crops and
flowers would grow. According to his report this method would dramatically
reduce costs and could make it competitive with terrestrial greenhouses. (Buren
2010)
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through grants, this document creates a framework for all parties
interested in developing flood-risk areas. Most importantly, it creates
a starting point for a collaborative approach to new developments
facing a variety of water issues. Drawing on different perspectives, it

demonstrates that using the right alternative in the appropriate
situation can be cost effective, safe, and feasible. (Dura Vermeer 2008)
While specific to the Netherlands, the guidelines describe water issues
prevalent in many delta regions worldwide. In general, it could serve
as a useful tool for future adaptive developments around the world or
as a model document from which others could generate an
appropriate handbook for other regions.

Fig. 5 - 8: Water-adaptive Building Matrix
The diagram above was designed for Richtlijnen voor bouwen in natte gebieden to
help developers and practitioners choose the best adaptive building strategy for a
particular site condition. Listed across the top row (Peak storage, Seasonal
storage, Disaster storage, High Water, Ground Water Flooding) are water types
that describe the site’s relationship to potential flooding. The first three are
characterized by different flood frequencies due to the site’s usage as a water
storage area.
Listed on the left-most column (Wet-proof Residence, Dry-proof Residence,
Shoreline Residence, Column Residence, Floating Residence, Amphibious
Residence, and Low-drainage Residence) are common water-resistive or waterproof building techniques. The matrix highlights each strategy to indicate which
methods would work best under particular site conditions; green/ highly
recommended, yellow/neutral and red/not recommended. (Dura Vermeer 2008)
– Graphic reproduced from source.
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Fig. 6 - 1: Project Locations
The map above locates each project surveyed within this chapter. It shows their relationship to the Netherlands.

Chapter 6: Water Adaptive Projects

learn from these projects, and use them as precedents for their own

In 2006, a water living locations map produced by DeFacto Architecten

Reinventing Harbors

identified seven realized water adaptive developments in the

With the size of cargo and transport ships continually increasing,

Netherlands. * These seven projects included a variety of building

harbors around the globe must constantly adapt or become

typologies including floating buildings, and consisted of 200 water

outmoded. The prohibitive expense required to reconfigure aging

adaptive housing units. This same map also projected that projects

ports to accept larger vessels, often leads to the port activity being

under construction and future conceptual plans will increase this

relocated and this infrastructure becomes obsolete. ‡ In the

number to somewhere between 14,000 to 17,000 housing units by

Netherlands, this trend has caused the abandonment of historic city

2015.

2008)

harbors and the creation of new harbors closer to the North Sea that

Considering that over the next few years, the quantity of water-

are larger and better suited for future vessels. This port migration can

adaptive developments may multiply dramatically, it is important to

create voids in cities, but it can also create new opportunities.

(Singelenberg,

SEV-Advies

Inzake

Waterwonen

future projects. †

look at existing developments for guidance and learn from other’s
experiences.

Capitalizing on this vacant land, some cities have begun to reprogram
these areas as new urban districts. Due to their former industrial use

Below, I discuss a variety of projects that incorporate water-adaptive

and relationship to shipping, they tend to exist outside the protection

techniques

projects

of the dikes and are subject to tidal fluctuation; however, most of

demonstrate ways architects and urban planners can work to reach

these dock areas were elevated above the adjacent city’s polders for

common goals.

this very reason. (Veelen 2009)

amongst

diverse

site

conditions.

These

These projects are charting a different future; they redevelop obsolete
sites and responsibly develop new areas. These projects harmonize
with new Dutch water policies and help make the Netherlands a safer
and more climate-adapted country. Architects and urban planners can

*

See map at beginning of Chapter 4: Adaptive Living.

†
For each project I include project information that is based on
Architect/Client Webpage, magazines or Interviews. Where I include
elevation data this is based on the Netherland’s digital elevation model
found on the Actueel Hoogtebestand Nederland webpage. This information
is accurate to 5 cm on a 1/2m x 1/2m grid. (Het Waterschapshuis 2012)
‡
This is my own observation based on my graduate research project
and a number of port redevelopment projects I have read about including
the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey and the three
redevelopment projects discussed below.

StadshavensRotterdam 1600ha
Developer: Projectbureau Stadshavens
Status: In Progress
Elevation: Varies
Site Area: 1600 ha
Coordinates: 51° 53’ 56” N / 4° 25’ 22” E
Recognizing the urban vacuum that will exist after the completion of
Maasvlankte 2, Rotterdam took action by designing a reuse plan for its
industrial harbors and envisioning an innovative multi-programmed
urban district right in the city’s center. While preserving some of the
ports’ industrial program, this plan will create new residential and
commercial zones, while increasing the city’s climate flexibility by
Fig. 6 - 2: StadhavenRotterdam 1600ha Conceptual Master Plan
This project lies at Rotterdam’s heart right along the river. The project leaders
hope it will connect the two banks and create a new direction for the city. (Project
Bureau StadsHavens Rotterdam 2008) Graphic created with images from source.

utilizing new technology to construct floating buildings directly on the
water. These aquatic buildings will resist river currents and oscillate
with the river’s changing water level. (Veelen 2009)
Inspired by local firms such as DeltaSync, Water Architect van Buren
and Waterstudio, the city has generated a master plan that will
redevelop 1600 ha of their soon to be vacant port areas. To
accomplish this task, they contracted Projectbureau Stadshavens, a
private developer, to spearhead the transformation. Working in
cooperation with the city and other public and private partners, this
private company has generated a group of projects to realize the city’s

Fig. 6 - 3: Blank Slate
The picture above represents a typical wharf within the project boundary. For a
densely built city like Rotterdam it is hard to redevelop its core. When the land
and water become vacant, the city will have a rare opportunity to do almost
anything.
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vision and define a “signpost for the future.” (Scheepmaker 2009)

The redeveloped ports will focus on incorporating sustainable climateproof strategies, reconnecting the city’s north and south districts,
developing a cutting-edge delta technology center, and increasing the
quality of living within the projects boundaries. (Project Bureau
StadsHavens Rotterdam 2008) Hans Scheepmaker, the area
development manager for the Stadshavens project, believes that this
redevelopment project will help retain more college graduates, attract
innovative companies and reinvigorate the city. (Scheepmaker 2009)
Eastern Harbor District Amsterdam
Architect/Urban Planner: Various
Status: Completed 2003
Elevation: Varies
Site Area: approx. 200 ha
Coordinates: 52° 22’ 18” N / 4° 56’ 17” E
Prior to Rotterdam’s conceptual plan, Amsterdam redeveloped its
industrial Eastern Harbor District into a dense residential district.
Unlike what Rotterdam proposes, these new areas do not include new
floating components, were not a reaction to climate change and were
primarily targeted at meeting housing demands. (Scheepmaker 2009)
With 100 housing units per hectare, the development repurposed the
existing industrial land and reduced the need for more land
reclamation. *

Fig. 6 - 4: Evolution of the East Harbor
Amsterdam for many years thrived as a shipping and sea-traveler destination. Its
Eastern Harbour District grew fast during the industrial revoluIution. However, in
th
the second half of the 20 century, shipping vessels out grew the district and air
travel diminished ocean going tourists; the Eastern Harbour District became
obsolete and was sold to the city for residential development. (Abrahamse 2006)
– Graphic reproduced from source.

In the 1970s, when the city began planning the district’s
redevelopment, there was a perceived lack of high quality living within
the city and people were moving out of Amsterdam in search of better
housing, similar to Rotterdam’s current population retention problem.
Planners saw this vacant harbor district as an economically feasible
opportunity to develop a diverse compact residential district that
could help solve this problem.

*
Benefiting from their location adjacent to the Markermeer, this
development does not have to cope with large tidal fluctuations. Since the
completion of the Zuiderzeewerken, the Markermeer’s water levels
fluctuate very little, thus Amsterdam’s harbor stays around the same

elevation year round. This sharply contrasts Dutch cities, which have
harbors bordering rivers and other water bodies subject to seasonal,
weather-related and tidal elevation changes.
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Highlighted in numerous publications, Amsterdam’s Eastern Harbor
District has gained international acclaim as a hallmark of harbor
redevelopment. Its location relative to the city’s center and its
connection to the water were two main features that made this area
attractive for development. Numerous architects and urban planners
were responsible for the outcome. In 2003, after the addition of 8000
new dwellings, redevelopment of this district was considered
complete. (Eastern Harbour District Amsterdam: Urbanism and
Architecture 2006)
Fig. 6 - 5: The Whale
This is a view crossing a bridge between Borneo and Sporenburg Eiland. In the
distance an rental apartment building called the Whale. Designed by de
Architecten Cie.it is one of the larger housing blocks that increase the housing
density of the East Harbour District’s development. It contains over 200 rental
2
units and 1100 m of commercial space.

While the redevelopment of the Eastern Harbor District vastly differs
from the vision for Rotterdam’s Stadshaven’s project, it does illustrate
the opportunities this blank slate can offer a city.
In Amsterdam’s case, they demolished most of the original buildings
replacing them with housing. This again contrasts Rotterdam’s
approach, because they desire to keep the harbor’s atmosphere alive
by preserving light shipping, even as they build new green businesses,
high tech jobs, and innovative housing typologies. (Scheepmaker
2009)

Fig. 6 - 6: East Harbor Apartments
On Borneo and Sporenburg Eiland many of the row houses are built right to the
edge of the old shipping islands.
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Master Plan Stadswerven
Client: City of Dordrecht
Status: Schematic Design
Elevation: Varies
Site Area: approx.. 40 ha
Coordinates: 51° 49’ 00” N / 4° 41’ 12” E

“Maximum water depths and velocities within the study area

are relatively low. In the majority of the Stadswerven area, the
water depths do not exceed 0.75 metres, and water velocity
are below 0.25 m/s.” (Stone, Beckers and Penailillo 2008, 29)
According to the research team, these results fell within an

Dordrecht is another city currently finalizing a master plan that will

appropriate range for a water adaptive community. To build this

revitalize its old harbor district. In the area known as Stadswerven, the

community, the project team plans to employ a combination of flood

city plans to use a combination of strategies to build a flood resilient

resistant and flood adaptive strategies. They will elevate some

mixed-use district that includes around 1200 housing units.

portions of the site to 4m above NAP to prevent flooding up to the

(Singelenberg 2010)

year 2100. Other portions will take a more adaptive approach using

First, to verify the feasibility for this redevelopment, they conducted a
number of flood simulations. They found that floodwaters would not

“integrated floodwalls” and “watersteps”. (Stone, Beckers and
Penailillo 2008)

be extreme or prolonged, compared to flooding that could occur in a

The first approach adapts the historic strategy of building terpen to

deep polder, since Stadswerven’s elevation is already higher than the

create flood safe zones along rivers. This strategy will exclude water,

natural river. Another, condition analyzed was water velocity during a

while the other tactics will allow water to touch the buildings and

flood; the simulations indicated this too would remain low.

enter the public space. Although the continuous integrated floodwalls

Fig. 6 - 7: Stadswerven Tidal Change
The images above show how the urban environment would change with the river tide. Buildings would float and plazas would become inundated, but when when the tide retreated
the buildings would remain safe and dry. (Waals, Kelder and Bax 2008) Images Reproduced from source.
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resemble traditional Dutch water defenses, they will literally be part of

Building at the Water’s Edge

the buildings themselves:

In the Netherlands’ low lying regions, water and city are intertwined.

“[The concept] integrates flood defences into the buildings and
public space forming a floodwall surrounding (part of) the
urban area. Examples of such defences are houses with raised
floor levels, elevations in the public space sometimes combined
with other functions such as a car park.” (Stone, Beckers and
Penailillo 2008, 32)
The water steps will also differ from traditional water defenses -creating a terraced edge leading down to the water. Buildings within
these zones will use a combination of water adaptive techniques, such

In older cities, gracht and singel networks strongly influenced the
urban form. These two forms of manmade canals played vital roles
throughout

history

including

water

conveyance,

protection,

transportation, and waste disposal. These networks informed the
placement of streets and buildings. Since water conveyance and
transportation remain important today, many polders and newer cities
also integrate these canal systems with their new infrastructure as
they rebuild or renovate city districts.

as dry proofing, wet proofing, or floating foundations. As the water

Consequently, the buildings built in many cities, like Amsterdam, Delft,

rises, these zones will transform; controlled by the ground’s varying

and Middelburg, can lie in close proximity to or abut the water’s edge;

elevation.

in these cities, building’s often border the grachts and singels.

Fig. 6 - 8: Port Redevelopment Figure-Ground Diagrams
Above are figure-ground maps of the three projects I discuss above. These diagrams are
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not to scale but are proportional to each other. This illustrates the scalar differences
between these three projects.

Today, people value these water networks for their aesthetic qualities

relationship; water has become the new ground in place of the

as well as their utilitarian purposes and planners replicate them in new

reclaimed landscape.

developments. These planners can also include these water
infrastructures in new developments to maintain or increase open
water and can act as a water-adaptive feature. Open water within
these low-lying communities indicates that the developers are
addressing water storage and accept water as a part of development,
rather than striving to transform water into ground, maximizing the
available buildable site.

While these developments invoke historic water to development
ratios, they do so for different reasons. Historically, this higher ratio
was not desired or deemed safer; technological limits produced these
results. In contrast, today’s technology has made it possible to create
deceivingly safe developments nearly absent of water. Designers are
now adapting old archetypes such as the terp village and canal city
with modern technology, thus restoring old relationships between

This strategy appears in a number of recent projects, where the

building, land and water; these practices contrast others that choose

project team purposefully created or preserved open water within the

to continue draining full speed ahead.

development.

These

projects

feature

a

new

figure-ground

Plan Tij (Plan Tide)
Architect: Klunder Architecten
Landscape Architect: Stijlgroep Landscape and Urban Design
Status: Completed 2009
Elevation: appx. 3.5 m NAP
Coordinates: 51° 48’ 37” N / 4° 41’ 23” E
In order to address the city’s water storage needs and provide new
housing for middle and upper income residents, Dordrecht held an
architectural competition to redevelop a two-acre site on its northern
edge. (The Netherlands Institute for Planning and Housing 2005)
Adjacent to the city’s Wantijpark, the site was a dry polder divided
into a number of sports fields, but in the city’s long-term plan included

Fig. 6 - 9: Waterside Homes outside of Middelburg

it as part of the city’s ecological infrastructure.
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introducing the elements of the Biesbosch to the plot. In short
we flooded the polder so now tides and water are the keyelements for the organisation of dwellings.” (Stijlgroep 2011)
Completed in 2009, Plan Tij consists of 96 dwelling units sited on
raised ground built from the site’s excavated land and surrounded by
water. By removing the polder’s protective dike, river water now
floods the site’s excavated areas and the water level fluctuates with
the river’s tidal swings. The waters surrounding the terp are deep
enough for recreational boating and boats can moor at many of the
new housing units. Using a “closed mass-haul diagram”, which implies
that the site’s cut and fill were balanced, the site design eliminated the
need for disposing dredge material or bringing in large amounts of fill.
Fig. 6 - 11: Plan Tij in Context
The development occupies a former open space within the city and lies adjacent
to an existing marina. Since the water surrounding the homes connects to the
river, it also rises and falls with the tide. Map base from Google Earth.

(Stijlgroep 2012)
The buildings on the terp range from attached apartments to
detached custom homes. To ensure the residents’ safety, all

In 2003, Klunder Architecten and Stijlgroep Landscape and Urban

conditioned space was positioned 2.5 meters above the new lake’s

Design won the competition with an innovative residential master

average water level. (Berghuis 2010) According to Paul van Wijk of

plan that proposed flooding the existing polder and building the new

Stijlgroep,

homes on a manmade terp. The shape of this terp emerged from the

ensures that the buildings would flood only once in 500 years.

site’s existing topography, and became a long raised bar with four long

(Wijk 2011)

jetties of land, one of which connected with the mainland. Inspired by
the nearby National Park de Biesbosch, their design blurred building
and landscape:
“The brief stated the dwellings should be situated in a ‘green’
environment. We successfully reinterpreted the brief by
|76|

this

elevation

defined

by

the

Rijkwaterstaat

Along the project’s west most jetty, runs a long apartment building,
with individual garages partly below the flood datum. * It features a
raised walkway allowing pedestrian access to the apartments’ front
*
Being below the flood datum the garages could flood during a severe
storm. However, being utilitarian spaces the damage would be minimal.

entries. The apartment building rests partly on these garages and the

Landscapes 2002) MVRDV took on this piece and designed the

remainder extends over the water’s edge supported by concrete piers.

Waterwijk (Water District).

Semi-attached and detached homes make up the majority of the
housing and populate the other three jetties. Each of the buildings is
embedded along the terp, while the side facing the water extends on
concrete piers over water. Along the site’s north edge, 18 lots were
specified for custom homes; 16 of these overlook the park to the
north. The custom homes built on these lots range in their materials
and designs, but blend with the development’s brick, steel and wood

Connected to Ypenburg by a series of short bridges, the 6 ha site
contains roughly 900 of the town’s approximately 11,000 planned
housing units. MVRDV’s strategy used proximity to water as a feature
to increase the district’s desirability; siting many of the luxury homes
at the development’s north edge with private views of the largest area
of water:

clad buildings. All of these custom homes have attached docks, as do
many of the other homes in the development.
Ypenburg – Waterwijk (Water District)
Urban Design: MVRDV
Architect: Various
Status: Completed 2005
Site Area: 6 ha
Elevation: appx. -3.5 m NAP
Coordinates: 52° 02’ 06” N / 4° 22’ 05” E
This VINEX development, like many others designed in the 1990s,
primarily sought to meet the Netherlands growing housing demand.
Prior to the many Netherlands’ water management reforms, Palmbout
Urban Landscapes planned this suburb of Den Haag and it differs little
from other VINEX towns with one exception; MVRDV’s Waterwijk

Fig. 6 - 12: Aerial Photo of Waterwijk

Master Plan.

This photo reproduced from MVRDV’s website, shows the variety of building
typologies that occupy this 6 ha site. (MVRDV 2012) Photo reproduced from
source.

In the mid-1990s, Palmbout divided their Masterplan into a number of
themed districts, one of which was water. (Palmbout Urban
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“Compared to other strategies in this plan Waterwijk strives
to create the most intense water-focused environment as a
way to increase the attraction of the neighborhood and
position it to compete better with others. This approach has
been carried out by turning the housing area into an
archipelago of islands with houses on them.” (MVRDV 2012)
MVRDV also stressed variety as another design feature, wanting to
appeal to numerous markets. To achieve this, they hired multiple
architects to design the individual buildings and target a range of
income levels. Throughout the district, numerous waterways divide
the site into a series of islands. Each island has a unique character,
Fig. 6 - 13: Water Housing Peninsulas
On the site’s north edge 6 peninsulas extend out from the land. (MVRDV 2012)
Photo reproduced from source.

incorporating a “different suburban typology”:
“This is most evident by the choice for as many different living
environments as possible for each group of islands: patio
houses, garden houses, houses around a court, apartments
and reed houses. The differences are increased by the choice
for different green facilities, different ecological measures,
different lighting, different pavement and different materials
for the houses for each island.” (MVRDV 2012)
On the site’s north edge, a series of six peninsulas extend out toward
the water. Capping each of these are two water villa typologies
designed by MVRDV and Herman Hertzberger respectively. Four pairs
of MVRDV’s Watervilla design extend out from four peninsulas. Each is
a long single-story wooden structure with a “wooden terrace that

Fig. 6 - 14: Watervilla
MVRDV designed this house typology to punctuate 4 peninsulas. (MVRDV 2012)
Photo reproduced from source.
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wraps around each house.”

Hertzberger’s Semi-Water Housing units punctuate the ends of the
other two peninsulas, with a group of 8 housing units in two three
story buildings. The overall building’s design takes on a form inspired
by the water’s proximity:
“The superstructure is shaped like a boat; instead of a garden
each house has a large deck-like terrace, and there are places
where the young people can park their own boats.” (website)
On the first level, the architect minimized openings, while the
uppermost level features floor to ceiling glazing. Clad in brick and
metal, each building contains four units with “flexible layouts”

Fig. 6 - 15: The Sphinxes

allowing the individual to decide the program.

These apartments line the water’s edge giving residents a unique living
experience overlooking the water. (Hamer 2012) Photo reproduced from source.

Lakeside Housing - “The Sphinxes”
Developer: Neutelings Riedijk Architects
Status: Completed 2003
Elevation: appx. 1 m NAP
Coordinates: 51° 18’ 00” N / 5° 16’ 55” E
Completed in 2003 by Neutelings Riedijk Architects, these five
buildings, clad in “unpolished rough aluminum sheets,” stretch out
from Gooimeer Lake’s shoreline near Huizen. The durability and lowenvironmental impact of the aluminum skin led to its selection for this
project. The architects considered other materials, such as varnished
wood, or zinc alloy but the Rijkswaterstaat desired a material that
would not contaminate the lake. (Bureau Bouwkunde 2010)
Their nickname “the Sphinxes” coined by the architects refers to their

Fig. 6 - 16: Water Villas
Built on raised platforms these modular villas line the water near Almere. Their
modular construction also allows for variation in floor plan and massing giving the
development aesthetic variation. (UNstudio 2012) Photo reproduced from source.

unique profile. By subtracting two south facing apartments at each
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additional floor, the resulting building form slopes up from the

the main traffic artery for the neighborhood. A corrugated steel

shoreline and culminates in a cantilevered volume resembling an

barrier surrounds the jetty’s edge protecting it from erosion.

abstracted head overlooking the water. The south-side apartments
gain terraced garden porches from this sloping form, while the northfacing apartments stack over the water with unobstructed lake views.
Below water, the lowest level functions as a parking garage,
connected to the land by a concrete bridge. This utilitarian space
elevates the apartments above the lake.
Water Villas Almere
Developer: UNStudio
Status: Completed 2006
Elevation: -4 m to -5 m NAP
Coordinates: 52° 23’ 36” N / 5° 18’ 31” E

The water villas’ modular design allows them to remain both
affordable and customizable. Each building has a basic arrangement of
concrete modules that the owner can customize by adding optional
steel modules:
“The basic package consists of 2 concrete modules of 6 meters
in the width, 10 meters in the depth and 3 meters in the
height. The first floor is shifted to obtain a roof balcony.”
(Betsky 2007)
From this standard design, an individual could add one or two optional
modules and expand their living space. The base modules are clad in

The city of Almere lies within the new province of Flevoland, and is

anthracite tiles and the optional modules are paneled with “copper-

growing fast. Often the mass production techniques used in new

colored metallic plates.” These optional modules cantilever out from

towns like Almere can sometimes lead to impersonal buildings

the main structure; projecting out toward the water. The road

critiqued with such terms as “monotonous” and “facelessness.”

infrastructure and building footprints are the only land reclaimed by

(Betsky 2007) To avoid this fate, Almere challenged architects to

this development.

design an affordable mass-produced house capable of being
personalized.

Elevated Buildings
In the previous section, the buildings and their infrastructure still left a

UNStudio’s answer to this problem is the “semi-standardized” water

footprint in the water. They required reclaiming land, because their

villa. These 48 villas both attached row houses and detached homes

foundations rested on solid ground. However, there are developments

are set within a watery site. A raised concrete jetty, serving as the

where this is not true, the structures elevated on columns hover over

buildings’ site, elevates the buildings above the water and functions as

both land and water without the need to drain the land or build up
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terpen. In depoldered lands and in relatively predictable water bodies
these structures can provide another means for urban expansion.
However, these projects have their drawbacks to consider. Being
elevated, access can be difficult during a flood, especially if the
infrastructure connected to them is not water adapted. The building
also must be elevated high enough remain above water during
periodic flooding. Long-term sediment buildup can also occur in
shallow waters, decreasing the water storage gained through
elevation:
“One disadvantage of [elevated buildings] is that in due course
mud can easily accumulate between the piles, reducing the
water buffering capacity.” (Delft Outlook 2005; Living on
water)
Considering these and many other factors throughout the project’s
planning and design phases will help reduce unexpected results and
ensure a successful water adaptive structure.
Silo Dam
Architect: MVRDV
Status: Completed 2002
Elevation: appx. 2 m NAP
Coordinates: 52° 23’ 31” N / 4° 53’ 26” E

Fig. 6 - 17: Silodam
As part of a larger redevelopment, this iconic building hovers over the water of a
former shipping port.

Often referred to as a 21st century housing silo, the building was
commissioned to help pay the high costs of the overall project through

MVRDV designed this new 10-story housing complex as part of a larger

the sale of its innovative modern apartment units.

redevelopment project, which renovated two 19th and 20th century

Inspired by the site’s roots in industrial shipping, the colorful

silos into residential apartments, reinforced a protective dam

rectilinear cladding resembles stacked shipping containers at the end

surrounding the existing pier and added an underground parking lot.

of a pier. The exterior cladding organizes the building. Its logic divides
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Beneath the raised bay lies a small marina for residents; a wide
stepped public entry and gathering space punches through the
adjacent bay’s first floor; and off that same bay extends a large public
balcony with panoramic river views.
The housing silo contains 157 housing units, which share a variety of
different apartment floor plans. These apartments “differ in size, cost
and organization” in an attempt to appeal to a large demographic;
some are for sale while others are rented. Each neighborhood of 8 to
12 apartments features a common floor plan. The building also
contains office spaces.
Fig. 6 - 18: Wonen Boven Water
These elevated homes use durable materials due to their close proximity to water.
(Attika Architecten 2012) Photo reproduced from Source.

the building’s length into four bays and various material groupings
correspond to the interior “neighborhoods” held within the rectilinear
structure.
“As a counterbalance to increasing individuality, the housing
types were clustered in mini-neighbourhoods…and can be
recognised by the treatment of the elevations and the colours
used in corridors and galleries.” (H2Olland)
The entire building is elevated just above the water with a grid of
concrete piers; one bay raised high above the water by a series of blue
painted tripod-like columns creates an aperture for approaching

Wonen boven Water (Living above Water)
Architect: Attika Architecten
Status: Completed 2006
Elevation: appx. -4 m NAP
Coordinates: 51° 59’ 23” N / 4° 35’ 41” E
Nesselande a VINEX location to the east of Rotterdam is divided into
three main neighborhoods; garden, resort, and water. Within the
water district, the master plan integrates a larger proportion of water
and the district’s water ways connect it to the nearby recreational lake
called Zevenhuizerplas. (City of Rotterdam n.d.) In this district, there
are land lots bordered by canals and water lots where the homes are
built directly over the water. Completed in 2006, Attika Architecten
designed nine individual elevated residences.

pedestrians to see through the 20-meter wide building. Three main

The dwellings’ elevated on reinforced concrete piles are clad with a

public spaces are prominent in the buildings overall organization.

durable exterior made from brick veneer and slate shingles. Three
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communal parking lots extending slightly into the water off the main
road provide parking for all nine buildings. The architects grouped the
buildings around these three lots. This strategy minimizes both
pedestrian and traffic infrastructure. Where needed, raised walkways
connect these lots to the elevated homes. (Attika Architecten 2012)
Aluminum Bos (Aluminum Forest)
Architect: Abbink de Haas Architects
Status: Completed 2001
Elevation: appx. 1 m NAP
Coordinates: 52° 01’ 38” N / 5° 08’ 48” E
Completed in 2001, Abbink de Haas Architects designed this 996
square meter building for Stichting Aluminium Centrum to serve as
their main headquarters in Houten, NL. Hundreds of narrow aluminum

Fig. 6 - 19: Aluminun Bos
Elevated by numerous slender columns, this building lies well above any potential
flooding. (Abbink de Haas Architects 2012) Photo reproduced from source.

clad columns elegantly suspend this aluminum-clad building six meters
off the ground and over water. These columns were inspired by the
poplar forests common in the Netherlands wild landscape. Cutting
through the building’s floor plan a series of voids allow light to filter
through the building and down to the water below. Stairs and a glass
elevator provide occupants access to the building. (Abbink de Haas
Architects 2012)
Brug House (Bridge House) Middelburg
Architect: Bar Architecten
Status: Completed 2004
Elevation: appx. 3.5 m NAP
Coordinates: 51° 29’ 45.5” N / 3° 37’ 2.5” E

Fig. 6 - 20: Brug House
Supported by a narrow concrete foundation, this fritted glass structure appears to
be floating or delicately balanced on the water.
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Completed in 2004, BAR Architecten (now part of Architecten van
Mourik) designed this modern bridge house attached to the historic

station bridge that crosses Middelburg’s Walcheren Canal. Clad in
green fritted glass this diamond shaped steel building houses the
bridge electronics. It is balanced on top of a monolithic concrete
pedestal that rises out from the water. The simple form showcases the
aesthetic power of an elevated building. (Architecten van Mourik
2012)

On the Water
Of the water adaptive typologies, floating buildings may have the most
flexibility and cause the least impact. Though the site’s water depth
and water currents can limit them; they are adaptable to rapidly
changing water elevations and can move to new locations relatively
easily. The ability to manufacture these buildings’ off-site and deliver
them over the water contributes to their appeal. This process can
reduce construction waste and lead to lower levels of site
disturbances such as sediment from site work, construction debris and
traffic disruptions. Their innate mobility also allows them to move
from place to place throughout the building’s life, even though they
may need a tugboat.

Fig. 6 - 21: Floating Playground in Amsterdam, NL.

the overall design specifications such as material choices, foundation
type, and needs for additional stability. These building characteristics
all contribute to how an occupant inhabits the building, its indoor
environmental quality, and the building’s lifespan.
Good Design
To achieve a high quality building approaching or exceeding the
environmental conditions of a conventional building, designers must
address many specific issues associated with floating structures,

However, for a floating building to compete with its terrestrial

including building materials, overall weight, and the physical

counterpart its design must consider the building’s environment when

constraints of its water site. If construction takes place offsite, the

it is floating on the water. Addressing the site’s conditions will affect

path between the factory and the site will add additional constraints
to the project. Considering these parameters, can ensure a long lasting
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and stable floating structure. Below I discuss some of the reasons why

At first, it may seem strange to consider site design as another critical

these differ from the concerns of traditional buildings.

design criterion, but the water depth and site area can critically

Although building materials for all buildings determine their weather
tightness and longevity, Czapiewska and others I spoke with expressed
how a floating building’s exposure to harsh site conditions makes
specification even more critical for floating buildings. Constant
exposure to moisture, the sun and salt spray (if sited near salt water)
can wear out many materials, so designers must find materials that
resist these conditions, while not polluting the surrounding water’s
with heavy metals and other contaminates. (Czapiewska 2009)

influence the building’s design. Olthuis discussed a particular case that
stressed this issue in his book, Float! He describes how the legal
dimensions of Steigereiland’s water lots contributed to floating houses
initially leaning when they arrived at their sites. To fix the buildings’
instability issues 11 of 12 initial floating homes had additional
buoyancy retroactively installed, costing the owners “tens of
thousands of Euros per boat.” (Olthuis and Keuning 2010) He
attributes the origin of the problem to the lot dimensions and the
building codes imposed on the homes. He says that the planners

Architects and engineers must also consider unconventional building

should have foreseen these problems, and describes why. First,

properties, such as the structure’s overall weight. While an engineer

Olthuis addresses the lot’s depth and area stating that the 1.5 meter

or architect may consider individual loads to size structural members

deep and 7 x 10 meter lots inspired by existing houseboats around

and foundations when designing conventional buildings, a floating

Amsterdam were disproportioned for the community’s three-story

building’s overall weight determines how much buoyancy it needs to

homes. While he admits the lots were suitable for one-story

both float and remain stable; this directly correlates to the size of the

houseboats, he argues that “civil servants” who defined the water lots

specified foundation system. Uneven loads can also complicate a

did not consider the forces that would affect taller buildings. He

floating foundation, requiring additional buoyancy in specific areas to

explains the physics saying:

keep the building level. By using lighter materials throughout the
building, they can reduce the building’s weight, thus reducing
foundation costs and allowing it to float stably in shallower waters.
This leads many designers to use lightweight structural materials, like
wood framing.

“Mass situated low in a floating building is no problem. In that
situation, it works like a buoy. If mass is situated high and the
height exceeds the width, as in Ijburg, the construction
becomes instable.” (Olthuis and Keuning 2010)
He then adds that by “conforming to the Building Regulations,” these
buildings also required heavier building materials, which exacerbated
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the problems caused by the lot dimensions. In short, this example
illustrates why the site dimensions should reflect the anticipated
floating structures and why building’s need to consider the site’s
dimensions and water conditions to avoid costly mistakes.
Lastly, when designing a factory-built structure, designers should
verify the proposed building could traverse the water route between
factory and site. Due to the Netherlands’ many factories capable of
building floating structures and its many interconnected waterways,
this method is cost effective. However, not constraining the project’s
dimensions to the entire aquatic passageway may require costly
alternate transportation over land, and add unanticipated costs to the
overall project. As mentioned earlier, modular construction can allow
water transportation to remain an affordable option for larger
buildings.
Environmental Impact
Aside from the quality of the physical building, designers also must
address the building’s environmental impact. Though in general
floating buildings seem the least impacting water adaptive technique,
they still can affect their sites. Similar to land based buildings,
environmentally responsible materials are an obvious way to reduce
the building’s impact, especially since they come in direct contact with
Fig. 6 - 22: Floating Greenhouse Mooring Pole
On many floating buildings stationary mooring poles are used to keep them from
moving horizontally, while allowing them to rise and fall vertically.

waterways. Two other potential environmental problems are less
obvious such as the building area to water area ratio and water flow
stagnation.
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Limiting the building area to water ratio mainly pertains to large
developments. Practitioners recognize that too many buildings on a
water body could cause environmental damage. To address this, they
set a maximum percent coverage. The practitioners I talked with
seemed mainly concerned about decreasing sunlight, water
movement and sediment buildup due to reduced water flow.
(Czapiewska 2009)
However, with so few large developments actually built, not much real
data exists to verify an appropriate maximum coverage and fully
understand the potential environmental impacts. The ratios used to
guide development rely on “rules of thumb” and beyond modeling
have not been scientifically investigated. (Zevenbergen Interview)
For instance, Czapiewska explained how it is customary to “build on a

Fig. 6 - 23: Walkways at Steigereiland
Connecting the floating homes at Steigereiland are a series of Aluminum
walkways. Under these walkways run utility lines which connect to each home
by flexible connectors

maximum of 40 percent of [a large] water area, because if you build
more, it can be unfriendly to the environment.” If the water area is
smaller, “maybe 20 to 35 percent” is the appropriate maximum
coverage. (Czapiewska 2009) She emphasized that those were just
approximate numbers. Zevenbergen also expressed the importance of
limiting coverage, but seemed confident in the data shown by
computer modeling. (Zevenberen 2009)
Water flow restriction may also be an issue in the future. Czapiewska
spoke of a proposal to “install huge propellers” underwater at

Fig. 6 - 24: Flexible Connections at Steigereiland
Flexible stairs and conduits connect each home to the main utilities that run
under the walkways.
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Currently, individual homes make up the majority of floating buildings,
but with new technology, growing interest, and acceptance of floating
structures building programs are broadening to multi-family dwellings,
commercial establishments, and complexes of multiple buildings.
Larger scale developments will help test many of the movement’s
assumptions and may discover new unforeseen issues. If, as Olthuis
believes, architects and engineers can work through problems as they
arise,

then

floating

developments

may

dramatically

change

development in the Netherlands’ inner cities, along its waterways, and
in the re-flooded countryside. Below I highlight some realized and
proposed projects that highlight the potential of floating buildings in
the Netherlands and beyond; the possibilities seem endless, but as
Fig. 6 - 25: Ijburg Visitor Centre
Designed by Attika, this conglomerate of floating structures served as a vistor
center for the new Ijburg development and also functioned as offices and an
auditorium. (Attika Architecten 2012)

Steigereiland, a floating development near Amsterdam, “because they
were afraid the water wouldn’t move around enough.” She was told
the “propellers were the most cheap solution,” and was not sure if
they were sustainable. (Czapiewska 2009) Stagnation in some projects
have also led to algae blooms decreasing water quality surrounding
the aquatic developments. (Bueren 2009)
Larger Scale Ambitions
In short, the floating building movement recognizes many of the
obstacles they need to overcome and know their methods need
refinement; they are learning with every realized development.
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Van Buren said to me, “it’s still in its children’s shoes.” (Bueren 2009)
Ijburg Floating Visitor’s Center
Architect: Attika Architecten
Status: Completed 2000
Elevation: Varies
Coordinates: 52° 24’ 23” N / 4° 53’ 14” E (Current Location)
In 2000, Attika Architecten designed a floating structure to serve as a
visitor’s center for the new islands of Ijburg. This project highlights the
flexible nature of floating structures, such as their off-site construction
methods, waterborne delivery and the ease of relocation. The
architects designed the building as three autonomous building pieces,
and hired three separate factories to manufacture them.

When

complete boats towed each piece from their factories across the

Markermeer and assembled on the water near Ijburg. The visitor’s
center contains an auditorium, exhibition space and a viewing tower.
The architects envisioned their composition as a “floating village”
organized around a “watersquare”. Later, they added an additional
floating building to hold offices for selling Ijburg real estate. (Attika
Architecten 2012)
Due to the components’ differing weights, buoyancy varied across the
structures to keep them level in the water; the foundations consisted
of a solid composite of reinforced concrete and EPS. For six years, was
Amsterdam used it for this initial purpose and during this time it
inhabited three different locations. However, Amsterdam recently sold
the building and it has been floated to a new location for a yet to be
determined program. (Plas 2009)
Plas also noted that their aquatic buildings consider the impact
building materials may have on the surrounding water and about the
need to use low-maintenance materials. This building in particular
used materials that would accomplish both of these goals.
“The architecture of the visitor centre is simple, with clear-cut
principle volumes and facades in untreated wood and glass,
solid wooden frames and roofs in EPDM foil and corrugated
aluminum sheet. The materials used are maintenance-free and
environmentally sound, in particular to avoid pollution risks to
the surface water.” (The Royal Institute of Dutch Architects
2004)

Fig. 6 - 26: Floating Pavilion
Designed by Deltasync, this pavilion was completed in 2010. Photo reproduced
from source. (Deltasync 2010)

Unlike many buildings that will likely remain at a single site for the
building’s life, floating structures like the visitor’s center have an
unknown trajectory. The very fact that this building could arrive
almost anywhere in the future be freely reconfigured and
reprogrammed epitomizes the versatility of these buildings.
Floating Pavilion
Architect: DeltaSync
Status: Completed 2010
Elevation: Varies
Coordinates: 51° 54’ 22” N / 4° 29’ 31” E (Current Location)
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to react to solar gain; optimizing its energy performance. The ETFE
skin is extremely light reducing the amount of steel structure and the
amount of buoyancy needed to float the structure. A floating concrete
platform developed by Dura Vermeer and Unidek keep the domes
afloat. Called Flexbase, this proprietary foundation system is made
from expanded polystyrene (EPS) and reinforced concrete. The
Rotterdam Climate Initiative describes the foundation on their Web
site as follows:

Fig. 6 - 27: Floating Villa Prototype
Located near Middelburg, this house is a prototype designed by Herman
Hertzberger Architecten

In 2010, the first aquatic building of the StadshavensRotterdam
1600ha Project was completed. This small project marks a starting
point to the project's realization; the 1150 m2 floating pavilion
encompasses Rotterdam’s ambition to stay at the head in delta
technology.* Designed by Deltasync and Public Domain Architecten, in
collaboration with Dura Vermeer, it is composed of three
interconnected steel-structured domes skinned with ethylene
tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE). The transparent ETFE skin lets natural light
into the pavilion, while insulating the interior space. It is also designed
* See Case Study: Climate-Proofing Rotterdam for more information on
Rotterdam’s future plans and StadhavensRotterdam 1600ha.
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“Five layers of EPS are placed on top of each other, the
thinnest layer measuring 20 centimetres in thickness, and the
thickest 75 centimetres. The thickest layer contains a grid of
concrete beams, which is fastened to the prefab concrete
slabs. These slabs form the hard shell of the island, protecting
it against the beating of the waves, for instance. Placed on
top of this, a 20 centimetre thick concrete floor, together with
the beams, renders the island a rigid unit. The thickness of the
island is 2.25 metres. The top of the floor is about 80
centimetres above the water level. (Rotterdam Climate
Initiative 2011)
The pavilion also passively heats and cools itself using a combination
of solar heat gain, passive venting and heat exchange with the Maas
river’s water. These strategies reduce the structure’s overall energy
load, while photovoltaic panels make up the rest. The pavilion even
treats its own water. “The pavilion even purifies its own toilet water.
Whatever is left, can subsequently be discharged into the surface
water.” (Rotterdam Climate Initiative 2011)

The Floating Pavilion demonstrates the ability to construct a functional

could pivot about a single point, allowing the occupant to change

building that is also environmentally responsible and climate resilient.

views and solar orientation. (Nakamura 1991)

The pavilion can house 500 visitors at a time and has an enclosed
theater that can accommodate 150 people. On May 21, 2010, a boat
towed the pavilion from its construction site in Heijsehaven over
water to its new home in Rijnhaven. The project is seen as an icon for
the Stadshavens development. Inside the pavilion, displays will follow
the overall project’s progress and highlight delta technology research.
Floating Villa Prototype
Architect: Herman Hertzberger Architecten
Status: Completed 2002
Elevation: Varies
Coordinates: 51° 30’ 40.5” N / 3° 37’ 38.5” E
In 2002, a 160 square meter floating house prototype designed by
Herman Hertzberger Architecten was built in a new development
outside Middelburg. Hertzberger’s project, similar to Attika’s project
emphasizes the freedom of floating on the water, but also highlights
aquatic architecture’s feasibility through mass-production. The initial
design concept originated in 1986, where Hertzberger proposed a
series of floating houses for a project in Zuiderpolder near Haarlem
(Groenendijk and Vollaard 2009, 258). The original house embodied
freedom with its free plan, adjustable orientation, and the ability to
relocate all while being economical through modular design. The

Currently floating in a manmade lake within Middelburg’s
Veerschepoort district, the realized prototype embodies many of the
concept’s qualities. The housing district master planned by
Hertzberger eventually intends to have “10 or so” floating villas; the
prototype currently serves as “an information centre.” (Groenendijk
and Vollaard 2009, 258) Its materiality embodies both the industrial
nature of a manufactured product while considering materials that will
hold up in an aquatic environment. The building’s skin mainly consists
of corrugated metal panels in various orientations and floor to ceiling
glass. The steel framed building rests on a unique hexagonal floating
foundation constructed from “six interconnected steel offshore pipes
with a diameter of two metres.” (Architectuurstudio Herman
Hertzberger 2011) Like the original concept, the building can rotate
about a single point to three different positions. In addition to
providing buoyancy, the hollow steel tubes also provide exterior
storage; modeled after oil rigs, the 10 millimeter thick steel can
withstand constant immersion in water, and according to the website
will “need little in the way of maintenance.” (Architectuurstudio
Herman Hertzberger 2011)

cylindrical building featured a free plan allowing the occupant to
arrange the interior as they saw fit and though tethered to its location
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Experimenteren Met Aangepast Bouwen (EMAB):

these developments are legally considered recreational housing,

Gouden Kust
Architect: Factor Architecten
Client: Dura Vermeer
Status: Completed 2005
Elevation: Varies
Coordinates: 51° 49’ 40” N / 5° 32’ 18” E

which prevents them from being an owner’s primary residence; they

Marina Olderhuuske
Developer: Wilma Bouw
Status: Completed mid-1990s
Elevation: Varies
Coordinates: 51° 11’ 40” N / 5° 57’ 18” E

are intended for periodic living. (Bueren 2009)
Each of these aquatic homes prevents flooding by rises with extreme
water level fluctuation, have three levels, and use a hollow concrete
caisson foundation for floatation; this foundation also serves as
mechanical and storage space, while the main living spaces are located
above. (Bueren 2009)
To reduce the home’s weight, the two upper floors use light wood

Following the heavy rains in 1993 and 1995, building along the rivers

frame construction. (Zevenberen 2009) In both developments, the

in the Netherlands was restricted to fifteen experimental locations

homes float as pairs, side by side with a slot of external space between

dubbed the EMAB Locaties. The Netherlands Ministries of the housing,

them. This void functions as a mechanical space and anchors the

transportation and water designated these sites to examine

buildings to their location. Flexible utilities run from the ground

alternative development strategies better suited for riparian

through the slot into the houses and two massive steel moorings

developments in the Netherlands. The fifteen sites include cultural

extend vertically around 5 meters above the average water level;

spaces in need of renovation, disused industrial sites, and recreation

these moorings keep the homes from drifting and allow the homes to

areas. The resulting projects would serve as both contemporary

rise and fall vertically.

experiments and models for future river developments in the
Netherlands.

Developed by Wilma Bouw, the Marina Olderhuuske in Roermond has
80 continuously floating aquatic homes. * These 5m x 12m, 90-ton

Two of the first realized projects both inhabit recreational areas and

“marina” homes contrast the other 94 traditionally constructed

prominently feature aquatic housing. Both projects explore the

vacation homes built on an artificial island of high ground. These

potential for buoyant architecture in future river developments and
represent the first aquatic developments in the Netherlands.
However, despite the safety provided by these aquatic homes, both of
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*
The water’s surrounding the marina resulted from years of gravel
mining that has been transformed into a large recreation area. (Stichting
Reinwater 2002)

floating dwellings can rise 4.75 meters above normal water levels.
They are clad in western red cedar and painted white and the roofing
tiles are coated steel. Since their construction, the site has flooded
causing damage to the older more traditional dwellings, while the
floating homes sustained no damage. (Stichting Reinwater 2002)
In another recreation area outside Massbommel, a similar
development called the Gouden Kust (Golden Coast) features 32
amphibious and 14 floating houses designed by Factor Architecten.
Each home weighs between 130 and 140 tons and can rise as much as
5.5 meters off the riverbed. (Schuwer 2007) The main difference
between the two developments lies in their floatation. While the

Fig. 6 - 28: Marina Oolderhuuske – Aquatic Homes

homes in Roermond constantly float on the water, these amphibious

All of these homes rest on the riverbed and will float wihen waters rise. Each
home is paired with another and attached to steel mooring posts.

homes only float when the water rises more than 70 centimeters.
Otherwise, they rest in the water supported by concrete piles that rise
just above the riverbed. (Dura Vermeer n.d.)
Ironically, high water is one of the main obstacles for these two
developments. Though the homes themselves remain safe form
floodwaters, the rising water dislocates them from their infrastructure
and can only be accessed by boat; the infrastructure and gardens may
also flood and become damaged. (Schuwer 2007)
At the marina, researchers have also found that the materials used for
the roofing and downspouts have caused heavy metals like zinc and

Fig. 6 - 29: Gouden Kust – Aquatic Homes

lead to enter the surrounding water system. By carefully selecting safe

Similar to the homes at Marina Oolderhuuske, these homes are also paired.
Additionally there are 14 completely floating units in Maasbommel. Image
reproduced from Klunder Architecten’s website. (Factor Architecten 2011)
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materials and testing unknown materials this problem can be averted

towns become less attractive and shrink. (Bueren 2009) According to

in future developments. (Stichting Reinwater 2002)

Van Buren’s website by 2025, 40 percent of these populations will be

Another environmental problem faces the Massbommel development,

over the age of 55. (Water Architect van Bueren 2009)

Blue Algae. Though the water body borders a river, the river’s dike

Van Buren proposes to revive these towns by mobilizing a fleet of

obstructs most of the water movement and provides placid waters for

multi-programmed buildings that would travel a circuit of small

ideal recreation. As a side effect, the stagnant water also has

villages and provide them the services they lack. Utilizing the many

encouraged this invasive species to persist affecting water quality.

interconnected waterways in the province, this infrastructure would

(Schuwer 2007) According to Van Buren, Blue Algae has become a

help revitalize historic port areas, improve village interconnection and

problem in a number of other locations in the Netherlands. (Bueren

preserve the traditional Dutch villages’ cultural identities. If needs

2009)

change in the future, the circulating programs could change. Van

Wateraders (Water Veins)
Architect: Water Architect van Buren
Status: Concept
Elevation: N/A
Coordinates: N/A

Buren proposed a variety of programs that would cater to each town’s
needs, such as post offices, banks, shops and restaurants. (Bueren
2009)
In concert with the regional approach, the second strategy involves a

In 2009, Water Architect Van Buren was awarded the Zuidhollandpijs

flexible floating district along each town’s port. Van Buren believes the

for this conceptual project. The project strives to reinvigorate a

mobile infrastructure will help attract tourism and help retain younger

number of small villages distributed throughout South Holland, using

populations. As the populations begin to stabilize and grow, the town

two interdependent strategies.

will need to grow. Rather than adding new housing on land, Van Buren

The first strategy, envisions a regional mobile amenities infrastructure
that would help augment and interconnect the waterside villages in
the province. According to Van Buren, many small villages are
“vanishing” due to depopulation. He says that a disparity of amenities
leads to the younger generation moving to larger cities and in turn
causing the town’s average age to rise. With fewer amenities, these
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suggests investing in new floating buildings along the water to both
provide the needed new buildings and would be flexible should
demand change. (Water Architect van Bueren 2009) The new district
would also leave the historic town intact and not require land
reclamation.

No Shortage of Ideas

remembering old practices discarded in favor of the 20th Century’s

The Netherlands vast infrastructure has begun to fall behind climatic

superstructures. These common sense practices used to protect

and demographic changes. In response, many architecture and urban

people and buildings before modern technology and with the help of

planning professional have begun proposing a variety of conceptual

modern technology can help reintegrate the urban development and

trajectories that could help place their country on a more sustainable

the natural landscape. Others rely entirely on new technologies and

trajectory. The concepts described above illustrate the character of

materials and with the aid of mass production can meet the growing

this emerging water adaptive movement. As policy makers integrate

demand for alternative water management techniques. Many of these

these ideas into larger-scale planning projects, the combined benefits

ideas have also begun to migrate to other countries as leaders around

may help reduce the country’s dependence on its existing water

the world have recognized the importance of adaptation. With this

management infrastructure and allow them to begin building a more

movement going global, its future has no limit.

environmentally responsive network.
Due to both technological and economical shortfalls, only recently
have these ideas become feasible. For many years, they have
remained pure concept since traditional construction seemed both
faster and more economically sound. Recent shifts in environmental
awareness and the implications of climatic and demographic changes
have reversed these ideas. Recognizing the negative impacts
traditional building practices have had on the water management
system, these conventional practices now appear less desirable and an
increasing number of proposed projects incorporate water-adaptive
technology.
However, these projects only mark the beginning of this movement
and as more people acknowledge the need for new ideas this field will
continue to grow and build momentum. Some of these ideas involve
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Fig. 6 - 30: Permafrost – Amfibisch Wonen
The image above is a conceptual project by Het Architecten Consort explores the use of ice for flotation. Rather than using a manmade material this home floats on a layer of ice.
“The cold refrigerator fluid is pumped through a flexible grid of tubes laid in shallow water or waterlogged soil, producing an ice floe or patch of ‘permafrost’, capable of supporting
a light, temporary structure.” The home would be easy to dismantle and move to a new location. (The Royal Institute of Dutch Architects 2004)
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Fig. C - 1: Delta Force
The map above was created in 2004 by a group of students a the Rotterdamse Academie van Bouwkunstt for the Biënale Rotterdam Waterflood. It depicts a future
scenario where Zeeland becomes submerged by dike failure and sea level rise. This map is on display in the Coolhaven metro station in Rotterdam. (Dijk, et al. 2005)
Map reproduced from source.

Perspectives on the Future
Based on my research, I believe these ideas have also taken hold in the
country’s politics. Political leaders have tied water adaptation into the
national agenda and begun rethinking the country’s relationship with
water. Time will tell how successful these legislative changes will be,
but programs like the Room for the Rivers, Randstad 2040 and the
Delta Program and legislation like the Water Act and their most recent

However, the question remains, how far will the Dutch diverge from
their present course, and how quickly? Even though the government
speaks of dramatic changes, they must maintain the safety of the
people as they adapt their existing infrastructure. In the past, despite
knowing their weaknesses, economic troubles slowed their actions
leading to unfulfilled goals and calamity. Current economic
uncertainty in Europe and around the globe may slow their adaptation
efforts despite their best intentions.

spatial planning rules mark a turning point in the political mindset and

Even prior to this economic slowdown, some I interviewed were

the national approach to urban planning. With architects and urban

concerned about the lack of realized projects. They argued that

planners behind them, I believe the Netherlands will choose a more

change has not happened fast enough. These detractors desire a more

water sensitive and environmentally progressive direction.

radical adoption and execution of new policies to overhaul the

Additionally, if developments at the same scale or larger than Het
Nieuwe Water and Stadshavens become more common, Olthuis’
prediction will likely come true. Inundating polders, widening

Netherlands’ water management. They believe the government’s
actions are too small in scale to make a difference and worry that
other countries may outpace the Netherlands.

riverbanks, and numerous water-adaptive developments would begin

Fast or Slow Adaptation

this shift and the new landscape would greatly contrast the tightly

Since the rate of climate change varies from one study to the next, the

controlled waterways, traditional developments and pastoral polders

necessary speed of adaptation remains up for debate. Should

defining the Netherland’s today. Even the full implementation of the

adaptation efforts respond to the worst-case scenario, or the mildest

Randstad 2040 Vision or Xplorlab’s Hotspot Zuidplaspolder would

scenario? Adapting more quickly will cost more upfront, but could pay

transform the iconic Randstad and its Green Heart into a relatively

off in the end since adapting too slowly could lead to inadequate

foreign landscape. Integrating a more diverse land use within the

infrastructure while facing future extreme conditions.

existing agricultural landscape would also transform the demographics
of this region and its economy.

Supporting quicker adaptation, some cite the Delta Works projects’

execute his firm’s ambitious projects than his own country. His

quick execution and believe it should serve as a model for climate

projects in Asia and the Middle East could exist in the Netherlands

adaptation. They also suggest that other countries in Asia have taken

helping them adapt, but he says the government moves too slowly, so

the initiative from the Netherlands and could compromise the

he has exported his knowledge internationally to those interested in

*

country’s dominance in delta technology. Further supporting fast
adaptation, they argue that the economic benefits of maintaining
technological expertise will outweigh the economic costs of building a
more sustainable national infrastructure. For example, Hans
Scheepmaker, the project leader for the Stadshavens Project in
Rotterdam, believes that executing adaptive projects in the
Netherlands not only safeguards its people, but also maintains its
global expertise in safeguarding deltas. He believes the innovations
necessary to implement the Stadshavens project would bring new
high-tech jobs and the field’s brightest minds to Rotterdam and would
make Rotterdam a global magnet for delta technology. Others
involved with this project also see it as an opportunity to reinvigorate

realizing his visions.
Despite recent legislation and text within government documents
indicating their intentions to adapt, detractors still claim their actions
too slow. These arguments have merit due to recent environmental
threats within the Netherlands and other environmental disasters
around the world. Olthuis blames this slow progress on the
government’s tendency to require extensive environmental impact
assessments of new ideas. He wants them to put more faith in
engineers and architects to solve their current problems as they did
with the Delta Works. He feels architects and engineers can invent
solutions for unforeseen negative outcomes.

Rotterdam creating new sustainable live/work neighborhoods and

However, caution may prove invaluable as well. A slower approach

adding diversity to the job market. They see no downside to executing

may allow them to avoid foreseeable consequences. Ironically, while

the Stadshavens project as quickly as possible.

critics use the Delta Works projects to bolster their argument it can

Despite recent success †, Koen Olthuis also feels the Netherlands has
not taken the lead. He cites how other countries seem more willing to
*
Chris Zevenbergen primarily expressed this fear when discussing how
Asian countries had begun developing large-scale adaptation projects
much larger in scope than those in the Netherlands.
†
Currently under construction, Het Nieuwe Water has an ambitious
scope and includes many of Olthuis’ ideas, but this project is an
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also illustrate how moving quickly can lead to undesirable results.
While the superstructures do provide increased flood protection to
the Netherlands’ southwestern delta, they also caused permanent
environmental damage and made the region reliant on a largely
exception. There other projects in the Netherlands do not come close to
its scale.

inflexible barrier with high maintenance costs. The Haringvleitdam, for
example, transformed a thriving saltwater nature preserve into a
freshwater lake displacing many aquatic species and killing off
saltwater reliant species who could not escape the changing
conditions:
“The tide change no longer influenced the flora and fauna.
Many plants and animals that depended on the sea, died.
Plants which were flooded for 12 hours during flood tide, dried
up. The crabs and shrimps did not survive the transfer from a
salty to a silt environment.” (Delta Works Online Foundation
2004)

government to redesign the planned closure dam. The result was

Fig. C - 2: Oosterschelde Barrier
In this picture the gates are open allowing the North Sea to flow into the formerly
open inner sea. Originally this barrier would not have been operable, but due to
environmental concerns the barrier’s design was modified. This drove the overall cost
up dramatically.

Oosterscheldekering an operable barrier that largely stays open

ecosystem value of the fisheries affected by the Delta Works lost 40%

closing only to fend off storm surges. * This decision helped preserve

of their value. (Smits, Nienhuis and Saeijs 2006, 346)

The Oosterschelde would have faced a similar transformation with its
planned closure, but public opposition during the 1970s forced the

75% of tidal flows and historic oyster beds, but it still greatly affected
the environment. Also at 2.5 billion Euros, this barrier alone cost more
than the projected cost of the entire Delta Works project.†
Additionally, the environmental damage caused by the Delta Works
has led to continued efforts to restore damaged ecosystems and
preserve what remains. Compared to the early 20th century the
*
Oosterscheldekering also closes periodically for routine tests.
†
In 1955, the government estimated the Delta Works projects to cost
1.5 to 2 billion Guilders. According to Deltawerken.com this would be
equivalent to around 680 to 900 million Euros. All of the projects together
cost around 5 billion Euros. (Delta Works Online Foundation 2009, 8)

The Delta Works projects also have other drawbacks in light of climatic
change. Their existence has altered development patterns that led to a
larger population reliant on their protection. With their safety
guaranteed, people build within this area using conventional
construction methods where they would not have built prior to the
Delta Works. This new construction increases the potential impact of a
failure and thus increases the region’s dependence on the barriers.
Further, while the storm surge barriers anticipated natural sea level
rise, the designs did not anticipate the predicted acceleration of sea
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level rise due to climate change. Increased wave action and a quicker

unforeseen expenses, and caused unforeseen environmental damage.

sea level rise will shorten their effective life and lead to increased

Taking more time to analyze the project’s impacts could have

maintenance costs, needs for dike reinforcement and sooner than

prevented or lessened these damages. It may have also led to another

expected renovations to the barriers. (Delta Works Online Foundation

solution.

2004)

Considering these negative outcomes, caution and deliberation may

Currently the barriers cost millions of Euros/year to maintain with

allow the Netherlands to solve their current dilemma without causing

Oosterschelde costing 15 million Euros/yr. (Smits, Nienhuis and Saeijs

unnecessary

2006, 345) In the worst-case scenario, sea-level rise would also make

unintentionally providing inadequate safety. Only the future can tell if

these modernist structures obsolete over the next century.

countries executing ambitious projects today will wish they had acted

The growing dependency on the Delta Works has also developed
another problematic scenario that could require the gates remain
both open and shut simultaneously. Normally, during a heavy rain, the
Dutch would allow their rivers to flow at their maximum discharge
rate, and during a storm surge, they would close the coastal flood
infrastructure. Peter van Veelen, an urban planner in Rotterdam,
explained that if both events happened concurrently the rivers’ high
discharge would flood the surrounding lands. According to Van Veelen
climate change has made this event more likely and he explained how
planners have begun identifying polders to flood during such a
scenario to minimize and control damage.
These examples show how, despite the Delta Works success at
protection, they have also caused many unforeseen problems.
Engineers did address some of the problems during their construction,
but other problems went unnoticed requiring further attention,
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environmental

harm,

unforeseen

expense

or

more slowly.
Public Awareness
The deceitful nature of modern engineering can hinder the public’s
perception of reality and impede adaptation efforts. Our modern
technology can forcefully maintain an artificial reality that disregards
natural systems, making emerging problems virtually invisible.
However, as discussed earlier the ability to maintain total control has
become more costly and many feel that relinquishing some control
may be a more effective water management strategy. While
politicians and professionals understand the need for action, the
public may not, especially since they cannot physically see the
problems.
In his book Float!, Olthuis describes how the Dutch infrastructure
deceives even the average Dutch citizen into taking their security for

granted. He explains how the government further enables this

sewers and pumping capacity. (Metropolitan Transportation Authority

misconception by telling the public not to worry and that they will

and New York City Transit 2008) *

keep them safe. (Olthuis and Keuning, FLOAT! 2010, 144-147) While
Dutch citizens understand on a national scale that much of their land
lies below sea level and an extensive system of dikes protect them,
Olthuis claims, they do not fully understand their local situation. He
says their interests revolve more around a building’s location relative
to other amenities and they do not consider the chance a local dike
may fail, how much pumping keeps the land dry, who will pay for
damages or the potential floodwaters depth during a breach. (Olthuis
and Keuning, FLOAT! 2010, 144-147) Having had no recent failures
similar to the 1953 disaster reinforces this illusion of safety, and
demotivates the public to demand adaptation.
This phenomenon is not unique. Cities around the globe have covered

Countless examples of these manmade realities exist throughout the
modern world at many different scales. Humans have reshaped the
natural landscape to transform it into what they consider a more
perfect landscape.

Only recently, have some countries begun to

realize that the natural condition may have developed for a reason
and that complete control over nature is not only impossible, but may
also be counterproductive. The Netherlands has begun to grasp this
fact, but its infrastructure has almost annihilated the concept of the
natural, making it hard to imagine restoring it. Now they must work to
erode their own infrastructures to invite nature back into their lives.
A Deceptive Landscape

over the natural landscapes that once handled water conveyance,

During my visit to the Netherlands, I could hardly believe how natural

replacing them with artificial infrastructure. For example, New York

the landscape appeared. Sometimes I even questioned its

City physically leveled its original geography removing many of

abnormality. The Netherlands’ artificial nature sharpened only when I

Manhattan’s natural hills and valleys. Now mostly impervious, the city

approached a polder’s edge and physically saw the jarring elevation

must manage water artificially removing groundwater that rises into

differences on either side of the dike, visited the monumental Delta

the subways and below buildings along with rain falling on the city’s
surface. New York pumps 13 million gallons of water on dry days to
keep its subways from flooding. (Metropolitan Transportation
Authority 2011) On days when it rains more than 2 inches per hour,
the city’s mass transit becomes inoperable due to inadequate storm

*
This occurs during major storms like hurricanes and nor’easters, but
is becoming more frequent. Extreme weather in 1999, 2004, 2007 and
2011 have all caused the New York Subway system to shutdown, increased
rain and more intense storms in the future will cause this trend to
continue. Historically, water main breaks have also caused subway
closures.( http://cityroom.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/08/08/why-do-thesubways-flood/)
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Works Projects, or read the occasional nondescript blue metal sign in a

make you aware of your elevation relative to sea level or even the

canal or drainage ditch indicating the current water level below NAP. If

subtle rise or fall in elevation you experience as you travel.

I grew up here, would I fully comprehend the civil engineering
required to make this possible?

Within the polder, known as the Beemster, a monument near its
center clearly illustrates this artificial condition. The metal sculpture
with a glass water-filled column protrudes from the polder floor.
Aluminum arrows equally spaced along the water column indicate
their relative position below NAP. The topmost arrow nearly 4 meters
above the ground simply states “NAP”. It reminded me that four
hundred years ago, the Beemster was a lake and the nearly flat ground
plane I stood upon was the lake’s bottom. Today, all evidence of the
polder’s former identity has disappeared. In its place lies a
seventeenth century pastoral landscape protected by a dike that
traces the lake’s former shoreline.

Fig. C - 3: Approaching the Dijk
Walking to the edge of a polder drives home the mechanics behind the Netherlands.
The dike in the photo above forms the westernmost edge of the Beemster, a
historically recognized polder Northwest of Amsterdam.

Global Implications
While this report focused on the Netherlands, the issues, concepts and
projects I presented can apply beyond its boundaries. Global climate
change will affect places around the globe. Some regions will grow

This deceitful reality dominates the Netherlands making it hard to

wetter, some dryer. Changing weather patterns may bring more

imagine the Sisyphean task required to keep the country dry. Like

intense rain, extended droughts, or even both to countless regions

Olthuis, many of my interviewees agreed that people now take living

around the globe. Other countries’ infrastructures may not currently

below sea level for granted and do not even question their safety.

anticipate these changes. Neglecting these potential climate patterns

They go about their day confident that the dikes will protect them and

may lead to negative outcomes like water shortages, floods, death and

have virtually let their guard down. Having travelled about the

low crop yields.

country, this actually does not surprise me. In general, few visual cues
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Predicted sea level rise will also affect coastal cities and may force

adopted new policies considering the role of water in urban

them to adapt their buildings and infrastructure or abandon their

developments. Working within their infrastructural constraints, they

coastal lands. While coastal lands make up a small percentage of the

are developing sustainable strategies to expand their urban footprint.

world’s landmass, according to the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), 23% of the world's population lives within
100km of the coast and less than 100m above sea level. (Nicholls
2007) *

Like the Netherlands, many places around the globe also have large
populations living in flood-risk environments. Others, as they grow,
are beginning to view marginal, flood-prone sites as economically
feasible for urban expansion. † The examples provided within this

Unfortunately, there is no one-size-fits-all solution—climate change

report serve as alternatives to twentieth century developmental

will affect the globe unevenly. Different localities must analyze and

strategies. They present ways to build more in harmony with natural

understand how future weather patterns may affect their region.

sites, allow water back into development and solve irreconcilable

Regional leaders should know whether to expect more rain, higher

problems simultaneously.

rivers, droughts, or hurricanes so they can make the right decisions. In
order to adapt you need accurate information. Using this information,

Flooding and Drought

countries, regions and cities can anticipate future conditions and

While I have been writing this paper, there have been numerous

develop successful adaptive strategies rather than reacting to each

disastrous events around the globe. It may be hard to prove whether

unanticipated infrastructural failure and propping up antiquated ideas.

climate change intensified these disasters, nevertheless, unusual

Understanding the local effects of climate change will also help plan

weather patterns did lead to many of them.

for future urban expansion. In the Netherlands, this knowledge has

Heavy rains in 2010 and 2011 caused record flooding in numerous

propelled the construction industry to examine the benefits of

countries including China, Brazil, the UK, the United States, Poland,

adaptive buildings and infrastructures, while urban planners have

Pakistan, and Australia. Runoff from these intense storms exceeded
their major rivers’ carrying capacity and caused both economic

*
The report also states that 60% of the world's 39 metropolises with
populations greater than 5 million people and 12 of the 16 with
populations greater than 10 million people exist within this zone. These
major cities include New York, Mumbai, Shanghai, London, Buenos Aires,
and Tokyo. (Nicholls 2007)

damage and the loss of life—the river infrastructure failed to keep

†
While this is not necessarily wrong, precedents exist that can
illustrate how to do this successfully.
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floodwaters at bay. The floods damaged crops, infrastructure and

an option, maybe the affected people should even question rebuilding

many buildings.

and instead relocate.
Contrasting these floods, record droughts have affected numerous
countries as well. The Global Drought Monitor, which tracks global
drought conditions, showed that exceptional drought affected
508,689,000 people in July 2011.* According to the Web site,
exceptional drought refers to drought conditions exceeding conditions
over the last 44 years. (Benfield University College London Hazard
Research Centre 2012) The droughts affect every continent and
include both first and third world countries. Droughts are harder to
visualize than floods, they take place over many years and do not
suddenly ravage a region. Nevertheless, droughts lead to water

Fig. C - 4: Flooding at Marina Oolderhuuske
The photo taken by Lei IJsermans in December 8, 2007, shows the buoyant homes at
Marina Oolderhuuske floating on flood waters that inundated the Marina’s road
infrastructure. (IJsermans 2007)

shortages by depleting water reservoirs, diminishing waterways, and
devastating crops. The effects of drought can also lead to other
dangers like the dike collapses (as discussed earlier in this paper),
increased erosion, and fires.

This widespread flooding in both first and third world countries
demonstrates the need for action, albeit appropriate action.
Unfortunately, due to both economic restraints and shortsighted
objectives, many of these places will likely rebuild exactly as before—
some of these countries do not have the money to do otherwise.
Maybe they will put in place a stronger dike or levy, but they will not
necessarily deviate from the past. I feel these cases warrant a new
approach, as the Netherlands has begun promoting. Especially, if as
climate science predicts, these events will worsen in the future. If it is
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*
The Drought Monitor is managed by the University College London’s
Department of Space and Climate Physics. The data referred to in the text
cites a map showing drought conditions based on a 9 month assessment
period. (Benfield University College London Hazard Research Centre 2012)

In the United States, drought in its southwest
region contributed to a number of forest fires in
2011, including two of the largest in the region’s
history. One forest fire in Arizona burned 538,049
acres and .cost $109 million to extinguish; this
figure does not include indirect costs related to
long-term environmental damage to the region.
(United States Department of Agriculture: Forest
Service 2011)
Since flooding and drought can affect regions
unexpectedly, preparedness seems to be the best Fig. C - 5: Drought Monitor

The map above shows an example of The Global Drought Monitor managed by Meteorological Hazards and Seasonal

solution. In the Netherlands, this concept is a Forecasting group at the Benfield University College London Hazard Research Centre. This particular image shows the

areas affected by varying degrees of drought during the first half of 2012; almost half a billion people were affected

reoccurring theme in many of their new policies. by exceptional drought during this period. (Benfield University College London Hazard Research Centre 2012)
They seek to anticipate problems, and invent ways to avoid future
calamity. They appropriate money to pay for unexpected disaster,
recognizing that despite their many safeguards some events are
unforeseeable.
Approaching the 22nd Century
How the world adapts over the next hundred years may prove critical

choose how to face new climatic conditions. * Despite data indicating
that climate change has already begun, some countries around the
world want more proof, want to delay action or oppose adaptation
altogether for one reason or another.
The repercussions of not adapting remain unknown, but scientists
have speculated a range of undesirable outcomes. † I see the strategies

to maintaining and improving the world’s standard of living and
ensuring the safety of its cities. Without dramatic reductions in energy
production, industrial emissions, and resource extraction, climate
change will happen and countries around the world will need to

*
With no comprehensive global climate accords in the foreseeable
future, the likelihood of significant change seems unlikely.
†
Personally, I do not want to learn what failing to adapt looks like and
urge people around the world to take on the challenges we face and
explore how we might adapt to the new environment that our cultures
have helped create. I believe all countries should begin reducing their
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promoted by the Netherlands as one way to address future

consider the next century (and not just the next five years) and the

challenges. They have decided to promote new technology and

willingness to act can apply universally. Countries need to look into

th

develop new ideas to replace or improve their 20 century ideology.

the distant future, recognize their faults and set out on a new

They recognize their faults, albeit not all of them. I hope the rest of

trajectory.

the world will follow suit and imagine what their cities could look like
in the next hundred years. I hope the countries around the globe will
propose long-term sustainable strategies, rather than reacting only
when disaster strikes.

Obstacles, similar to those threatening the Netherlands, will confront
many places around the world in the coming decades. Learning how
and why one country has adopted new ideas, practices and developed
new technologies may inspire others to change—maybe they will

Symbiosis

adopt alternatives to the forceful infrastructure that emerged during

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the word symbiosis

the industrial revolution. Maybe they will find a more symbiotic path

developed from the Greek word sumbiōsis, which translates to “a

forward.

living together.” I think this word applies to our modern world in many
ways. In the Netherlands, this word may apply to their new found
relationship with the water, but it can also have a greater meaning. To
solve global problems, we need to work together. We need to work
beyond traditional boundaries, find common ground and purpose
between dissimilar occupations, and think holistically.
I hope this report can prompt a reevaluation of current water
management and infrastructural practices throughout the world.
While I know, the ideas and projects presented in this report will not
work everywhere; as a whole, they embody a new perspective on
water management and climate adaptation. The willingness to
global impacts, regardless on when they developed or how much they have
contributed to the problem.
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Water-Adaptive Case Studies

Case Study: Redesigning the Randstad

Fig. S - 1: Randstad 2040
This map shows an overview of the many projects contained within Randstad 2040. The program hopes to restructure the Randstad region. On an infrastructural level it plans to
improve. (Randstad Urgent 2010, 6-7) Map reproduced from source.

Around the middle of the 20th Century, spatial planners began to

The evolution of spatial planning within the Randstad provides an

actively separate urban and rural land uses to protect the Netherlands

explicit demonstration of this new perspective. Today, spatial planners

large agricultural region, known as the Green Heart, from urban

have begun to reprogram this region with overlapping land uses,

encroachment. (Remmen and Burg 2008) In the 21st Century, the

building more effective infrastructure and defining more explicit

Netherlands’ approach to spatial planning has begun to evolve.

international identities for its major cities. In the following sections, I

Planners have abandoned some earlier tactics and have adopted new

describe some key departures from 20th century planning strategies

techniques that put more emphasis on incorporating water into their

and explain some benefits the Netherlands hopes to gain.

spatial plans and overlapping formally segregated land uses.

20th Century Planning in the Randstad
VROM initially planned the Randstad region as an interlinked network
of cities surrounding a cohesive agricultural region they call the Green
Heart. To maintain the Green Heart, they tightly controlled land use
and kept urban development at its periphery. They also capped the

policies also strived to preserve the Randstad’s Green Heart and keep
their major cities’ populations tightly controlled. These post-war
policies designated new urban growth centers to house the expanding
population and avoided increasing the size of their major cities.
(Lootsma 2000)

populations of major cities such as Amsterdam, Utrecht, Rotterdam

With millions of new housing units needed, new densely populated

and Den Haag at a million people and created “buffer zones” to keep

town centers dislocated from major cities began to appear throughout

them separate. (Burg and Vink 2008) At the time, they strived to

the region. One notable planning policy, Vierde Nota Extra enacted in

maintain a network of medium-sized cities, known as a polynuclear

1993 designated over 100 sites around 25 existing metropolitan areas

metropolis, believing this would be stronger than having one major

to create new cities with a minimum of 30 dwellings per hectare and

city dominate the delta region. However, with the growth in housing

30% social housing. By 2015, these compact suburban developments

demand over the last half century, these guidelines became a burden

known as VINEX communities were to add 634,800 housing units to

for sustainable growth within the region.

the Netherlands. ( BIJN Solutions 2004)

“Developments are increasingly expanding across municipal
and provincial borders, while sectoral solutions, such as new
roads or new residential areas, are becoming more and more
difficult to realize. The slow pace at which projects are being
realised in the Netherlands in practice is therefore also a
growing problem. That has led to not only the issue of spatial
planning being placed high on the agenda, but also the
governing of the Randstad becoming a focus of attention.”
(Burg and Vink 2008, 2)

and climate change issues have forced them to devise a new plan. By

The post-World War II population boom contributed to this problem,

they created Randstad Urgent in 2008. (Ministry of Housing, Spatial

leading VROM to pass a number of spatial planning policies to

Planning and the Environment 2008)

Randstad Urgent and Randstad 2040
Under normal conditions, continuing VROM’s past strategies may have
adequately developed the Randstad, but on-going rapid urban growth
2040, they want to provide 500,000 new housing units, improve the
transportation infrastructure in between major urban nodes, and
adapt existing infrastructure to climate-proof the region. To do this,

accommodate the rapid population growth. Until recently, these
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This program expedites this transformation by fast tracking 20 - 40

To fix this, the plan focuses on revitalizing the region’s major cities by

projects that will address issues within the region like flooding, water

creating more density within existing urban areas and helping each

storage, housing and recreation, traffic bottlenecks, and fixing social

city to develop its own international identity. (Ministry of Housing,

problems in the cities. (Ministry of Infrastruture and the Environment

Spatial Planning and the Environment 2008)

2010)

three large-scale components. They want to increase density within

“The government wants to build a large number of [the
500,000 new housing units] in cities. In order to achieve this,
the government wants to restructure outdated residential
areas and workplaces and transform unused grounds into new
urban areas where people can live and work.” (Ministry of
Infrastruture and the Environment 2010)

major cities and urban areas, strengthen the connectivity between

To augment this strategy, the plan also strongly emphasizes and

those places, and diversify land use within the traditional agricultural

promotes increased infrastructural connectivity between the cities.

land of the Green Heart. (Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the

(Burg and Vink 2008)

The Randstad 2040 Structural Vision places Randstad Urgent’s many
targeted projects into a spatial vision. Randstad 2040 outlines how to
meet the goals of Randstad Urgent by summarizing its objectives into

Environment 2008)
Increasing population in the country’s major urban centers responds
to recent studies showing that Amsterdam dominates the Randstad’s
urban network internationally, while the other major cities do not
stand on their own. This contrasts the spatial planners’ 20th century
notion that population caps and urban buffers would keep the city’s
balanced. They had hoped to ensure equity between the major cities,
but instead diluted their individual prominence by limiting their size
and spreading their potential population among the regions many new
towns. This distributed population has also congested the region’s
transportation infrastructure. (Burg and Vink 2008)
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The Blue-green Heart
Perhaps the most dramatic piece of Randstad 2040 is the plan’s
abandonment of keeping the Green Heart pure and encouraging more
diverse land uses within its boundary. Some agricultural areas within
the Green Heart have become less viable due to high water tables,
ground subsidence and salt-water infiltration. (M. v. Steeklenburg
2009) In certain polders with these conditions, Randstad 2040
proposes to allow permanent flooding or increased groundwater
levels to help increase the region’s water flexibility. Called
waterlogging, this would encourage depoldering some polders. To
keep these waterlogged areas functional, spatial planners would

reprogram them with diverse land uses including recreational parks
and new water adapted housing.
“The diversity will mean a policy of waterlogging in some parts
of the Green Heart, while retaining the characteristic dairy
farming in others. Elsewhere there could be unique
combinations that include homes.” (Ministry of Housing,
Spatial Planning and the Environment 2008, 26)
To enable building in these waterlogged polders, new architecture and
infrastructure would need to incorporate water-adaptive techniques
and site planning. These strategies would help meet the housing

Fig. S - 2: Livestock Grazing
Horses grazing on flood-prone land near Roermond, NL

demand without resorting to traditional land reclamation, while

Injecting these new programmatic functions and increasing water

decreasing the pumping intensity currently needed to maintain

levels will transform the agricultural center of the Randstad into what

intensive agriculture. Within these new hybrid landscapes, planners

has been coined the “Blue-green heart”, due to its interweaving of

also envision new urban parks, which will include new areas of open

land and water. (Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the

water and increase "natural" landscape; these amenities will serve

Environment 2008) This restructuring will help increase the region’s

nearby urban areas and new developments in this transformed region.

water storage capacity and reduce pressure on the region’s strained

(M. v. Steeklenburg 2009)

water management system; planners also hope to reverse some

Within the newly “rewetted” peat lands of the Green Heart, intensive

negative effects of constant draining such as saltwater infiltration,

agriculture would no longer be possible, but some “low-intensity

carbon dioxide emissions* and soil subsidence. (Ministry of Housing,

agriculture” could exist. One form, called paludiculture, allows both

Spatial Planning and the Environment 2008)

the production of a variety of biomass crops along with grazing of
some types of livestock while “the peat store is maintained or that
peat accumulation is even re-installed.” (Verhagen, et al. 2009, 35-36)

*
Researchers have found that inundated peat marshes function as
natural carbon sinks, while drained peat marshes emit significant
quantities of CO2 as organic material decays. (Verhagen, et al. 2009, 1416) Olthuis notes in his book Float! that drained peat marshland accounts
for around 3% of the Netherlands annual CO2 emissions; equal to “around
three million cars.” (Olthuis and Keuning, FLOAT! 2010, 159)
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Case Study: Xplorlab and Hotspot Zuidplaspolder

Fig. S - 3: Hotspot Zuidplaspolder
On the left is an elevation gradient map showing the location of the Zuidplaspolder. The highlighted region in the map represents the project’s site. On the right is a 3D map illustrating
the basic geology of the Zuidplaspolder. Xplorlab chose this polder for its research due to its elevation below sea level and diverse site conditions that can represent other locations
throughout the Netherlands. (M. v. Steeklenburg 2009); Map on Left (Het Waterschapshuis 2012); Map on right (Steeklenburg, et al. 2008, 12)

Supported by funding from the national research program Klimaat

One of the first projects completed by Xplorlab was Hotspot

voor Ruimte, the Province of Zuid-Holland (PZH) created Xplorlab to

Zuidplaspolder. This project focused on developing a sustainable

address provincial climate adaptation. The province charged Xplorlab’s

climate adaptation plan for the Netherlands’ lowest polder, the

multidisciplinary team to develop recommendations for PZH’s

Zuidplaspolder, while analyzing the feasibility of meeting the national

development over the next century considering issues such as climate

spatial planning goals for this. * (M. v. Steeklenburg 2009) The project

change, urban agriculture, flood risk, soil subsidence, new forms of

also evaluated many potential future issues such as flooding, water

architecture and infrastructure, and population growth. Their work
also strives to be translatable to other delta regions around the world
facing similar environmental pressures.

*
This includes allocating space for 15,000 houses, 280 ha of
greenhouses and 500 ha of nature.

shortages, salinization of ground water, and heat stress. (M. v.
Steeklenburg 2009)
During the project, Xplorlab developed 52 potential urban planning
and architectural adaptation strategies, and designed five pilot
projects that used 23 of the strategies.
For these five pilots, Xplorlab worked with a number of private and
public organizations to choose locations characterizing the polder’s
diverse site conditions and make use of a range of innovative
techniques. The following pages describe these five projects and the
issues they addressed.
Pilot Project 1: Zuidplas Noord
Designed by:
Water Adaptive Strategies:
Primary Use:

Xplorlab and Bureau opMAAT
Terp developments/Tiered landscape
Integrating Residential, Recreation,
Ecological Preservation and Water
Storage into a development plan

With the help of the architecture and urban planning firm Bureau
opMAAT, Xplorlab designed this pilot project to address the region’s
future water storage needs. * Together, they developed a master plan
for the project area that includes three tiered elevations that allow

Fig. S - 4: Zuidplaspolder Master Plan
Xplorlab selected the five project locations shown above to study a variety of
site conditions found within the Zuidplas Polder and throughout the
Netherlands. By choosing sites with diverse characteristics, they made their
study relevant to a broad audience and demonstrated a number of
approaches to water adaptive living. (M. v. Steeklenburg 2009)

*
Xplorlab and many other government, non-government and private
entities have cited the climate scenarios, developed by the Royal
Netherlands Meteorological Institute in 2006, as a primary catalyst for
climate adaptation.
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different functions. These tiers allow water levels to safely rise and fall
and their usage correlates to this fluctuation.
The lowest tier is composed of natural wetlands and open water
areas. Primarily, this constructed landscape would provide room for
wildlife and recreational boating. The next tier would serve as a
temporary interstitial space containing auxiliary programming for the
upper tier. During a flood, water would completely inundate this
zone—therefore the plan specifies only temporary structures and
programming (this would include out buildings, green houses,
gardening, recreational spaces, and secondary roadways). On the third
and highest tier, 800 residences would be concentrated on strips of
raised land. These elevated land strips emulate the historic terp
developments built in the pre-dike Netherlands. Along each land strip,
main transit arterials would run flanked by housing. By concentrating
the housing and infrastructure in this fashion, it reserves the majority
of the land for ecological systems or dry-proofed and wet-proofed
buildings able to handle occasional minor flooding. (Steeklenburg, et
al. 2008, 36-37)
The tiered site plan allows highly flexible water levels and creates new
water storage capacity, reduces the need for super dikes, and helps
absorb extreme rainfalls. The homes built on the terps would also
possess high value views of the ecologically protected landscape which
Fig. S - 5: Changing Water Levels at Zuidplas Noord
Diagram reproduced from source. (Steeklenburg, et al. 2008, 37)
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would potentially provide “added value” to their base prices due to

the “natural water side experience and the guaranteed unhindered
views.” (Steeklenburg, et al. 2008, 37)
Pilot Project 2: Rode Waterparel
Designed by:
Water Adaptive Strategies:
Primary Goal:

Xplorlab and Dura Vermeer
Dry-Proof and Wet-proof building
strategies/Floating Buildings
Developing Building Strategies for
Floodplains

Primary Goal:

Investigating Low-impact Building
Strategies for Peat Landscapes

This prospective development places 1800 new dwellings in the lowest
portion of the Zuidplaspolder, adjacent to the Hollandsche Ijssel.
Xplorlab collaborated with the research firm TNO Built Environment
and Geosciences * to study alternative strategies involving different
combinations of two site strategies: artificially increasing the ground
level and compartmentalization.

Developed in cooperation with Dura Vermeer this pilot investigated
the feasibility of developing 1300 residences along an old streambed,
while raising the artificial ground water level and allowing greater
fluctuation in the mean water level. This strategy aimed to increase
water storage and surface water area in the region without affecting
ground stability. Dura Vermeer proposed a variety of advanced

Traditionally, to build on unstable peat lands, the ground levels are
built-up using layers of sand. This increases the ground’s effective
compressive strength and elevates the buildings. Unfortunately, this
strategy also leads to soil subsidence due to the sand’s weight and
adds extra material costs. (M. v. Steeklenburg 2009)

housing typologies ranging from dry-proofed to wet-proofed

Compartmentalization, on the other hand would not require

structures, artificial decks elevated on piles, and infrastructure built on

increasing ground levels because a series of protective cells would

piers or floating on expanded polystyrene foundations. While these

shield the area from flooding. These cells would function similar to

technologies require more upfront expense, the project cites long-

dikes, but since the lands would not require drainage, it would

term benefits that will offset the initial costs.

potentially eliminate subsidence. However, according to Steeklenburg

Pilot Project 3: Nieuwerkerk Noord
Designed by:
Water Adaptive Strategies:

Xplorlab and TNO Built Environment
and Geosciences
Compartmentalized Site
Development/Building Directly on Peat
Marsh

*
TNO is a research and development firm. Its Built Environment and
Geoscience divisions study urban planning, building technology and
advancements in geoscience.
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elevate the highway encircling the project area thus eliminating the
need to elevate the entire project’s land elevation. TNO estimated
that compartmentalizing the project area would save €27 million,
which is a 71% reduction compared to raising the ground level.
(Goosen 2008, 19-25)
However, both methods may not be feasible in every situation. Using
sediment or other materials besides sand is not always possible and
depends on the soil structure below. Similarly, compartmentalization
would be difficult in unstable peat landscapes due to the need for
stability to maintain the integrity of the protective dikes creating those
compartments. (M. v. Steeklenburg 2009)
Fig. S - 6: Moordrect Building Diagrams
Diagram reproduced from source. (Steeklenburg, et al. 2008, 41)

Pilot Project 4: Moordrecht

there are currently no economically feasible building techniques to

Designed by:

build directly on the unstable peat. (M. v. Steeklenburg 2009)

Water Adaptive Strategies:

Nonetheless, Steekelenburg believes the advantages of reducing

Primary Goal:

subsidence and potential cost savings through this potential practice

Xplorlab and Delft Universtiy of
Technology (TU Delft)
Dry-proof, Wet-proof and Column
Housing/1.3 meter flood datum
Developing Flood Resistant Building
Techniques

are worth researching. Especially, since many places in the
Netherlands and abroad could benefit from this technology. It could

Perhaps the most architecturally focused proposal, this project, known

dramatically decrease the impact development has on similar

as the 1.3 Meter Plan, proposes nine water-adaptive building

landscapes.

typologies that would protect their inhabitants from flooding should

Should an affordable foundation system become available, most of the
cost savings would stem from reduced site development costs. To
compartmentalize Nieuwerkerk Noord, they would only need to
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floodwaters rise to 1.3 meters above the polder floor. The flood
resilient designs rely on a flood simulation produced by Deltares in

2008 that simulated a catastrophic breach in the nearby Hollandsche
Ijssel dike.

*

could also work at similar sites. The changes necessary to build an

Although the probability of a breach is “very small”, Xplorlab and TU
Delft proposed anticipating the worst and designed a series of homes
able to resist the 1.3 meter floodwaters. (M. v. Steeklenburg 2009) To
protect these prototypes from water damage, they would employ one
of the following techniques:
•

Dry-proofing - keeps water outside the structure using
waterproof barriers, site design and waterproof details,

•

Wet-proofing - specifies waterproofed finish materials on the
levels below the flood datum allowing the building to
temporarily accept floodwaters, or

•

site improvements. They believe the strategies explored in this project
aquatic development would not be feasible in this area and similar
sites due to the unstable peat ground and nearby existing
developments. Steeklenburg explained that:
“We don’t [propose floating buildings] in this particular design
because the problem is that we can’t create water, because we
are this low and there are already houses. So you can’t put
water in it and you actually can’t build dikes because it’s too
unstable ground. So you can’t make compartments of water
where you can float.” (M. v. Steeklenburg 2009)
Research into building directly on the peat landscape, discussed in the
last project, would also benefit this project’s low impact of the
surrounding landscape.

Column foundations - elevates the building above the flood
datum to protect them from floodwaters. †

While large-scale site modifications such as increasing groundwater

Pilot Project 5: Gouweknoop
Designed by:
Climate Adaptive Strategies:

levels or adding open water could work for most sites, these same
strategies

could

adversely

affect

Moordrecht’s

surrounding

developments. Therefore, Xplorlab and TU Delft approached this

Primary Goal:

project primarily using water adapted building elements rather than
*
Although the case study acknowledges a potential 1.3 meter flood,
this flood level depends on Maeslantkering being closed. If the flood gate
malfunctioned the floodwaters could become much greater.
†
(See Chapter 4: Adaptive Living for more information on these
construction methods.)

Xplorlab
Conserving Nature and Ecological
Corridors/Building Artificial and
Natural Water Storage/Pervious
Surfaces
Developing Prototype City/Urban
Strategies

The primary driver behind this project involved designing a future
developmental

framework

applicable

to

new

dense

urban

communities. The site will “house the most urban development in the
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polder” and therefore have “the most heat stress.” According to

Currently, the Dutch government has approved €24 million to begin

Xplorlab, these two aspects of the site made it ideal for this

implementing two pilot projects: Nieuwerkerk and Rode Waterparel.

exploration. (Steeklenburg, et al. 2008)

This national support reinforces the success of Xplorlab’s integrated

The project strives to create a water storage infrastructure that will
retain heavy rain during wet years and help relieve heat stress during
droughts. Within this plan are three primary tactics: integrating open
water within the landscape, developing additional water storage
facilities and designing buildings that slow and store rainwater.
Combined they work in synergy to help address the polder’s
environmental stresses with a passive infrastructure, creating what
Xplorlab calls a "climate engine". (M. v. Steeklenburg 2009)
The first part preserves existing natural areas, while providing
compact space for development and new areas of open water. These
preserved areas also create connections to other natural areas outside
of the polder boundary. The second strategy creates a water storage
facility that would supply water to the polder during times of drought
when only poor quality or saline water is available to the polder.
Lastly, the third strategy proposes to integrate rainwater storage
within new buildings to supply additional water to the local green
areas in times of heat stress and to help cool the urban environment.
Xplorlab sees this infrastructural approach as a potential model for
future development in the Randstad and other international urban
regions responding to similar issues. (Steeklenburg, et al. 2008)
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approach to regional planning. (M. v. Steeklenburg, Zuidplaspolder:An
Example of an Integrated Approach 2009)

Case Study: Climate-Proofing Rotterdam

Fig. S - 7: Rotterdam
Above is an aerial composite image of Rotterdam. This image was created using Google Earth.

Internationally, the city of Rotterdam has a reputation as a municipal

Guiding Rotterdam’s overall climate adaptation are two interrelated

leader in innovative urban planning approaches. Recognizing its many

programs the Rotterdam Climate Initiative (RCI) and Rotterdam

current and future challenges, Rotterdam has positioned itself as a

Climate Proof (RCP).

leader in both climate adaptation and delta technology. The city aims
to become a model for other delta cities around the world by
mastering issues like climate change, population stagnation, and aging
infrastructure. Leaders within the city know that in order to improve
the economy, environment and spatial quality of Rotterdam they must
find future opportunities within current obstacles.

RCI specifically focuses on reducing Rotterdam’s overall carbon
footprint. It mandates a 50% reduction in the carbon dioxide output
compared to 1990 levels by 2025. To achieve this goal, the city plans
to increase energy efficiency, generate more energy from renewable
sources, and capture, reuse and store carbon dioxide. For example,
the City is working to reduce its carbon output by modernizing
buildings, infrastructure and transportation systems. It has also

created new regulations and provided incentives to businesses and

The strategy acknowledges that for a delta city like Rotterdam, “water

individuals to catalyze change outside the government’s reach. (City of

and spatial planning are inextricably linked.” Water Plan 2 advances

Rotterdam 2010)

the previous strategy by addressing the many climate and economic

On the other hand, Rotterdam recognizes it produces a relatively small

issues facing the city in the 21st century. (City of Rotterdam 2007)

percentage of global carbon dioxide output. It knows that reversing

One key weakness highlighted in Water Plan 2 is Rotterdam’s aging

climate change would require countries around the world to reduce

water infrastructure. If city officials were to ignore this dormant

significantly their carbon dioxide outputs. With global reductions

problem, Rotterdam would suffer during extreme future scenarios;

nowhere in sight, it believes it must adapt to the projected effects of

lacking the water storage capacity needed to outlast prolonged

global climate change regardless of their own efforts. (Veelen 2009)

droughts and unable to control increased runoff during intensified

Recognizing its relative powerlessness to influence global conditions
directly, Rotterdam created RCP to focus on what Rotterdam can do as
a city to make it resilient to the projected effects of global climate
change. The plan identifies five major areas to concentrate its efforts
to achieve this goal: flood management, accessibility, adaptive
building, the urban water system, and the urban climate. By
addressing these different areas, Rotterdam hopes to achieve a
holistic solution to make the city climate proof by 2025. (City of
Rotterdam 2010)
Water Plan 2

rainfall. (City of Rotterdam 2007) This is a critical problem, but city
spatial planner Peter van Veelen sees an opportunity within this
dilemma. Veelen said that holistically addressing these problems could
help reintegrate water storage infrastructure into the city, provide an
incentive to renovate existing infrastructure and physically reestablish
the River Rotte within the city. Veelen expressed how Rotterdam is
currently segregated from its water:
“We stated once that in Rotterdam it’s impossible to touch the
water, there is almost no place that you can really put your
feet in the water, there are few places where you still have this
relic of the old river.” (Veelen 2009)

Both RCI and RCP have heavily influenced its spatial planning

Veelen described how a combination of new water storage systems,

strategies in the coming years. To guide the city and ensure the

water plazas, natural areas, and water developments would begin to

achievement of both programs’ goals Rotterdam developed Water

address both the ability to accept and store more water, while

Plan 2 in 2007, replacing the previous water management strategy.

simultaneously improve Rotterdam economic and social quality
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making it a more attractive and livable city. He also described how this

and needs major renovations in order to increase its water capacity

approach greatly differs from the mentality behind the Delta Works

and improve its water quality. Due to its existing density, many of the

projects following the flood of 1953:

planned actions concentrate on renovating existing infrastructure such

“What we learned from the Delta Works is that we should
have an integrated approach. Not only a technical solution,
but an ecological protection of this area and the potential of
the river for living and recreation.” (Veelen 2009)
Rotterdam Water City 2030

as its water conveyance system of canals, singles, sewers and
unearthing the old river — which for the most part has been covered
over. (Veelen 2009)
In concert with reconstructing, extending and renovating these
systems, the water plan emphasizes the goals to “[focus] on holding

The city’s 2004 entry in the 2nd International Architectural Biennale

and delaying the rainwater as much as possible.” (City of Rotterdam

Rotterdam directly influenced the design of Waterplan 2. Called

2007, 93) Rather than the antiquated strategy of removing water as

Rotterdam Waterstad 2035, it hypothesized an overhaul of the city’s

fast as possible, this new strategy works to control the speed of water

infrastructure that would amplify the integration of existing urban

using new types of infrastructure like green roofs, natural areas,

fabric, industrial dock lands and its water systems. (Greef 2005)

expanding canals, and integrating new natural/manmade storage

The plan used geographic features to divide the city of Rotterdam into
three main regions, focusing on the waterways in each region. Overall,
the plan proposed to increase the city’s safety, health, transit, and
beauty by embracing the water, rather than burying it. Planners
distilled key aspects from this conceptual vision, to generate the more
grounded Rotterdam Water City 2030 described within Water Plan 2.
(City of Rotterdam 2007, 23)
In the 2030 plan, Rotterdam North focuses on greening the existing
infrastructure and integrating smart water control measures to slow
and store rainwater. The North section is the oldest section of town
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areas. Slowing the water or storing it for other uses helps relieve
pressure on the aging sewer system, which currently doubles as a
means for storm water conveyance. In addition, slowing water allows
more time for sediment to settle, resulting in cleaner water draining
into the Maas, improving river’s overall water quality. The stored
water could also help relieve heat stress in times of drought. (City of
Rotterdam 2007, 92-93)
Rotterdam South strives for similar water management reforms.
However, unlike the northern region, much of the South’s water lies at
the same elevation. This uniform elevation makes it possible to create
a contiguous water system to connect existing fragmented waterways

and build new urban waterfronts. This new system could also connect
to Zuiderpark, a large urban park, creating a network of water for
recreation and mobility, while meeting water management goals.
Eventually these new water networks could connect southern
Rotterdam with the Maas. (City of Rotterdam 2007, 94-95)
Beyond the North and South regional reforms, the most innovative
facet of the plan is the Riverstad. Currently, deep sea, shallow sea and
river transport ships heavily use the Riverstad. However, over the next
20 to 30 years a majority of Rotterdam’s port activity will shift away
from the city to Maasvlankte II. This creates a major urban
redevelopment opportunity right in the city’s heart. When Maasvlakte

Fig. S - 8: Rotterdam Waterstad 2035 (Greef 2005)

2 becomes fully functional, the city hopes to have reprogrammed its

shipping industry, reusing buildings and injecting new flexible water

port area into a 21st century mixed use corridor. By creating a vibrant

infrastructure to be constructed in these areas outside the dikes. *

region in between north and south Rotterdam, they also hope to knit
all three regions into a unified whole.
“The greatest possibilities for redevelopment are along the
river banks, as changes in the function of the port industrial
complex have made these the most dynamic areas in the
region. There are opportunities here for substantial
intensification (of housing, employment, earnings per square
metre) and quality improvement, as well as economic revival.”
(Projectbureau Stadshavens Rotterdam 2008, 20)
The city’s strategy is to intensify the program within the port areas
taking advantage of new space created by the vacating deep-sea

In many ways, the port area is a blank slate; with the majority of its
area beyond the protection of the dikes, it will serve as a test bed for
innovative delta technology. The city of Rotterdam along with other
public and private organizations see this as an opportunity to develop
state of the art technology to mend their urban fabric while
simultaneously creating an international knowledge base for delta
cities around the globe.

*
The current port area is a striking contrast to the urban fabric of
Rotterdam. While some port areas will retain their industrial shipping
programs, the shipping will be smaller scale and become more attractive
with modernization.
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Fig. S - 9: Rotterdam Watercity 2030
The map above illustrates Rotterdam’s overall master plan as of 2007. (City of Rotterdam 2007, 88-89) Map reproduced from source.
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One such organization is Clean Tech Delta. It is a conglomerate of

providing more high-tech jobs and attractive urban communities it

more than a dozen businesses, government organizations, universities,

could entice new businesses and young professionals to come to

and NGOs striving to promote the development of new green

Rotterdam, while keeping Rotterdam’s large student population post-

technologies and delta technologies in the Delft-Rotterdam region. It

graduation. (City of Rotterdam 2007, 26-27)

strives to lead by example and stay on the cutting edge. Its strategy is
to create an international center for developing these technologies
and putting them to work in the Netherlands and other delta regions.
Clean Tech Delta hopes its efforts will generate green jobs, demarcate
Rotterdam as an international center for delta technologies and keep
their delta safe. (Scheepmaker 2009)
Demographic Troubles
The overall redevelopment of Rotterdam also targets some of the
city’s growing demographic problems. Two of the most pressing issues
identified in both the Water Plan 2 and by those I interviewed were
population migration and population stagnation. The former concerns
the large portion of the students and professionals leaving Rotterdam
for other cities, which offer a better economic climate and higher
quality living conditions. This migration leaves an unbalanced
workforce living within Rotterdam. This phenomenon combined with
population stagnation, where population growth either declines or
stays the same, could in the end “lead to a decline in prosperity and
consequently a weaker base for facilities in the city.” To combat these
issues, the plan focuses on redefining Rotterdam as a cutting-edge city
with green jobs and new attractive waterfront communities. By

“The demographics are out of balance, Rotterdam is one of the
bigger student cities - probably more students than any other
city in Holland - but they tend to move away as soon as they
finish their studies, so we have to find ways to retain them.
And one of the ways to do that is to develop this new green
economic cluster, which might be an interesting way to attract
students and to keep them here in this interesting working
living environment.” (Scheepmaker 2009)
While in the past the Dutch may have just reclaimed unused ports to
increase the city’s land area, the current strategy incorporates
creating floating residential and commercial developments on the
unused water. These new water districts will create a unique living
environment that would make living in these former ports more
attractive. After the new water plan was published, Urgenda, an NGO
advocating a more sustainable Netherlands, hired a young
architecture firm called Deltasync to help design and create a
brochure promoting this floating vision for redeveloping the city’s port
areas. (Roorda 2009) The brochure titled “The Floating City” argued
that creating this floating development in Rotterdam’s vacant dock
lands would not only be feasible, but also would spur urban growth,
improve climate resilience, and define Rotterdam as a model for other
delta cities. (Urgenda 2008)
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Another public group pushing for water adaptive urban developments

businesses to Rotterdam to create new high-tech jobs. He believes this

is the Dutch Research Institute for Transitions (DRIFT) out of Erasmus

project will help solve some of Rotterdam’s demographic ills and also

University. DRIFT works directly with Urgenda on a number of issues

help the Netherlands maintain its international dominance in delta

and are supportive of this proposal. Chris Roorda, one of DRIFT’s

technology. He wants to create “a kind of a silicon valley of the

researchers affirmed the benefits of creating floating communities,

lowlands”

over filling in the vacated ports. He said that not only would it provide

(Scheepmaker 2009)

an attractive and climate-proof solution, it would also be more
affordable and “give economic value to the water.” He also added that
by preserving the form of the port areas you also preserve the
“cultural value of the place.” (Roorda 2009)
StadshavensRotterdam 1600ha

to

attract

international

business

and

investors.

“It’s like this, when all the delta areas around the globe will be
facing some serious challenges because of climate effects, then
it would be a wise course of action to put yourself in the front
line and kind of reinvent this reputation that we have, and put
a strong effort on applying new innovation on that area.”
(Scheepmaker 2009)

Rotterdam also sees the value and environmental benefits associated

Roorda agrees that Rotterdam could use Stadshavens and the floating

with developing a high-tech multi-programmed district and believe it

community as an icon to promote its delta technology worldwide,

will contribute to both RCP and RCI. Inspired by “The Floating City”

declaring “being an international frontrunner is one of the major

vision, other floating developments in the Netherlands and the visions

drivers to [build floating communities] as well. There is technology

of local architecture firms like Deltasync, Bart van Buren, and Water

being developed that can be an export product from Rotterdam area.”

Studio, it has initiated a project known as StadshavensRotterdam

(Roorda 2009) Recently, to promote the city’s climate adaptation

1600ha. (Veelen 2009)

efforts, the city promoted many of its policies and the Stadshavens

This project spearheaded by Projectbureau Stadshavens will transform
the 1600ha of soon to be vacant port areas into a thriving mixed use
development. It would showcase cutting edge floating and water
adaptive buildings, serve as a focal point for delta technology
research, and reconnect Rotterdam with its waterways. Hans
Scheepmaker, the development manager hopes to attract numerous
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project at the 2010 World Expo in Shanghai, China.

Case Study: SEV’s Housing and Water (Waterwonig) Programme

Fig. S - 10: SEV Waterwonen
The five projects above are the five projects studied by SEV. Steigereiland is so far the only one completed.

SEV is a non-government organization that traditionally has worked to

site, and proposes uniquely different water adaptive approaches. To

develop solutions for social housing problems within the Netherlands.

find qualifying communities, SEV hired Defacto Architecten to survey

Partially funded by VROM, they work on a wide variety of housing

existing and proposed aquatic developments. From the information

issues

they gathered, Defacto created a map called Waterwoonlocaties in de

within

the

Netherlands.

(Stuurgroep

Experimenten

Volkshuisvesting 2011)
In 2006, SEV created a program called “Housing and Water” to work
with developers building water adaptive communities. They targeted
new developments of more than 100 housing units slated for
completion by 2011. Each pilot project inhabits a significantly different

Nederlands; this map of the Netherlands compiled their findings
locating the existing and proposed water adaptive plans, the number
of housing units, and the site’s characteristics. SEV used that
information to help select five pilot projects that met their criteria. For
these pilot projects, SEV provided help working with existing laws and
regulations, doing market research, giving the projects “experiment

status and publicity”, and brought each into a larger “national network

complex. The project's master plan inhabits and redevelops the

and exchange of knowledge”. (Singelenberg, SEV - Living on the Water

Poelpolder, the lowest polder in the municipality of Westland. This

2010)

polder has primarily served as agricultural land and as an emergency

SEV chose the following five pilot projects * for their Living with Water
program:
Steigereiland
This large floating development located within Ijburg’s easternmost
island features the first water lots sold in the Netherlands as personal
property. Adhering to the same building codes associated with
standard housing construction, this project marks a departure from
previous water developments. (Singelenberg 2008) High voltage
power lines divide the site into two halves; on the west side float a
variety of modular housing designed by Marlies Rohmer, while the
east side is reserved for custom built floating homes. Aluminum jetties
connect the floating homes throughout the site to the mainland and
serve as both walkways and utility corridors. Vertical steel moorings
anchor each home to its water plot allowing it only to move vertically
with the water.
Het Nieuwe Water
Currently under construction near Naaldwijk, this development will
contain 1200 new housing units, including the first floating apartment

water storage basin, but this land use prevents it from adequately
serving the growing need for dedicated water storage in Delfland;
therefore the master plan proposes to depolder it and allow it to flood
permanently. Within this polder, Waterstudio has devised an
innovative water-adaptive community making use of a variety of
water-adaptive building typologies. Waterstudio's master plan
superimposes a residential district with new water storage,
exemplifying the strategy of “dubbele grondgebruik”; double use of
the land.
Riverstone
At the site of an old brick manufacturer near Rheden, this
development was to consist of 200 homes using a variety of water
adaptive typologies including homes built on a newly created terp,
aquatic homes that would rise with the river tides, and continuously
floating homes. Situated in the Ijssel River, the terp would have been
the main building site, built up from soil dredged from the river
bottom. This experimental reuse of river dredging was of particular
interest to the Rijkswaterstaat. With high tide the site would become
an island in the river connect to the mainland by bridges. The site was
also to contain recreational spaces and an underground parking deck.

*
Steiger Eiland and Het Nieuwe Water are discussed in more detail in
the following two case studies
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a continuous waterproof barrier with the buildings sited along the
existing harbor’s edge; while the last strategy physically allows water
to rise up into portions of the site. Buildings within zones affected by
this last strategy, will consider the harbor’s tidal shifts into their
design. The master plan also provides a small number of water plots
for floating buildings. (Stone, Beckers and Penailillo 2008) *
Schoonschip
Designed by Deltasync, this unrealized pilot project proposes a selfsufficient community prototype that would include 20-30 floating
homes. Hybrid infrastructural-walkways would interconnect the
homes into a network and tie them to existing landbased utilities.
Fig. S - 11: Schoonschip
Designed by Deltasync, this conceptual project suggests a new “plug ‘n’ play”
infrastructure to help medium sized floating communities be more feasible.
(Singelenberg 2008, 34) Image reproduced from source.

A shift in policy makers due to a recent municipal election led to the
project's cancellation. (Singelenberg 2010)
Master Plan Stadswerven
This development proposes to redevelop Dordrecht’s old city wharf by

(Singelenberg 2008, 34) Under these walkways, would run utility
pipes, ducts and wiring. This conceptual project intends to enable
larger communities of floating homes to be realized. In general, it is a
kit of parts that could add on to a number of existing cities, be part of
a new development or exist on its own. Deltasync’s Website lists these
components as integral to these developments:
•

“Plug’n’play connections. Connections that enable flexible
urban planning.

•

Integrated piping. Ducts and pipes are integrated in the
infrastructure

2014. The site plan consists of a new multi-use neighborhood, which
will contain 1200 new homes. Since the entire site exists outside the
city’s protective dikes, the project integrates three water adaptive
strategies. The first strategy takes advantage of the wharf’s high
elevation at +2,5m N.A.P, proposing to raise part of the site’s ground
level, effectively creating a large reinforced terp; the second combines
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*
See Chapter 6: Water Adaptive Projects for more information on this
project.

•

Permeable surfaces. Surfaces that can be used for rainwater
harvesting.

•

Membrane bioreactor. Treats waste water.

•

Direct Nanofiltration. Potable water is harvested from surface
water.

•

Seasonal storage. Heat is stored in aquifers to save energy.

•

Submerged water storage. A flexible bag that serves as
a temporary storage facility for purified water.

•

Windturbine mooring pole. A small wind turbine that is fit for
use in residential areas that can easily be combined with
necessary mooring facilities.

•

Solar-energy. PV-panels are an effective source of
energy. Residents can lease their roof area to the operator
and save on energy bills.

•

Helofyte filter. Vegetation that treats grey waste water.”

(Deltasync 2007)
Overall, the project seeks to make floating communities more
affordable by making an infrastructure of standardized components.
Once developed a contractor could buy pre-designed parts and extend
out onto the water.
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Case Study: The Floating Homes of Steiger Eiland (Jetty Island)

Fig. S - 12: Homes at Steigereiland
This photograph features some of the custom homes in the East Water District. Like the homes in the West Water District these homes are connected to the mainland by a walkway,
under which run all of the necessary utilities. These utilities are then connected to each home with flexible connections.

Steigereiland completed in 2010 has two separate sides divided by a

Designed by Marlies Rohmer, Water District West contains a variety of

high-voltage power line that cuts diagonally through the 2.5-meter

modular housing units built by ABC Arkenbouw: 55 floating homes, 3

deep water site; these sides are known as Water District West and

homes elevated on columns and 17 housing units in dike-side row

Water District East. The site’s water level on average is 20cm below

houses. The floating units were all floated over the Markermeer to the

sea level and is controlled by two locks; it can vary as much as 60cm.

site from ABC Arkenbouw’s factory in Urk. (ABC Arkenbouw 2012)

The site features the first legally defined water lots in the Netherlands
and unlike prior floating developments adheres to the city’s standard
building code. (Singelenberg 2008)

The floating buildings are connected to the mainland by four
aluminum jetties supported by concrete columns and linked together
by a series of bridges. These serve simultaneously as walkways and
utility infrastructure. The jetties are generally three feet wide, but in

cases where there is only one path of egress are five feet wide. Each

Currently, the first 37 11m x 12m lots have been issued, with 62 more

floating unit is moored in place allowing them to only move vertically

lots planned in a second stage. These lots were assigned by lottery

with the water and use flexible connections to connect with the static

with 381 applicants and priced between € 116,000 and € 142,000.

utility infrastructure.

(Singelenberg 2008) A variety of ark builders and architects were

Attempting to achieve variety within the modular buildings, the site
plan irregularly spaces buildings and varies orientation. Rohmer used
the site plan to invoke specific characteristics.

involved in the completed homes, but all adhere to the developments’
form based code. This defines the building footprint as 7m x 10m and
the building vertical limits as 7.5 meters above the normal water level
and 1.5 meters below water; the upper story also must be 50 percent

“These objectives include a pleasant, rumbling character,
water ambiance, movement, a sense of individuality, and a
boat docked at home. We strive to achieve a sense of laxity
and individuality in spite of the project-based approach.”
(Architectenbureau Marlies Rohmer 2009)

of the lower floor area. (Ontwikkelingsbedrijf Gemeente Amsterdam

To increase variety and also affordability, there are three modular

utilities. To improve environmental sustainability the buildings are

floating typologies in this district; Vancouver, Sydney and Seattle. The

required to use maintenance free materials that do not leech heavy

Vancouver is a detached unit while the Sydney is an attached duplex.

metals into the water. For instance uncoated zinc, galvanized steel,

They can both be purchased, but the three-gang Seattle typology has

copper and lead are generally restricted. All wood also must be FSC

been designated for rental property. (ABC Arkenbouw 2012)

certified. Any building maintenance must also not create runoff of

The aesthetics remain uniform between the various building types.
Using a lightweight steel framework the housing units have modular

2010)
All homes must be built off-site and towed to the owner’s lot. Once
there it can be moored to a specified location and attached to the

harmful substances. (Ontwikkelingsbedrijf Gemeente Amsterdam
2010)

facades of “glazing and brightly coloured plastic paneling.” These

Since its completion, the project has received a variety of criticism. As

panels can be shifted to adjust light and views. (Architectenbureau

mentioned earlier, Olthuis critiqued the site’s narrow allowable

Marlies Rohmer 2009)

footprints, remarking at how they were poorly proportioned for three

Water District East differs from the west side because each of its
water lots are available for custom designed floating houses.

story floating houses in the site’s shallow water. (Olthuis and Keuning,
FLOAT! 2010) Generally, SEV seems to agree with Olthuis. In their
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Fig. S - 13: Steigereiland Aerial Photo
(Architectenbureau Marlies Rohmer 2009)
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recent analysis of this project they suggest that column housing would

decade ago; he feels the rules guiding Steigereiland have been

have better suited the shallow site, and ask whether the water should

“outdated”. (Olthuis and Keuning, FLOAT! 2010)

have been deeper. SEV also questions the expense used to separate
and control the site’s water. They remarked in their report how this
would reduce the water quality cutting it off from the Ijmeer. They
wonder if it would have been better left open, allowing the water to
move more freely. (Singelenberg 2010)
Another criticism relates strict interpretation of building codes that
guided site planning and the floating buildings. While ensuring that
the development was up to code, some feel the officials were too rigid
and failed to adapt to the site’s unique characteristics. For instance
SEV points out the “paradox” of fire safety on a water site. SEV
wonders if in the future the surface water could be considered for
extinguishing fires and if lifeboats may be considered for egress.
(Singelenberg 2010, 14) According to multiple architects adhering to
land based fire codes significantly affected the site plan including the
lengths of jetties and maximum distance of buildings from shore.
Rickard van der Plas of Attika Architecten feels that all of the strict
rules “killed all the life [from Steigereiland].” (Plas 2009) He expressed
how the overly cautious approach limited its full potential and feels
that the code officials could have been more flexible considering the
nature of floating buildings. (Plas 2009) Olthuis believes many of the
projects issues resulted from decisions and assumptions made a
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Case Study: A New Development Rises from a Flooded Polder

Fig. S - 14: Het Niewewater Master Plan
This is the final master plan created by Waterstudio.

Het Nieuwe Water is a unique project that could serve as a model for

lies within the municipality of Westland between two of its urban

future water adaptive developments. Projected to be complete by

cores; Naaldwijk and ‘s Gravenzande.

2019, this project will incorporate a variety of water adaptive
architecture, urban planning, and civil engineering to create a viable

Regional Context: Poelzone

housing district inside the depoldered Poelpolder. (OLTHOF/M&MP BV

Het Nieuwe Water is part of a larger municipal redevelopment project

2012) With 40 percent open water, 1200 new housing units, and the

called Poelzone. This project will restructure the land use of 500ha

capacity to store the region’s excess water, Het Nieuwe Water will

within Westland. As one of the projects under Visie Greenport

exemplify the new Dutch urban planning ideal of “dubbele

Westland 2020, it focuses on addressing diverse infrastructural issues

grondgebruik”; double use of the land. (Olthuis 2009) The 80ha site

including

urban

expansion,

climate

adaptation,

recreation,

agribusiness and the environment. (Westland2020 Masterplan)
Structured around the integration of four main components the
project will create 2000 new housing units, consolidate and modernize
330ha of greenhouses, build an ecological corridor, and increase peak
water storage by 75,000 m3. (Gemeente Westland 2008)
As mentioned earlier in chapter 2, Westland lies within the water
board of Delfland and due to recent and future heavy rain events
needs to increase their water management’s flexibility. The
municipality has cited scattered land use as one obstruction to climate
adaptation and a restriction to increasing water flexibility; the pattern
of land use also leads to numerous energy and infrastructural
inefficiencies. Within the Poelzone, 66% is currently devoted to
greenhouse cultivation and this agribusiness demands specific
groundwater levels with low tolerances. (Olthuis and Keuning, FLOAT!
2010) and (Gemeente Westland 2012)
Currently, the disorganization of buildings and infrastructure make
more area than necessary subject to these inflexible conditions. Also
due to the choppy land use pattern, the average greenhouse building
is only 2ha, when studies have shown that 4ha – 10ha greenhouses
conserve more energy and operate more cost effectively. In addition,
these older greenhouses use energy and water inefficiently due to
outmoded technology. Unlike modern greenhouses, they do not
create closed resource loops to recycle resources or integrate with

Fig. S - 15: Het Nieuwewater in Context
This diagram highlights the existing Poelpolder (The site of Het Nieuwe Water)
.Located in Westland the site is surrounded by scattered green houses. Part of
Westland’s regional plan is to modernize these greenhouses, make them more
efficient and make more space for living and water storage.

surrounding developments effectively. Numerous small roads and
waterways also lead to ineffective transportation and water
infrastructure. (Gemeente Westland 2008, 12)
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Adaptation Strategy
To improve efficiencies, the municipality will consolidate existing
green houses to make room for new housing, water storage and an
ecological corridor. This will provide opportunities to modernize
greenhouses and integrate their energy and water use contributing to
a sustainable regional infrastructure. For instance, excess heat and
water will be recycled and reused in the region’s buildings.
Cutting through the Poelzone, a 7.8km ecological corridor will connect
the coast near Monster to Staelduinse Bos, a forested park south of
Naaldwijk. This corridor will add much needed permeable land area to
Westland, increasing the region’s ability to cope with heavy rain
volumes and creating new aquatic, pedestrian, hiking and cycling
connections across the municipality. The corridor’s green space and
open water will cover 40ha and average 65m wide. When the project
is complete it will also connect with a larger system linking the Green
Heart and the sea. (Gemeente Westland 2008, 15)
Along this ecological framework, the plan also proposes 2000 new
housing units distributed among four new developments and adds
75,000m3 of peak-water storage capacity. Without the reallocation of
greenhouses, this critical water storage would not have been possible.
Fig. S - 16: Poelzone Master Plan
The diagram above depicts the overall Poelzone Master Plan. It shows how het
Nieuwewater forms its core and how the ecological corridor traverses this urban zone.
(Gemeente Westland 2008, 7)

A Water-Adapted Housing District
Designed by Waterstudio, with civil engineering by Van der Waal &
Partners, Het Nieuwe Water will function as the the Poelzone’s core.
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The project’s 80ha site will hold 1200 of the 2000 new housing units,
3

while simultaneously adding all 75,000 m of peak-water storage
capacity. Its site plan also integrates new recreational and ecological
zones. (PAS BV Planeconomie en Gebiedsontwikkeling 2010) Around
half of these new housing units will be floating, while the rest will
coexist with the site’s unique conditions. (Olthuis 2009)
Due to the region’s urban and environmental pressures, a diverse
group of stakeholders came together to make this project possible.
They recognized that the innovative plan proposed by Waterstudio
would address each of their individual mandates.
“The Water Control Board is responsible for keeping the area
dry by supplying water storage, the province of South Holland
is responsible for maintaining and developing the
infrastructure and ecological structures, the municipality of
Westland would like extra new-build while the Dutch
Municipalities Bank (BNG) wants to develop the region.”
(Olthuis and Keuning, FLOAT! 2010)
The existing site is the lowest polder in the municipality, making it
ideal for water storage. Depoldering the Poelpolder will permanently
flood the site and relocate all of the existing agriculture, scattered

intensity, increase regional flexibility and help ensure dry conditions
throughout the region. (Olthuis 2009)
Connecting this development to the rest of the region, The Poelzone’s
ecological corridor will run continuously along the 2.5km site. The
corridor averages a 50m width, and contains a few small pockets of
low-density column houses, gardens and floating homes. Most of the
corridor will remain undeveloped.
The Architecture
This project will showcase water adaptive ideas Waterstudio has been
cultivating in a myriad of projects. “In the [past] five years we have all
these concepts done for Amsterdam and Dubai and all this technology
we can just put in this one area.” Olthuis believes that this project will
serve as a template development for other locations needing water
storage and is excited about realizing Waterstudio’s many conceptual
projects into one water adaptive vision. (Interview) Since this project
is still many years from completion, the exact details of its buildings
are still in conceptual stages. However, the main gestures have been
decided and defined in the master plan.

homes and greenhouses to land that is more suitable. To reach its

The 1200 housing units will incorporate a variety of aquatic building

water capacity target, the project proposes raising the water level to

strategies: traditionally built homes and apartments built on raised

the bozem elevation, from -1.80 to -0.43 NAP, and increasing the

terps, housing elevated on columns, floating islands of housing,

bozem’s outlet capacity. These actions will decrease pumping

individual floating homes and a 140m x 80m floating apartment
complex, called the Citadel. (Olthuis 2009) The units’ price and
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availability will vary depending on the ownership and government
subsidies with 120 individual social housing units, 240 multi-family
social housing units, 790 private sector housing units and 50 private
lots. (r.1513…pdf) To help control varying environmental conditions
and water safety, eight water compartments will divide the site. Each
compartment will have its own environmental and architectural
identity, such as floating islands, terp housing, or column housing in
the ecological corridor. Around forty percent of the site will be open
water with 10 percent of this region covered by floating buildings.
(Interview)
Fig. S - 17: The Citadel
Waterstudio’s conceptual renderings of the floating apartment complex at Het
Nieuwewater show its dynamic interlocking structure. Clad in aluminum the building
will make a striking landmark in Westland (Waterstudio 2012)

The southernmost zone consists of a network of interconnected raised
land bars surrounded by open water. The designers have sited most of
the developments’ conventional buildings on these raised terp-like
land areas. In the open water surrounding these land areas, the
designers have also integrated a number of floating housing districts.
With these two housing types intermixed, the south end will contain
the densest housing and all of the developments’ mixed-use buildings.
(Zoning map) To protect the conventional buildings sited on the land
bars, the civil engineers set the ground elevation above the peakwater storage level. This ensures that conventionally designed
buildings will keep above the high water datum. (Interview)
The project’s density decreases to its northernmost regions, due to

Fig. S - 18: Traverse
Waterstudio’s conceptual rendering of water asaptive homes built into the side of the
former dike. (Waterstudio 2012)
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this area containing a high percentage of detached housing. While this
area also contains mostly floating single family homes, along the

development’s edge there are also a number of water adaptive homes
built into the edge of the former dike and raised on columns in the
ecological corridor.
Many of the floating homes in the development will fit typologies
discussed earlier in this report, but there are also some unique floating
building types in the New Water. One specific example mentioned by
Olthuis is the floating island. These constructs will consist of a floating
green space that will surround some of the floating homes. This will
provide these homes with their own private land. (Olthuis 2009)
The Citadel
This 60-unit floating apartment complex will be the first architectural
component completed in Het Nieuwe Water. Waterstudio projects its
completion by 2016. (OLTHOF/M&MP BV 2012) The 140mx80m
building will rise approximately 12m above the water level with 3m
remaining underwater. The design’s conceptual form emerged from “a
mass of rocks where water has carved out channels.” (Olthuis and
Keuning, FLOAT! 2010, 164-165) All of the apartments will exist above
the waterline, while the hollow concrete foundation will be used as a
below water parking garage. The apartment’s structure “made from
steel with wood floors, will be “clad with aluminum shingles.” (Olthuis
and Keuning, FLOAT! 2010, 164-165) This building will be the first
floating apartment complex in the world and a symbol for the
community. (Olthuis 2009)

Fig. S - 19: Symbiotic Relationships
This diagram shows how the city envisions the buildings and infrastructure working
together. (Gemeente Westland 2008, 18) Image reproduced from source.

Traverse
Directly to the east of the Citadel are 8 lots for custom designed units.
These units are built into the side of the former dike and feature a
modular concrete foundation. This foundation spans the width of the
dike and takes the form of an open concrete box on which the home
sits. On the waterside its open end functions as a boathouse, while on
the land side it serves as a garage. (Waterstudio 2012)
Sustainable Features
Throughout Het Nieuwe Water are a number of sustainable features
will be integrated with the buildings in accordance with the Poelzone
master plan. Renewable energy will be the major focus. For heating
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and water supply, the new buildings will tap into the output of nearby
greenhouses. These modernized green houses will be designed to take
and release energy into the district, making a more symbiotic
ecosystem. The new buildings will also incorporate geothermal
exchange and other renewable energy systems for heating and
cooling. (Gemeente Westland 2008, 18)
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Urban planner, Marco van Steeklenburg works for XploreLab, an
interdisciplinary group within the Province of Zuidholland. XploreLab
focuses on developing and investigating new ideas to manage
sustainable urban growth within the Randstad. He has over ten years
of practical experience. Currently, he is the project manager for
Mainport-Greenport and is researching the feasibility of urban
agriculture within the Randstad in cooperation with TransForum.

Projectbureau Stadhavens Rotterdam works as a contractor for the
City of Rotterdam and its port authority to develop the 1600 ha area
of Stadshavens(City Ports). This large industrial zone is currently
evolving as the commercial shipping center is gradually relocated to a
new 2000 ha polder development being constructed at the Hoek van
Holland called Maasvlakte 2. The company was started two years ago
and was charged “to design a long-term vision for the whole area; a
signpost for the future.” The vision for the docklands incorporates a
large variety of water adaptive urban developments. “Instead of
traditionally just using the area as a traditional waterfront
development…why not do things on the water itself by applying
floating buildings, working islands, housing etcetera on an ambitious
scale.”

XplorLab was founded in 2006 by the Province of Zuidholland and one
of its first projects “Hotspot Zuidplaspolder: Climate Adaptation in the
Zuidplaspolder” produced a detailed case study focusing on how the
lowest polder within the Netherlands would be affected by climate
change and how it could adapt to new conditions.
While the Zuidplaspolder shares many issues with other polders within
the country, it has the lowest elevation and offers a great opportunity
for growth within the Randstad. Steeklenburg described its geography
saying that “the northern part was around 4m below sea level, and
because in the western part next to the HollandseIssel river there is
still remaining peat and because we make pastures, we lowered the
water level and [as a result] the level of the ground. In the end after
150 years of pumping…[the lowest point] is now 6.7 meters below
sea-level.”
Marco and the rest of the XploreLab team investigated new building
and planning techniques to reduce damage caused by increased
flooding due to continuing soil subsidence, intensifying rainfall and a
rising sea level.

The Stadshavens project strives to reinvent Rotterdam and inject new
life into the port areas. “Let’s make this ‘climate change’ which is a
threat, and turn it around into ‘climate chance’ and make it into an
opportunity…because we have historically the reputation, if there are
issues with water management or delta technology then the Dutch
know what to do.“
The project is scheduled to be completed in small pieces with the first
phase completed by 2015. Scheepmaker sees this as a great
opportunity to position Rotterdam as a leader in green delta
technology and simultaneously rebalance the city’s demographics. He
thinks by developing an “interesting working-living environment”
within Stadshavens it may ”attract students and to keep them here [in
Rotterdam].”
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officially was founded in 1999. As a firm, Attika has produced many
studies on living in a variety of environments from the sea to the
desert. But water has been a primary focus from the beginning and
has continued to help differentiate them from other firms.

Bart van Buren focuses much of his creative energy on aquatic
architecture. While he understands that it is not the only answer to
future environmental problems within the Netherlands and other
delta cities, he sees it as an important component. His background in
building technology and water architecture compels him down this
path. He believes that it is critical that the Netherlands should focus
on working with water due to the Dutch’s long history dealing with
water and the “delta technology” they have developed. “Since we
have this background, we need to engage the water.”

In 1993, the firm’s founder Jan van de Voort designed his first
houseboat, and Van der Plas related how extraordinary this was for
the time. Houseboats were usually not “designed” and were typically
“for the low-class…ugly…and self-built.” However, as Amsterdam’s
harbor continued to shift away from Amsterdam water quality
improved, living on the canals became more appealing and designed
houseboats became more common.
Plas is fascinated with water’s many atmospheric qualities such as
reflection, connectivity, and movement. He strives to incorporate
these characteristics with Attika’s many aquatic concepts. To him
living on the water blurs the boundary of the city. “When you are on
the water you are connected to the world, connected to all of the
other water. You could just row your boat to Rio de Janeiro or
anyplace. It’s so connected…there’s no border.”
Today, Attika is a leader in the water architecture field, and has
produced a number of water structures along with research
documents on sustainable floating, elevated and water-adapted
architecture. Van der Plas hopes that the recent interest in aquatic
architecture is not merely a fad, and sees great possibilities for its
future integration with existing cities around the world.
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In 2006, he and his team at TU Delft won the RoyalHaskoning Delta
Competition with their concept of a sustainable floating city. This led
to the formation of DeltaSync that continued to develop this project
and other water concepts. In 2008, he moved to Rotterdam to found
his own firm Water Architect van Buren. His concepts range from
individual floating buildings to new innovative floating infrastructure
for agriculture. In 2009, he won the Zuidholland Prize conceptualizing
a floating mobile infrastructure to help improve life in small rural
villages along Holland’s many navigable waterways.
With the Netherlands sinking every year and the seas rising he
believes new solutions beyond just increasing dike strength are
needed. “It’s kind of tricky when you can increase your dikes over and
over again. The risk, if it goes wrong, gets only bigger” He sees a
prominent future in aquatic architecture, but knows that it is only the
beginning. “There is a niche for it, but it’s still in its children’s shoes”

Chris Zevenbergen

Frits Schoute

Business Developer | Dura Vermeer

Ecoboot.nl | Founder

As a professor of flood resilience of urban systems at UNESCO-IHE and
the head of the research team at Dura Vermeer, Chris Zevenbergen is
well versed in the Netherlands’ and other delta region’s water issues.
For the past ten years he has been focusing on making “resilient
planning and design…the heart of [Dura Vermeer].” Zevenbergen
feels that recently within the Netherlands “[there has been] a
paradigm shift, because up till now we only relied on structural
measures and probability management and not on risk management.”

Before Frits Schoute began Ecoboot, he was a telecommunications
professor for TU Delft having devoted almost thirty years to
telecommunications. His background makes him an unlikely pioneer
in water architecture. However, in his farewell address, on September
1st, 2001, he announced the beginning of Ecoboot a non-profit
internet based organization focused on promoting sustainable living
technologies and his dream of future communities living at sea. Until
then his energy had been focused on the latest cell phone technology,
but he saw something more important to work toward. “I had this
feeling that the world population was not waiting for [the next 4g
phone]; there are more urgent things to deal with.”

This new paradigm has allowed some of Dura Vermeer’s ideas to be
realised such as the Water housing at Maasbommel by Factor
Architecten and the new floating conference center in Rotterdam
completed in 2010 by DeltaSync. Zevenbergen is working hard to
promote these new concepts and at Dura Vermeer he has played a
crucial role in many new experimental water developments.
Zevenbergen talked about worldwide growth in new “delta
technology” especially in Asia, and feels that other countries are
catching up or exceeding the Dutch dominance in this field. He
believes it is vital for these technologies to remain an export product
of the Netherlands, and that new national and regional legislation is
helping this grow. However, Zevenbergen seems worried that the
Dutch Government is not moving fast enough. Despite the many
obstacles ahead politically, technologically and psychologically
Zevenbergen strives to position Dura Vermeer as a leader both
nationally and internationally in developing a more water adapted
urbanism.

Back in 2001, Frits’ ideas of a floating future seemed improbable, but
today there are many floating developments that are being built or
planned to be constructed.
Today, Frits acknowledges that large communities at sea are still in the
distant future, but he still feels that this is the most sustainable way of
living. For him “the reason we don’t live at sea is that there is too
much energy for comfortable living. On the other hand, nothing
creates more comfort than lots of energy.” He believes if we can learn
to harness this abundant energy that is freely available the sea offers
unlimited area for us to live and prosper.
Currently, Ecoboot uses its blog Ecoboot.nl to promote the emergence
of new technologies, innovative architects, and new projects that
continue to make this sustainable floating world a reality.
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Karina Czepanitz

Water Studio

DeltaSync | Founder

Koen Olthuis | Founder

Karina Czepanitz, one of the founding members of DeltaSync, believes
the development of floating buildings within the Netherland will grow
strongly in the future. Founded in 2007 after her team at TU Delft
won the 2006 RoyalHaskoning Delta Competition with their concept of
a sustainable floating city, DeltaSync primarily focuses on researching
and developing sustainable aquatic urban developments. The
competition winning concept changed over the course of four years,
and was vastly reduced in size. However, in June 2010, a floating
conference center based on their initial concept was towed into port
at Rijnhaven a port within the city of Rotterdam.

Koen Olthuis is renowned in the field of water architecture. His firm
Water Studio is one of the few firms focusing entirely on this field and
is over ten years old. He feels that while it can address climate issues,
it should not be limited by this. To him water gives “flexibility” to
urban growth. “Water gives new space to a city. If you look back in
time…years ago Mr. Otis invented the elevator and made it possible
for a vertical city…a new dimension…and when the underground was
invented locations in the city became closer to each other in time, so
this [was] also a new dimension, and this is the same with water.
Water makes it possible to have a floating building foundation,
possible to use water in a city to come to a new density. A new density
is necessary to answer for instance climate change, but also
economical change…[and] cities looking for space.”

While floating developments are the firm’s specialty, they are also
focusing on resilient buildings that are either wet or dry flood-proofed,
and are more common. “[With] dry flood-proofing you isolate your
house on the outside and you have your door a bit higher so the water
cannot come in and wet flood-proofing you let the water in but...you
don’t have any wood on the floors instead you have stone or concrete,
and all of your electrical[appliances, outlets etc.] are up high.”
To Czepanitz’s dismay DeltaSync’s vision of sustainable development
has not fully permeated the Netherlands. “Unfortunately…there are
still a lot of developments that are developed the old way and are not
thinking about flooding at all.” To change this reality, Czepanitz and
her associates at DeltaSync are working with a number of partners like
TU Delft and are researching ways to make these emerging
technologies more prevalent and affordable.
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He doesn’t think this new water city should look strange and other
worldly, but similar to the existing fabric, “the only difference is the
floating foundation underneath it.” He told me how many of the new
firms today are trying too hard to “show the future” and are “do[ing] it
wrong, [it’s] too much of a freak architecture it’s about shapes and
things that look nice, but give the wrong message.”
“Its not that we think that floating is the answer for Holland, its just
extra tool in your toolbox to make urban fabric.”

Peter van Veelen
Urban Planner | Department of Spatial Planning Rotterdam

Within Rotterdam’s Department of Spatial Planning, Peter van Veelen
is focused on developing the “flooding adaptation strategy for the
river areas of Rotterdam” He sees this strategy as a way to
reinvigorate Rotterdam and encourage population growth. Veelen
expressed concern that many of the “young potentials” are moving
out of the city to find work after they get their degrees. He believes
that by reinventing the riverfront from an industrial shipping port to a
mixed-use development, focusing on high-tech green jobs, the city
could attract new businesses and build new housing to anchor young
professionals and the middle class to the city.
The current adaptation strategy Veelen is developing does not focus
entirely on floating infrastructure. “Floating measures like floating
buildings are part of this strategy, but we focus mainly on flood-proof
buildings and infrastructure.” Developing along the river could also
help reshape its image, currently Rotterdam’s port is still very active,
but the largest portions of this industry are being relocated to the
coast due to ever growing container ship sizes. This creates an
opportunity to reuse these port areas for new programs and housing.
“We are trying to build up a strategy which is also on using this river
more as an icon, to make different living and work areas.”
However, unlike the redevelopment of Amsterdam’s ports, the water
levels along Rotterdam will continue to fluctuate with river tides,
some ports will remain active and the river will remain a “highway”
transporting goods up and down the Maas.
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